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Abstract

In this thesis we explore the efficiency of signal representations and their robustness

in signal reconstruction in three subfields of signal and image processing.

The first result concerns regularity limitation in the construction of directional

wavelet bases due to redundancy constraint on the scheme, in an effort to construct

“optimal” directional bases with multiresolution and perfect reconstruction proper-

ties. We showed that for orthonormal and biorthogonal bases with dilated quincunx

downsampling, the wavelets cannot be well localized; however, this regularity limit

can be circumvented in a tight frame with dyadic downsampling and a redundancy

factor smaller than 2.

The second result introduces a novel framework for patch-based image models

combining local structure of patches and nonlocal information in image domain. In

particular, we built convolution framelets from local and nonlocal bases, which form

a tight frame of the image space and has energy concentration when the local and

nonlocal bases are coherent. We applied this framework to reinterpret and improve

state-of-the-art low dimensional manifold model.

The final result proposes a new paradigm of phase retrieval, considering signal

reconstruction up to a larger equivalence class than a uniform phase shift. It is

known that in the classical setting, phase retrieval in infinite or high dimension is

inherently unstable. We showed that stability can be achieved, however, for frames

of Gabor wavelets or Cauchy wavelets in this new paradigm.
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1

Introduction

With the development of sensing technologies and computer processing power, abun-

dant high dimensional signals requiring significant storage space in their raw form,

such as photos taken by megapixel cameras, high resolution digital movies and hu-

man genes from DNA sequencing, are being generated. In high-dimensional signal

processing, proper representations of signals are essential to reduce model complexity

and computational cost.

Signal representation focuses on efficient and robust characterization of signal

properties of interest. Once dominated by classical applied harmonic analysis, and

in the form of modern machine learning, this field now relies on a much wider range

of disciplines. Yet the essence of signal representation remains the same: signals are

typically mapped from the ambient space to a “representation space”, which can be

the time-frequency space in harmonic analysis or an embedding space in machine

learning, where the signals could be characterized in simpler forms and manipulated

with greater ease.

This dissertation offers theoretical contribution to three different yet related top-

ics in signal representation root in applied harmonic analysis and inspired by state-
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of-the-art models in machine learning and image processing.

First, we analyze the tradeoff between redundancy and regularity in a represen-

tation scheme. In particular, we inspect the redundancy constraint (also known as

critical downsampling) on the construction of directional wavelet bases, a prefer-

able type of bases for image representation, that have multiresolution structure and

perfect reconstruction property. It was previously unclear whether such an opti-

mal directional wavelet basis can be constructed although several directional wavelet

schemes have been introduced and successfully applied in image processing. We show

that there is a regularity limit on orthonormal or biorthogonal wavelet bases with

dyadic quincunx downsampling, yet this limit can be circumvented in a tight frame

construction with small redundancy. This is a joint work with my advisor Ingrid

Daubechies who proposed the initial project.

Second, we propose a framework to effectively combine representations in differ-

ent regimes. We focus on the currently inadequate theoretical analysis in patch-based

image models sharing the principal mechanism of integrating representations local-

ized in image patches and nonlocal information indicating the similarities between

patches in image domain. In our framework, local bases in patch space and non-

local bases in image domain are combined by convolution to generate convolution

framelets. The representation by convolution framelets provides reinterpretation of

state-of-the-art methods such as low dimensional manifold model. When the local

and nonlocal bases are consistent, the corresponding convolution framelets have op-

timal energy concentration that induces local-nonlocal regularity on images, which

can be incorporated into existing methods to improve their performance. This is a

joint work with Tingran Gao, Yue M. Lu and Ingrid Daubechies, where I contributed

the major theoretical construction of convolution framelets.

Finally, we introduce a new paradigm for stable phase retrieval, a special case

of robust signal reconstruction from nonlinear representations. In phase retrieval,

2



the nonlinear representation (or measurements) takes the absolute value of linear or

affine transforms of signals, typically using frames of wavelets, which is translation

invariant and Lipschitz continuous to small deformations in signals. Yet it is unstable

to reconstruct signals in infinite or high-dimensional space when the error is measured

by Euclidean distance. The new paradigm considers reconstructing the signal up

to a larger equivalence class, annihilating the ambiguity that precisely causes this

inherent instability. We prove that stable phase retrieval can be achieved for frames

of Gabor wavelets or Cauchy wavelets. This is joint work with Rima Alaifari, Ingrid

Daubechies and Philipp Grohs, where I contributed to the numerical simulation and

part of the theoretical analysis.
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2

Stability in Infinite-dimensional Phase Retrieval

In signal processing, especially signal reconstruction, the fundamental inverse prob-

lem is to reconstruct a signal from its linear or non-linear representation (measure-

ments). The reconstruction is unique if the measuring operator is invertible, e.g.

wavelet transforms, or if extra prior information of the signal is available, e.g. spar-

sity of the signal in compressed sensing. Nonlinear signal representation, however,

in general does not guarantee uniqueness of the reconstruction. A special case is

the phase retrieval problem, where signals may be uniquely reconstructed up to a

global phase factor. Despite the generalized uniqueness in phase retrieval, it is known

that the reconstruction is inherently unstable for signals in high or infinite dimen-

sion. The main focus of this chapter is a new paradigm where stable phase retrieval

can be achieved for infinite-dimensional signals from their Cauchy or Gabor wavelet

measurements.
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2.1 Introduction

2.1.1 Problem formulation

The problem of phase retrieval arises in a wide variety of applications, ranging from

optical imaging (Shechtman et al., 2015; Hurt, 2001) such as X-ray crystallography

and computational microscopy (Tian et al., 2014) to audio processing (Deller Jr

et al., 1993) and deep learning algorithms (Waldspurger, 2015).

In these applications, we are given phaseless measurements of a signal f P Cn,

where each measurement is the absolute value of a linear measurement in the follow-

ing form,

|F pkq| “ |xf, φky|
.
“

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

n
ÿ

l“1

fl pφkql

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
, φk P Cn, k “ 1, . . . , N.

The goal is to reconstruct f from these measurements |F pkq|, up to a global phase,

meaning that the functions f and eiαf , @α P R, are not distinguished. The linear

measurement vectors φk are either fixed, for example when the linear measurements

correspond to Fourier transform and F pkq are Fourier measurements of f , or can

be manipulated, for example in diffraction imaging, |F pkq| is the diffraction pattern

of f modulated with different filters(masks) φk. Recent theoretical models based

on compressed sensing literature assume Gaussian measurements where φk are i.i.d.

random Gaussian vectors. Typically, Φ “ tφku
N
k“1 is overcomplete, i.e. Φ is a frame

of Cn, therefore recovering f is equivalent to recovering the phase of measurements

F .

2.1.2 Infinite-dimensional phase retrieval

Because the discrete signal f often represents a finite-dimensional approximation

of a continuous function describing an infinite-dimensional object, it is natural to

consider the more general infinite-dimensional phase retrieval problem, where one
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seeks to recover a signal f P H, with H a (possibly infinite-dimensional) Hilbert

space, from the phaseless measurements

|F pωq|
.
“ |xf, ϕωy|, ω P Ω, (2.1.1)

where Φ “ pϕωqωPΩ Ă H is a (possibly infinite) parameterized family of measurement

functions.

In automatic speech recognition (ASR). For a function f P L2pRq one considers

its spectrogram F “ Vϕf, where

Vϕfpx, yq
.
“

ż

R
fptqϕpt´ xqe´2πitydt (2.1.2)

is the windowed Fourier transform of f defined by the window g P L2pRq. The

parameters px, yq may vary again over either a discrete subset of R2 or over all of R2.

Most of the current ASR systems employ only the magnitude of the spectrogram for

feature extraction. Phase information of the signal f needs to be estimated from the

phaseless measurements |Vgf |. Applications of this problem can be found in Virtanen

(2007); Bruna and Mallat (2013).

More recent work (Waldspurger, 2015) seeks to reconstruct a signal f P L2pRq

from the magnitudes of semidiscrete wavelet measurements, i.e., from |F px, 2jq| “

|Wψfpx, 2
jq|, where j P N, x P R and

Wψfpx, yq
.
“

1

|y|1{2

ż

R
fptqψppt´ xq{yqdt. (2.1.3)

The corresponding phase retrieval problem arises in the reconstruction of f from its

scattering transform, a model related to deep learning introduced in Mallat (2012).

If Φ is a frame of H, then recovering f again reduces to recovering F .

2.1.3 Uniqueness of phase retrieval

In finite-dimensional spaces, it is known that a generic frame Φ with 2n elements

allows phase retrieval for real signals in Rn (Balan et al., 2006). Here generic means
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an open dense subset of the set of all 2n-element frames in Rn. Similarly, a generic

frame Φ with 4n´4 elements allows phase retrieval for complex signals in Cn (Conca

et al., 2015).

For infinite-dimensional signals, the uniqueness is much less well understood ex-

cept in specific settings. Consider the classical phase retrieval problem of recon-

structing a function f P L2pDq from intensity measurements of its Fourier transform

F pωq “ pfpωq, where D is a compact subset of Rd and Ω is either Rd or a discrete

subset of Rd.

When d “ 1 and F pωq ‰ 0, @ω P R, the Fourier measurements is in general not

uniquely solvable (Akutowicz, 1957); With additional assmuption on the smoothness

of f , i.e. f P C8pDq, D Ă Rd, Marchesini et al. (2003) showed that the recon-

struction is unique upto a global phase;recently, Yang et al. (2013) has established

the uniqueness of the solution, if the intensities of the Fourier transforms of certain

structured modulations of f are measured instead.

Thakur (2011) studies the reconstruction of a bandlimited real-valued function f

from unsigned samples p|fpωq|qωPΩ with Ω a suitable (discrete) sampling set, and it

is shown that a reconstruction is always possible if the sampling rate is more than

twice of its Nyquist rate; more general settings are considered in Alaifari et al. (2016);

Chen et al. (2016). Note that the real-valued case, where only the sign ˘1 is missing

from each measurement, is qualitatively simpler than the complex-valued case.

In Mallat and Waldspurger (2015), it is shown that for measurements defined in

(2.1.3) by Cauchy wavelets, the phase retrieval reconstruction is unique.

2.1.4 Algorithms

Many algorithms have been proposed for solving phase retrieval problems in various

settings. The classical alternating projection algorithm (Fienup, 1982; Gerchberg,

1972) has been successfully applied in practice but there is no theoretical guarantee
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of its convergence to the true solution. Another iterative algorithm is proposed

by Candes et al. (2015b) based on Wirtinger flow using Gaussian measurements,

which has a slow convergence rate. In the same setting, Candes et al. (2015a) later

introduced an convex relaxation of the original non-convex phase retrieval problem

called PhaseLift, which solves for nˆn rank-1 matrix ffJ. Mallat and Waldspurger

(2015) proposed an iterative algorithm for Cauchy wavelet measurements, where the

reconstruction is initialized from measurements in low frequency region then refined

by adding constraints from measurements in high frequency region.

Even with theoretical guarantee of uniqueness, it is insufficient for real-world

applications where noise in measurements cannot be avoid. In general, phase retrieval

algorithms tend to be unstable in the presence of noise. Among all the algorithms

above, PhaseLift is stable if the measurements are corrupted by additive noise, yet

it is computational expensive due to the redundancy in signal representation from

“lifting” and preventing it being applied to high dimensional signals. In the following,

we discuss the inherent instability of infinite and high-dimensional phase retrieval.

2.1.5 (In-)stability of (in-)finite dimensional phase retrieval

A reconstruction is stable if there exist a (moderate) constant C ą 0 such that

inf
αPR

›

›F ´ eiαG
›

›

B ď C }|F | ´ |G|}B1 , (2.1.4)

for B, B1 suitable Hilbert (or Banach) spaces.

For phase retrieval problems in spaces of finite (and fixed) dimensions, stability

and uniqueness typically go hand in hand (Bandeira et al., 2014; Candes et al.,

2015a). The situation changes drastically when we consider infinite-dimensional

spaces. A central finding of Alaifari and Grohs (2016); Cahill et al. (2016) is that

all infinite-dimensional phase retrieval problems are unstable and that the stability

of finite-dimensional phase retrieval problems as fine-grained approximations of the
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infinite case deteriorates severely as the dimension grows.

Example 2.1.1 (Stability deterioration as the dimension grows). We borrow the

following example from Cahill et al. (2016) to which we refer for more detail. Consider

the real-valued Paley-Wiener space

PW “ tf P L2
pR,Rq : supp pf Ď r´π, πsu,

and the measurement vectors tϕnunPZ of elements ϕn
.
“ sincp¨ ´ n

4
q. As shown in

Thakur (2011), each f P PW is uniquely determined by t|xf, ϕny|unPZ, up to a global

sign ˘1 (note that this setup is real-valued). More precisely, suppose that f, g P PW

with |xf, ϕny| “ |xg, ϕny| for all n P Z. Then there exists σ P t´1, 1u with f “ σ ¨ g.

Now we consider an approximate problem restricted to the finite-dimensional

subspaces Vn Ă PW , defined as

Vn
.
“ span tϕ4` : ` P r´n, nsu.

The space Vn consists of f P PW for which pf is the restriction to r´π, πs of a

trigonometric polynomial of degree n. Then, Cahill et al. (2016) gives the explicit

construction of fm, gm P V2m such that, for some m-independent constant c ą 0 and

for all m P N,

min
τPt˘1u

}fm ´ τgm}L2pRq ą cpm` 1q´123m
}p|xf, ϕny| ´ |xg, ϕny|qnPZ}`2pZq , @m P N.

(2.1.5)

This implies that the corresponding Lipschitz constant C in (2.1.4) grows at least

exponentially fast as the dimension of the problem increases.

Figure 2.1 shows the plot of the functions fn and gn for n “ 5, where the two

functions are large on two distant domains and small in between and have almost

identical measurements. However, they are dramatically different on the positive

domain.
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Figure 2.1: Functions f5 and g5 satisfy-

ing (2.1.5) and with supp pf5 “ supp pg5 “

r´π, πs. While supnPZ
ˇ

ˇ|f5p
n
4
q| ´ |g5p

n
4
q|
ˇ

ˇ is
small, }f5 ´ g5}L2pRq and }f5 ` g5}L2pRq are
not.

2.1.6 Three observations and a new paradigm

The instability in infinite-dimensional phase retrieval problems as well as their high-

resolution approximations, makes one wonder whether phase retrieval is even ad-

visable in these situations. It is instructive, however, to take a closer look at how

this instability manifests itself in concrete phase retrieval attempts. We offer the

following three observations.

1. One way to construct phase retrieval problems leading to instabilities is to

consider measurements F “
řk
j“1 Fj with each component Fj concentrated on

disjoint sets Dj in Ω Ă Rd that are “far apart” from each other.1 Clearly, any

phase reconstruction for |F | of the form

G
.
“

k
ÿ

j“1

eiαjFj @α1, . . . , αk P R, (2.1.6)

will result in an instability: the absolute values of F,G will be very close, due

to the fact that the Fj’s are concentrated on well-separated disjoint sets, but

F ´ eiγG need not be small at all, even for the optimal choice of γ.

The functions constructed in Example 2.1.1 are of this form with k “ 2. In

fact, in the general real-valued case it can be shown that all instabilities arise

1 In the more general setting where Ω is not a subset of Rd but indices of frame elements ϕi, we need
more precise definition of the distance (correlation) between two frame elements as measurement
functions.
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in this way (Alaifari and Grohs, 2016). In the complex case, it is not known

whether this is the case as well.

2. One can investigate how existing, concrete phase retrieval algorithms deal with

finite-dimensional approximations to the multi-component F introduced above.

Figure 2.2 gives a typical albeit simplistic example. Consider an analytic2 signal

f , e.g. as in Figure 2.2a, whose Gabor transform F “ Vϕpfq has two discon-

nected components F1, F2, s.t. F “ F1`F2, see Figure 2.2b. Given the Gabor

measurements |F | “ |Vϕpfq|, a reconstruction f rec is obtained using the phase

retrieval algorithm in Waldspurger (2015).3 The relative error }f ´ f rec}{}f}

in time domain is 8.61ˆ10´1 whereas the relative error }|F | ´ |F rec|}{}F } in

the Gabor measurements is 1.27ˆ10´5. The large difference in the time do-

main (the ratio of the relative errors exceeds 5 ˆ 104; see also Figure 2.2c), is

due to a non-uniform but piecewise constant phase shift in the time-frequency

domain of measurements. Let F rec
1 , F rec

2 be the two components of F rec cor-

responding to F1, F2. As shown in Figure 2.2d, F1 and F rec
1 differ by only

a phase factor eiα1 ; similarly F2 and F rec
2 differ by eiα2 ; however, α1 ‰ α2.

So although it is hopeless to expect that any numerical algorithm could sta-

bly distinguish
řk
j“1 Fj from

řk
j“1 e

iαjFj, algorithmic reconstruction up to the

equivalence
řk
j“1 Fj „

řk
j“1 e

iαjFj seems to work quite well.

3. Being able to reconstruct (if this is indeed feasible) multi-component functions

of the type
řk
j“1 Fj up to the equivalence

řk
j“1 Fj „

řk
j“1 e

iαjFj is of interest

only if this equivalence is itself meaningful. Our third observation is that this

2 i.e. pfpωq “ 0,@ω ă 0,

3 We use the code from http://www.di.ens.fr/~waldspurger/wavelets_phase_retrieval.

html. The original algorithm works on measurements by wavelets such as Morlet wavelets and
Cauchy wavelets. Here we apply it to dyadic Gabor wavelet, where the phenomenon of phase
difference between the initial and reconstructed signal persists.
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is indeed the case for some applications. We list two examples here.

Our first example is more a gedankenexperiment than a real situation. Consider

X-ray diffraction in its most stripped-down form, one aims at reconstructing

a function f supported on a compact domain from its Fourier measurements

| pfpξq|. For the plain-vanilla scattering implementation, the physical object

to be reconstructed is illuminated by a plane wave. When the X-ray beams

are narrowly concentrated, the Fourier transform is replaced by a windowed

Fourier transform. If the scene to be reconstructed consisted of several disjoint

objects, separated by “empty” space (the example in Figure 1 in Marchesini

et al. (2003) illustrates such an example), then reconstruction of the individual

objects might be numerically and mathematically much easier if it were allowed

to reconstruct each object up to a uniform phase (for complex f) or up to a

uniform sign (for real f), as suggested by the previous simulation illustrated in

Figure 2.2.

Our second example is more concrete. It is well known that human is insensitive

to a “global phase change” in audio perception. One way to show this is to

start with a (real-valued) audio signal fptq, with Fourier transform pfpξq, and

carry out the following operations: first, take its analytic representation fa

by disrecarding its negative frequency components: pfapξq
.
“ pfpξqχξą0; next

multiply it by an arbitrary (but fixed) phase eiα, xfαa pξq
.
“ eiα

pfapξq. Finally

we turn it back into the Fourier transform of a real-valued function fα by

“symmetrizing”, i.e. by setting xfαpξq “ eiα
pfpξqχξą0 ` e´iα

pfp´ξqχξă0 . (Note

that f̂p´ξq “ f̂pξq because f is real-valued.) Equivalently, fα can be expressed

in terms of the original signal f as fαptq “ cosα ¨ fptq ` sinα ¨ pHfqp´tq,

where Hf is the Hilbert transform of f . Then, even though the plot of f is

typically very different from that of fα (if α differs significantly from a multiple
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of 2π), the two sound the same to the human ear, making them equivalent for

most practical applications. Consider now an audio signal f consisting of two

“bursts” of sound, separated by a short stretch of silence, i.e. fptq “ f1ptq `

f2ptq , with supp f1 “ rt1, T1s and supp f2 “ rt2, T2s where t2´T1 ą τ for some

pre-assigned positive τ (typically of the order of a few tenths of seconds). Figure

2.3a plots such an example, for the utterance “cup, luck”, retrieved from the

database at http://www.antimoon.com/how/pronunc-soundsipa.htm, with

“cup” corresponding to f1, “luck” to f2. Because both f1 and f2 are highly

oscillatory (as is customary for audio signals), Hf1 and Hf2 both have fast

decay, and are negligibly small outside supp f1 “ rt1, T1s and supp f2 “ rt2, T2s,

respectively. For such signals f , one can pick two different phases α1 and α2,

and construct fα1,α2 “ fα1
1 `f

α2
2 ; the resulting audio signals again sound exactly

the same as the original f .

We further note that signals remain undistinguishable to the human ear under

a more general class of transformations: even for signals f “
řJ
j“1 fj with

J ą 2 components, in which the fj corresponds to components Fj that are

separated in the time-frequency domain (but not necessarily in time, or in

frequency) replacing each Fj by eiαjFj results in a signal that sounds exactly

like the original signal f (see Figure 2.4 for an example of such a signal and its

Gabor transform). 4

If one seeks to reconstruct f only within the equivalence class of audio signals

that are indistinguishable from f by human perception, then it is thus natural

to treat all the functions of type (2.1.6) as equivalent, for all choices of αj.

These observations suggest a new paradigm for stable phase retrieval: rather than

aiming for bounds of the form (2.1.4) (which we know do not exist), we investigate a

4 One can download and/or listen to the audio demos discussed above at https://services.math.
duke.edu/~rachel/research/PhaseRetrieval/acoustic_result/acoustic_result.html.
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(a) realpfq in time domain (b) |Vϕpfq| in time-frequency (TF) domain
of Gabor transform

(c) realpf ´ f recq in time domain (d) argpVϕf{Vϕf
recq in TF domain

Figure 2.2: Phase retrieval on the Gabor measurements |Vϕpfq| of an analytic func-
tion f ; The measurement |Vϕpfq| consists of two components that are localized and
well-separated in time, as illustrated in (a) and (b). We applied the reconstruction
algorithm in Mallat and Waldspurger (2015) to |Vϕpfq| and obtained f rec, which
is markedly different from f as shown by (c). However, a careful analysis of each
component separately shows that the only difference lies in a different phase factor
(see (d)); f rec “ eiα1f1 ` e

iα2f2 for some α1 ‰ α2, where f “ f1 ` f2.

weaker form of stability that would be sufficient for this type of application: we study

the stability of phase retrieval subject to the equivalence
řk
j“1 Fj „

řk
j“1 e

iαjFj, that
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(a) audio signal f in time domain (b) a disjoint component of F in TF do-
main

Figure 2.3: Audio signal “cup luck” and its Gabor measurements; both in the
time domain and in the time-frequency plane it is clear that the two components are
well-separated.

(a) Audio signal f in time domain. (b) A disjoint component of F in TF do-
main.

Figure 2.4: Audio signal of a mixture sounds of thunder, bird and baby crying and
its Gabor measurements; in this case there is no real time separation, nor is there a
very clear-cut frequency separation; on the joint time-frequency domain it is easier
to carve out two separated components.
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is, bounds of the form

inf
α1,...,αkPR

k
ÿ

j“1

›

›Fj ´ e
iαjGj

›

›

B ď C }|F | ´ |G|}B1 , (2.1.7)

where B, B1 are suitable Hilbert (or Banach) spaces and Fj, Gj any pairs of functions

which have their essential support contained in well separated sets Dj.

The question of whether bounds of the form (2.1.7) can actually be established

for examples of practical interest will be the main focus of our work.

2.1.7 Stability for atoll functions

To study this question mathematically, we first need to make it more precise. Figure

2.4 suggests that a realistic model for Gabor measurements on acoustic signals are

functions
řk
j“1 Fj where each Fj is “large” on a domain Dj with a strictly positive

lower bound on |Fj|, except on “holes” in Dj (reasonably small neighborhoods of the

zero set) where |Fj| could not be bounded below away from zero (see Figure 2.4b).

This motivates the following definition:

Definition 2.1.2. (Atoll domains) Let D Ă C be a simply connected domain. A

domain D0 Ă D is called a hole of D if D0 is simply connected and D0 Ă D. By

definition, D is called a domain with disjoint holes pDi
0q
l
i“1 if Di

0 is a hole of D for

all i “ 1, . . . , l and the sets Di
0, i “ 1, . . . , l are pairwise disjoint. For a set D with

disjoint holes pDi
0q
l
i“1 we call D`

.
“ Dzp

Ťl
i“1D

i
0q an atoll domain. The holes pDi

0q
l
i“1

are called lagoons.

A prototypical domain with one hole is an annulus. More precisely, if for z P C

and s ą r ą 0 we denote by Br,spzq the annulus

Br,spzq
.
“ tw P C : r ă |w ´ z| ă su,

then Br,s is an atoll domain with one hole.
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Associated with an atoll domain we define the following class of functions which

will act as our model for the functions Fj mentioned in Section 2.1.6.

Definition 2.1.3. Suppose that D is a bounded atoll domain with disjoint lagoons

pDi
0q
l
i“1 and let ∆ ě δ ą 0. Then we define the function class HpD, pDi

0q
l
i“1, δ,∆q of

atoll functions associated with D and pDi
0q
l
i“1 as follows:

HpD, pDi
0q
l
i“1, δ,∆q

.
“
 

F P C1
pDq :

maxt|F pzq|, |∇|F |pzq|u ď ∆ for all z P D, |F pzq| ě δ for all z P D`u . (2.1.8)

The interpretation of Definition 2.1.3 is straightforward. It consists of functions

on D which are large on an atoll D` and possibly small on a number of lagoons Di
0

which are encircled by an atoll D`. See Figure 2.5 for an illustration.

D
0

3

D
0

1

D
0

2

D

+D

Figure 2.5: Left: An atoll domain with three lagoons: D is the open domain
enclosed by the outer curve, D1

0, D
2
0, D

3
0 are the three “holes” or lagoons and D`,

the shaded area, is the atoll domain. Right: the shape of Teeraina island, a coral atoll
that is part of Kirabati, at about 4.71˝ North latitude and 160.76˝ West longitude.

The function we want to consider for phase retrieval (and for which we will show

that phase retrieval is uniformly stable) will correspond to a linear combination

of atoll functions, each supported on different atolls. Furthermore, as proposed

in Section 2.1.6, the reconstruction will be allowed to assign different phases to

components supported on different atolls.

As an appetizer we mention the following stability result which applies to the

reconstruction of a function f P L2pRq from measuring absolute values of its Gabor

transform Vϕf as defined in (2.1.2), with window function ϕptq
.
“ e´πt

2
.
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Let us suppose that we know a priori that the function f to be recovered can

be written as a sum f “
řk
j“1 fj with functions fj each having time-frequency

concentration in an annulus or a disc, i.e.,

Vϕfj P HpDj, D0,j, δj,∆jq, for j “ 1, . . . , k, (2.1.9)

where the Dj are (possibly disjoint) disks Dj
.
“ Bsjpzjq, each with one hole, D0,j

.
“

Brjpzjq for 0 ď rj ă sj and zj P C for j “ 1, . . . , k. In audio processing, each of

the fj’s may be interpreted as different tones and in different periods of time, each

having its time-frequency concentration on the set Dj in the following sense.

Definition 2.1.4. For B Ă R2 and ε ą 0 we say that f P L2pRq is ε-concentrated

in B, if
ż

R2zB

|Vϕfpx, yq|
2dxdy ď ε2.

We use the notation W 1,ppDq for the Sobolev space with norm

}F }W 1,ppDq “ }F }LppDq ` }∇F }LppDq .

With these definitions and notation, we can now formulate the following theorem

that states one of our stability results:

Theorem 2.1.5. Suppose that f “
řk
j“1 fj P L

2pRq such that (2.1.9) holds true

with each fj εj-concentrated in Dj. Suppose that g P L2pRq can likewise be written

as g “
řk
j“1 gj with each gj εj-concentrated in Dj. Then there exists a continuous

function ρ : r0, 1q Ñ R` and a uniform constant c ą 0 so that the following estimate

holds:

inf
α1,...,αkPR

k
ÿ

j“1

›

›fj ´ e
iαjgj

›

›

L2pRq ď c ¨
k
ÿ

j“1

∆2
j

δ2
j

sj
p1´ rj{sjq1{p

¨

´

1` prj{sjq
1{2
¨ ρprj{sjq ¨ psj ` 1q ¨ er

2
jπ{2

¯

¨ }|Vϕf | ´ |Vϕg|}W 1,2ppDjq`q
`

k
ÿ

j“1

εj.
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This theorem states a function that is the sum of components, each of which

has a Gabor transform of type (2.1.9), can be stably reconstructed from its Gabor

measurements, whenever its Gabor measurement is concentrated on a number of

atolls with lagoons that are not too large.

Note that the lagoons get large, more precisely, if we let rj grow while keeping the

ratios rj{sj fixed, the stability of reconstruction degenerates at most exponentially

in their area. This is completely in line with the results of Cahill et al. (2016), and in

particular the example mentioned in Section 2.1.5 the stability of the reconstruction

degenerates at least exponentially in the size of its corresponding lagoon. Therefore,

we believe that such a decay is not a proof artifact but a fundamental barrier to

stable phase retrieval, related to the time-frequency localization properties of the

window ϕ, see also Remark 2.3.9 in Section 2.3.4.

Theorem 2.1.5 is a special case of our much more general Theorem 2.3.1, will be

proved in Section 2.3.3 below. Theorem 2.3.1 however applies to a much wider class

of measurement scenarios. Another application, discussed in Section 2.3.4, concerns

the phase retrieval problem from measuring absolute values of the Cauchy wavelet

transform of a signal.

2.1.8 Proof strategy

We briefly describe the underlying mechanism in the proof of the above-mentioned

stability theorem.

• At the backbone of Theorem 2.1.5 lies the well-known fact that the Gabor

transform F px, yq
.
“ Vϕfpx,´yq is a holomorphic function, up to normaliza-

tion. More precisely, there exists a function η such that the product η ¨ F

is holomorphic, see Theorem 2.3.5. In fact, in Theorem 2.3.1, we establish

a general stability result for atoll functions which are, up to normalization,

holomorphic.
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• A key insight leading to this result is the observation that, for a holomorphic

function F the rate of change of F is dominated by the rate of change of |F |.

This fact, which is Lemma 2.4.1, follows directly from the Cauchy-Riemann

equations.

• Lemma 2.4.1 then allows us to prove a stability result for atoll functions, re-

stricted to the atoll D` on which a lower bound on their absolute value holds

true.

• In order to also establish a stability bound on the lagoons pDi
0q
l
i“1 we use a

version of the maximum principle and a trace theorem for Sobolev functions to

prove that the reconstruction error on the lagoons pDi
0q
l
i“1 can be dominated

by the approximation error on the atoll D` which has been controlled in the

previous step. These two steps are carried out in Section 2.4. The proof turns

out to be involved and dependent on a number of preparatory results which

are summarized in Section 2.2.

Our main result is Theorem 2.3.1 which establishes a stability result for arbitrary

atoll functions which arise from holomorphic measurements (up to normalization).

Theorem 2.1.5 then comes as a corollary, but the machinery of Theorem 2.3.1 al-

lows to deduce stability of phase retrieval for any type of measurements which de-

pend holomorphically on its parameters. As a further example we mention Cauchy

wavelets which have been treated previously in Waldspurger (2015).5

2.1.9 Outline

The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 2.2 provides a package

of all the preparatory tools that will be needed later. In particular, we describe

5 Although transforms of a signal by Gabor wavelets and Cauchy wavelets are holomorphic upto
normalization on the entire measurement domain, our main theorem requires F being holomorphic
only on its support in disjoint sets Dj .
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analytic Poincaré inequalities and the relation of the analytic Poincaré constant to

the classical Poincaré constant in Section 2.2.1. Sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 outline the

results that are needed to control the reconstruction error on the lagoons pDi
0q
l
i“1.

Stable point evaluations and the simultaneous control of two different constants that

will appear in the main result are treated in Section 2.2.4.

Section 2.3 features our main result (Theorem 2.3.1) and gives its illustration for

two concrete examples: the case of the domain D “ D` being a disc (Section 2.3.1)

and the case of D` being an annulus (Section 2.3.2). In the remainder of this section,

the cases of magnitude measurements of the Gabor transform (Section 2.3.3) and of

the Cauchy wavelet transform (Section 2.3.4) are studied and the stability constants

are quantified. We give the proof of the main theorem (Theorem 2.3.1) in Section

2.4.

2.2 Preparatory Results

In the course of our work we will use several auxiliary results which are summarized

in this section. For an overview of the main results of this chapter, the reader may

want to visit Section 2.3 directly. We consider a path-connected domain D Ă C

which is sufficiently nice (e.g. Lipschitz domain) and let HpDq denote the space of

holomorphic functions from D to C.

We will always write z “ x ` iy P C and F pzq “ upx, yq ` ivpx, yq. We denote

F 1pzq “ uxpx, yq ` ivxpx, yq, and ∇F pzq “ p∇upx, yq,∇vpx, yqq P R2ˆ2.

Any F P HpDq satisfies the Cauchy-Riemann equations

ux “ vy and uy “ ´vx. (2.2.1)

A key object of our study is the absolute value |F | : D Ñ R and its gradient

∇|F | “ p|F |x, |F |yqJ. For a subset B Ă C we denote by |B| its area and by χB its

indicator function.
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2.2.1 Analytic Poincaré Inequalities

We shall rely several times on the validity of an analytic Poincaré inequality. A

domain D is said to be an analytic p-Poincaré domain if for z0 P D, there exists a

constant Ca
poincpp,D, z0q ą 0 such that

}F ´ F pz0q}LppDq ď Ca
poincpp,D, z0q }F

1
}LppDq (2.2.2)

for all F P HpDq, and 1 ď p ď 8.

Such inequalities are studied in Stanoyevitch and Stegenga (1997). Although

(2.2.2) features the point z0 P D, it turns out that whether or not the domain D

is an analytic Poincaré domain is independent of z0. However, the best-possible

constant Ca
poincpp,D, z0q depends on the choice of z0 (Stanoyevitch and Stegenga,

1997): Denote by Cpoincpp,Dq the usual Poincaré constant of the domain D, i.e. the

optimal constant C such that

}F ´ FD}LppDq ď C }∇F }LppDq ,

where FD
.
“ 1

|D|

ş

D
F pzqdz.

Lemma 2.2.1. Then we have the following estimate for Ca
poincpp,D, z0q:

Ca
poincpp,D, z0q ď Cpoincpp,Dq ¨

˜

1`

ˆ

|D|

π dist pz0, BDq2

˙1{p
¸

.

Proof. In Stanoyevitch and Stegenga (1997), p. 365, the case p “ 1 is shown and

the general case can be done analogously. Let r
.
“ dist pz0, BDq and consider the ball

B “ Brpz0q. By the mean-value property it holds that F pz0q “ FB. Therefore we

have

}F ´ F pz0q}LppDq “ }F ´ FB}LppDq .

With this, the triangle inequality yields

}F pzq ´ F pz0q}LppDq ď }F pzq ´ FD}LppDq ` }FD ´ FB}LppDq .
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Now we observe that

|FB ´ FD| ď
1

|B|

ż

B

|F pzq ´ FD|dz ď
1

|B|
|B|1´1{p

}F pzq ´ FD}LppBq ,

where the last inequality follows from Hölder’s inequality. Now it remains to observe

that }F pzq ´FD}LppBq ď }F pzq ´FD}LppDq and |B| “ π dist pz0, BDq
2 to arrive at the

desired result.

Essentially, Lemma 2.2.1 states that whenever z0 lies in a central location in

D (i.e. not too close to BD), the constant Ca
poincpp,D, z0q can be controlled by

the classical Poincaré constant Cpoincpp,Dq which is well-studied. For instance the

following result is known Payne and Weinberger (1960).

Theorem 2.2.2. Suppose that D Ă C is a bounded, convex domain with Lipschitz

boundary. Then

Cpoincp2, Dq ď
diampDq

π
.

For non-convex domains, the determination of the optimal Poincaré constant is

more difficult. For the annulus Br,spzq the following result is known.

Theorem 2.2.3. Suppose that D “ Br,spzq. Then there exists a uniform constant

c ą 0 such that

Cpoincp2, Dq ď c ¨ s.

Proof. By a scaling argument it is easily seen that

Cpoincp2, Br,spzqq “ s ¨ Cpoincp2, Br{s,1p0qq.

The function h : τ ÞÑ Cpoincp2, Bτ,1p0qq is continuous on p0, 1q because the Poincaré

constant depends continuously on the domain (Grebenkov and Nguyen, 2013). In

Gottlieb (1985), it is shown that the function h extends continuously to the endpoint
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τ “ 1 and in Hempel (2006), it is shown that the function h extends continuously

to the endpoint τ “ 0. Therefore, h is continuous on the closed interval r0, 1s, and

hence bounded, which proves the statement.

For more general domains which arise as a diffeomorphic image of a convex do-

main or an annulus, one can obtain estimates on the Poincaré constant by study-

ing the Jacobian of the diffeomorphism but here we are content with knowing the

Poincaré constant on convex domains and on annuli.

2.2.2 Sobolev Trace Inequalities

In what follows, we will consider inequalities involving the Lp-norm of functions on

the piecewise smooth boundary of a bounded domain D Ă C. We define it as

}F }LppBDq
.
“

´

ż b

a

|F pγptqq|p |γ1ptq|dt
¯1{p

,

where γ : ra, bq Ñ BD can be any bijective parameterization of BD.

The Sobolev trace inequality (Evans, 1998) provides an upper bound for this

norm, which will be important for our purposes:

Theorem 2.2.4. Suppose that D Ă C is a bounded domain with Lipschitz boundary

BD. Then there exists a constant Ctracepp,Dq with

}F }LppBDq ď Ctracepp,Dq }F }W 1,ppDq .

The next result provides concrete estimates of the trace constant for discs and

annuli. It says that the trace constant behaves nicely for annuli that are not too

thin.

Theorem 2.2.5. There exists a continuous function ρ : r0, 1q Ñ R with limτÑ1´ ρpτq

“ 8 such that

Ctracep2, Br,spzqq ď ρpr{sq ¨ ps1{2
` s´1{2

q.
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Proof. By a scaling argument, one can verify that

Ctracep2, Br,spzqq ď s1{2
¨ Ctracep2, Br{s,1pzqq, for s ě 1,

Ctracep2, Br,spzqq ď s´1{2
¨ Ctracep2, Br{s,1pzqq, for s ă 1.

The statement then follows by noting that Ctracep2, Bτ,1pzqq ă 8 for τ P r0, 1q.

2.2.3 Boundary Values of Holomorphic Functions

Another key fact we shall use is that the Lp-norm of a holomorphic function on a

simply connected domain is dominated by its Lp-norm on the boundary.

Theorem 2.2.6. Suppose that F P HpDq, where D Ă C is a bounded and simply

connected domain with smooth boundary. Then there exists a constant Cboundpp,Dq ą

0 such that

}F }LppDq ď Cboundpp,Dq }F }LppBDq

for all bounded functions F P HpDq.

Proof. We assume without loss of generality that D “ B1p0q. The general case can

be handled using the Riemann mapping theorem. We shall make use of the Hardy

space Hp, consisting of all functions F P HpB1p0qq with finite Hp-norm, defined by

}F }pHp

.
“ sup

0ără1

1

2π

ż 2π

0

|F pr ¨ eiϕ
q|
pdϕ.

It is well-known (see for instance Katznelson (2004)) that any F P Hp can be ex-

tended to the boundary BB1p0q and that

2π}F }pHp “ }F }
p
LppBDq. (2.2.3)

We further note that

1

2π
}F }pLppB1p0qq

“
1

2π

ż 1

0

ż 2π

0

|F pr ¨ eiϕ
q|
prdrdϕ ď }F }pHp .

Combining this result with (2.2.3) yields the desired result.
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For discs Brpzq a simple scaling argument leads to the following result.

Theorem 2.2.7. For all r ą 0, z P C and D “ Brpzq we have Cboundpp,Dq ď r1{p.

For more general simply connected domains the constant Cboundpp,Dq depends on

upper and lower bounds on the Jacobian of the Riemann mapping from D to B1p0q.

Theorem 2.2.8. Suppose that F P HpDq, where D “ D1zD2, D2 Ă D1 and D1 and

D2 are bounded and simply connected domains with smooth boundary. Then there

exists a constant Cboundpp,Dq ą 0 such that

}F }LppDq ď Cboundpp,Dq }F }LppBDq

for all bounded functions F P HpDq.

Proof. Following the same argument of Theorem 2.2.6, we consider the real Hardy

space HppDq of harmonic functions upt, rq
.
“ upreitq on the annulus D “ Br0,1p0q, 0 ă

r0 ă 1 equipped with the norm defined as

sup
r0ără1

` 1

2π

ż

|upt, rq|p
˘1{p

dt.

It is shown in Wang (1983) Theorem 3, that u can be extended to the boundary

BBr0p0q and BB1p0q almost everywhere with limit functions fr0 P L
ppBBr0p0qq and

f1 P L
ppBB1p0qq respectively. Furthermore,

´ 1

2π

ż π

´π

|upt, rq|p dt
¯1{p

ď }fr0}LppBBr0 p0qq
` }f1}LppBB1p0qq

, @r0 ă r ă 1.

Therefore, }u}LppDq ď }u}LppBDq , and applying this bound to the real and imaginary

parts of F P HpDq yields that

}F }LppDq ď
?

2 }F }LppBDq .
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For more general domain D that can be mapped to Br0,1p0q, we have

}F }LppDq ď Cboundpp,Dq }F }LppBDq .

Remark 2.2.9. We are not aware of existing results of such bound on the more

general finite connected domain D, as Hardy spaces on more general domains such

as finitely connected domain are equipped with norms defined as boundary integrals

directly.

2.2.4 Stable Point Evaluations

Given a function G P LppDq, the proof of our main result will require us to pick a

point z P D with a small sampling constant which is defined as follows.

Definition 2.2.10. Let D be a domain and G P LppDq. Then we define, for z0 P D

and 1 ď p ď 8 the sampling constant

Csamppp,D, z0, Gq
.
“ inftC ą 0 : }Gpz0q}LppDq “ |Gpz0q| |D|

1{p
ď C }G}LppDqu.

(Here |D| is the measure of D.)

To control the constant Cpz0, p,D`, pD
i
0q
l
i“1q in our main result Theorem 2.3.1,

it is necessary to control Csamppp,D`, z0, |F2| ´ |F1|q and Ca
poincpp,D`, z0q simultane-

ously.

The purpose of this subsection is to show that this can indeed be achieved for

general domains D and functions G P LppDq.

We start with the following lemma which shows that there exist “many” points

with a given sampling constant.

Lemma 2.2.11. Suppose that D Ă C is a domain and let G P LppDq for 1 ď p ď 8.

For C ą 1 we denote

DCpGq
.
“

!

z0 P D : }Gpz0q}LppDq ď C }G}LppDq

)

.
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Then

|DCpGq| ě |D| ¨

ˆ

1´
1

Cp

˙

.

Proof. We compute

ż

DzDCpGq

|Gpxq|pdx`

ż

DCpGq

|Gpxq|pdx “ }G}pLppDq

By the definition of DCpGq we have that

|Gpxq|p ą
Cp

|D|
}G}pLppDq for all x P DzDCpGq,

and this implies that

|DzDCpGq|
Cp

|D|
}G}pLppDq `

ż

DCpGq

|Gpxq|pdx ď }G}pLppDq .

Consequently,

p|D| ´ |DCpGq|q
Cp

|D|
ď 1

and this yields the statement.

Lemma 2.2.11 implies that if we define Cptq
.
“ 1

p1´tq1{p
, then for any 0 ă t ă 1

and G P LppDq we have

|DCptqpGq| ě t|D|.

Next, we define (cf. Figure 2.6)

stpDq
.
“ inf

SĂD, |S|“t|D|
sup
zPS

dist pz, BDq. (2.2.4)

For “nice” domains, the quantity stpDq can be controlled easily. We mention the

following result; the proof is an elementary calculus computation.
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z

S

dist pz, BDq

D

Figure 2.6: A domain D, a subset S and an element z P S that maxi-
mizes dist pz, BDq. The value of stpDq is then obtained by taking the infimum
of these quantities over all S Ă D with the same area |S| “ t|D|, i.e., stpDq “

inf
SĂD, |S|“t|D|

sup
zPS

dist pz, BDq.

Lemma 2.2.12. For all s ą r ą 0 and z P C we have the estimate

s1{2pBrpzqq ě c ¨ r and s1{2pBr,spzqq ě c ¨ ps´ rq,

with c “ 1´ 1?
2
.

z

S

s1{2pDq
D “ Brpzq

Figure 2.7: For D “ Brpzq, s1{2Brpzq is attained by the subset S “ Br0,rpzq with
r0 “

1?
2
r.

Control of st lets us gain control over both the sampling constant and the analytic

Poincaré constant. As an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.2.11 we have the

following result.
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Lemma 2.2.13. Let 0 ă t ă 1, let D Ă C be a domain and G P LppDq. There exists

z0 P D with

Csamppp,D, z0, Gq ď
1

p1´ tq1{p
,

and

Ca
poincpp,D, z0q ď Cpoincpp,Dq

˜

1`

ˆ

|D|

πstpDq2

˙1{p
¸

.

Proof. Picking Cptq “ 1
p1´tq1{p

we get that |DCptqpGq| ě t|D| by Lemma 2.2.11. There-

fore

sup
zPDCptqpGq

dist pz, BDq ě stpDq

and thus there exists z0 P DCptqpGq with

dist pz0, BDq ě stpDq.

Lemma 2.2.1 now immediately implies the claimed bound for Ca
poincpp,D, z0q.

On the other hand, by the definition of Cptq and the fact that z0 P DCptqpGq, we

get the desired bound on the sampling constant which proves the statement.

In order to make use of Lemma 2.2.13 to estimate the constants Csamppp,D, z0, Gq

and Ca
poincpp,D, z0q, we need to control only the quantity stpDq. For “nice” domains

D we expect that stpDq behaves like the diameter diampDq and also that diampDq2

behaves like |D|; hence the quotient |D|
πstpDq2

would be uniformly bounded which im-

plies that, for a suitable choice of z0 P D, the constant Ca
poincpp,D, z0q is comparable

to the classical Poincaré constant Cpoincpp,Dq, while Csamppp,D, z0, Gq is bounded by

a fixed constant. These considerations give us full control of all underlying constants

for sufficiently nice domains, needed in the estimates of our main result in the next

section.
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2.3 Stability of Phase Reconstruction from Holomorphic Measure-
ments

The purpose of this section is to formulate the following fundamental result and

discuss some of its implications.

Theorem 2.3.1. Suppose that F1 belongs to a class of atoll functions as in Definition

2.1.3, i.e., F1 P HpD, pDi
0q
l
i“1, δ,∆q and F2 P C

1pDq. If there exists a continuous

function η : D Ñ C for which both functions η ¨ F1, η ¨ F2 P HpDq, then there exists

a constant C depending only on 1 ď p ď 8, η, D`, DO and pDi
0q
l
i“1 (but not on F1

and F2) such that

inf
αPR

›

›F1 ´ e
iαF2

›

›

LppDq
ď C

∆2

δ2
}|F1| ´ |F2|}W 1,ppD`q

. (2.3.1)

Furthermore, @ t P p0, 1q, the following explicit expression provides such a value for

the constant C:

C “ 2

˜

Cpoincpp,D`q

˜

1`

ˆ

|D`|

πstpD`q2

˙1{p
¸

` p1´ tq´1{p

¸

¨

´

1`
l
ÿ

i“1

Cboundpp,D
i
0q ¨ varpη,Di

0q ¨ Ctracepp,D`q
¯

, (2.3.2)

where stpD`q is defined as in (2.2.4) and where we denote

varpη,Di
0q

.
“

maxzPBDi0 |ηpzq|

minzPDi0 |ηpzq|
, i “ 1, . . . , l.

Remark 2.3.2. We have the following remarks

1. In Theorem 2.3.1, we assume that there exists a normalization function η, s.t.

η ¨ F1, F2 P OpDq. We will show in Section 2.3.3 and Section 2.3.4 explicit η

such that η ¨ F is holomorphic on the entire parameter domains where F is
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in the image domain of Gabor or Cauchy wavelet transform. On the other

hand, for more general measurements, such global η may not exist and for

F P HpD,D0, δ,∆q, there are might be accumulate zeros in D0. In this case,

if the accumulated zero set DO
.
“ tz, F1F2pzq “ 0u˝ Ă D0 is simply connected

with smooth boundary, then the bound (2.3.1) in Theorem 2.3.1 still holds

with the domain of the Lp-norm on the right hand side changing from D` to

D, see Corollary 2.4.2 in Section 2.3.1.

2. In the proof of Theorem 2.3.1 in Section 2.4, we show that the constant

C in (2.3.1) can be expressed in terms of Csamppp,D`, z0, |F1| ´ |F2|q and

Ca
poincpp,D`, z0q given a stable point z0. Therefore, by Lemma 2.2.13, better

choice of stable point z0 provides better constant.

Before we provide the lengthy proof of Theorem 2.3.1 in Section 2.4, we pause

and provide some special examples which might be illuminating. To give two simple

examples, in Section 2.3.1 we shall see how to gain explicit estimates for the constant

C, or equivalently Csamppp,D`, z0, |F1| ´ |F2|q and Ca
poincpp,D`, z0q, for D “ D` a

disc (i.e., D0 “ H) and in Section 2.3.2 for D` an annulus.

These examples should make clear that similar results also hold for more general

domains.

2.3.1 Example I: A Disc

In this subsection we shall treat the case D “ D` “ Brpzq and D0 “ H. The class

HpD`, D0, δ,∆q now consists of functions which are bounded from below by δ and

which (together with their gradient) are bounded from above by ∆ on all of Brpzq.

We have the following result.

Theorem 2.3.3. Suppose that F1 P HpBrpzq,H, δ,∆q for some r ą 0 and z P C.

We further assume that F2 P C
1pBrpzqq such that there exists a continuous function
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η : Brpzq Ñ C for which both functions η ¨ F1, η ¨ F2 P HpBrpzqq. Then there exists

a uniform constant c ą 0 such that the following estimate holds.

inf
αPR

›

›F1 ´ e
iαF2

›

›

L2pBrpzqq
ď c ¨ p1` rq ¨

∆2

δ2
¨ }|F1| ´ |F2|}W 1,2pBrpzqq

. (2.3.3)

Proof. We let uniform constants c vary from line to line. First, by Lemma 2.2.12,

there exists a uniform constant c ą 0 such that for t “ 1{2 in (2.3.2), s1{2pBrpzqq ě

c ¨ r with stpBrpzqq defined as in (2.2.4). Theorem 2.2.2 provides an estimate on

Cpoincpp,Brpzqq for p “ 2. Finally, note that we can drop the second term in the

last parenthesis of (2.3.2) in Theorem 2.3.1, the summation used to control domain

D0 “ H, and combining all the previous estimate yields the desired result.

More general results can be obtained for domains D which are diffeomorphic to

Brpzq in an obvious way. The resulting bounds will depend on upper and lower

bounds of the Jacobian of the mapping which maps D to Brpzq.

A similar result can also be established for general convex domains D where r in

the theorem above may be replaced by diampDq and the constant c may depend on

the geometry of D. We omit the details.

2.3.2 Example II: An Annulus

To make the general result of Theorem 2.3.1 more accessible and to give an idea of

the quantitative nature of the stability constant Cpz0, p,D`, D0q we treat here the

case of an annulus D` “ Br,spzq and D0 “ Brpzq, DO “ Br0 for s ą r ą r0 ě 0

and some z P C. It is interesting to observe the dependence of the stability constant

on r, the size of the “lagoon” D0 where the phaseless measurements are not lower

bounded from zero, yet independent of r0, the size of the zero set DO Ă D0. We

have the following result.
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Theorem 2.3.4. Suppose that F1 P HpBspzq, Brpzq, δ,∆q for s ą r ą 0. Let F2 P

C1pBspzqq and F1F2pz
1q “ 0, @z1 P Br0pzq, 0 ď r0 ă r. Suppose there exists a

continuous function η : Bspzq Ñ C for which both functions η¨F1, η¨F2 P HpBr0,spzqq.

Then there exists a continuous function ρ : r0, 1q Ñ R` with limρÑ1´ “ 8 such that

the following estimate holds.

inf
αPR

›

›F1 ´ e
iαF2

›

›

L2pBspzqq
ď c ¨

s

p1´ r{sq1{p
¨

∆2

δ2
¨

`

1` r1{2
¨ ρpr{sq ¨ ps1{2

` s´1{2
q ¨ varpη,Brpzqq

˘

}|F1| ´ |F2|}W 1,2pBspzqq
. (2.3.4)

Proof. We first observe that D` “ Br,spzq and D˚ “ Br0,spzq. By Lemma 2.2.12,

there exists a uniform constant c ą 0 for t “ 1{2 such that s1{2pBr,spzqq ě cps ´

rq. Therefore, the first parenthesis in (2.3.2) can be bounded by c ¨
Cpoincp2,Br,spzqq

p1´r{sq1{p
.

Theorem 2.2.3 implies that Cpoincp2, Br,spzqq ď c ¨ s. Theorem 2.2.5 implies that

Ctracep2, Br,spzqq ď ρpr{sqps1{2 ` s´1{2q and Ctracep2, Br1pzqq ď ρp0qpr
1{2
0 ` r

´1{2
0 q ď

Ctracep2, Br,spzqq. Finally, Theorem 2.2.7 shows that Cboundp2, D0q ď r1{2. Combining

all the estimates above and apply them to (2.3.2) yields (2.3.4).

Theorem 2.3.4 shows that stability can still be retained, even if the function F1 is

allowed to be small on a “lagoon” that contains a non-trivial zero set. Again, more

general results can be derived for domains which are diffeomorphic to an annulus.

Next, we apply Theorem 2.3.1 to two specific types of measurements: Gabor

measurements and Cauchy measurements.

2.3.3 Phase Retrieval from Gabor Measurements

The Gabor transform is defined as the windowed Fourier transform (2.1.2) with

window ϕptq
.
“ e´πt

2
and it has the following property (Gröchenig, 2013).
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Theorem 2.3.5. For z0 “ x0 ` iy0 P C and with ηz0pzq
.
“ eπp|z´z0|

2{2´i¨px`x0q¨py´y0qq,

the function

F pzq
.
“ Vϕfpx,´yq where z “ x` iy

satisfies that ηz0 ¨ F P HpCq.

Now consider the problem of stably reconstructing a function from the absolute

values of its Gabor transform. By Theorem 2.3.5 we are in a position to apply

Theorem 2.3.1 directly. Since ηz0 ¨ F is holomorphic on the entire C, it follows that

DO “ H as there will be no accumulation points in the zero sets of F1ηz0 and F2ηz0 ,

hence no accumulation points in the zero sets of F1F2.

Theorem 2.3.6. Suppose that f P L2pRq. Suppose that Vϕf is an atoll function

associated with Dj
.
“ Bsjpzjq and Dj

0
.
“ Brjpzjq for 0 ď rj ă sj and zj P C for

j “ 1, . . . , k, meaning that

@j, pVϕfq|Dj P HpDj, D
j
0, δj,∆jq

Then, there exists a continuous function ρ : r0, 1q Ñ R` and a constant c ą 0 so

that for all g P L2pRq the following estimate holds:

inf
α1,...,αkPR

k
ÿ

j“1

›

›Vϕf ´ e
iαjVϕg

›

›

L2pDjq
ď c ¨

˜

k
ÿ

j“1

∆2
j

δ2
j

sj
p1´ rj{sjq1{p

¨

´

1` r
1{2
j ¨ ρprj{sjq ¨ ps

1{2
j ` s

´1{2
j q ¨ er

2
jπ{2

¯

¸

¨ }|Vϕf | ´ |Vϕg|}W 1,2p
Ťk
j“1pDjq`q

.

Proof. The proof follows directly from Theorem 2.3.4 together with the observation

that varpηzj , Brjpzjqq ď c ¨ er
2
jπ{2 for a uniform constant c ą 0.

We are now ready to conclude the proof of Theorem 2.1.5, as announced in Section

2.1.7.
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Proof of Theorem 2.1.5. It is well-known that the Gabor transform Vϕ : L2pRq Ñ

L2pR2q is an isometry on its range, see Gröchenig (2013). By assumption, the func-

tions fj, gj are εj-concentrated in Dj (see Definition 2.1.9). Therefore,

›

›fj ´ e
iαjgj

›

›

L2pRq ď
›

›Vϕf ´ e
iαjVϕg

›

›

L2pDjq
` εj.

Now, the statement of Theorem 2.1.5 is a direct consequence of Theorem 2.3.6.

2.3.4 Phase Retrieval from Cauchy Wavelet Measurements

Define the Cauchy transform as in (2.1.3) by Cauchy wavelet ψ of order s P N,

whose Fourier transform is pψpωq “ ωse´2πωχωą0pωq. We have the following result

from Ascensi and Bruna (2009).

Theorem 2.3.7. For ηpzq
.
“ |1{y|s`1{2 and any f P L2pRq with supp pf Ă R`, the

function

F pzq
.
“ Wψfpx, yq where z “ x` iy

satisfies that η ¨ F P HpC`q.

Proof. It is easy to check that, for f with supp pf Ă R`, the function

Gpzq
.
“

ż

R`
ωs pfpωqe´2πyωe2πixωdω, for z “ x` iy P C`

is holomorphic on C`. In fact, it is the holomorphic extension of the s-th derivative

of f , if the former exists.

Now note that Wψfpx, yq “ f ˚ψypxq, where ψyptq “ |y|
´1{2ψp´t{yq. The Fourier

transform of ψy is given as

xψypωq “ |y|
1{2

pψpy ¨ ωq “ |y|s`1{2 ωs e´2πyωχR`pωq.

It follows that

Gpzq “ |y|´s´1{2
¨Wψfpx, yq

which proves the statement.
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Using Theorem 2.3.1, the statement of Theorem 2.3.7 immediately implies the

following result for Cauchy wavelet measurements.

Theorem 2.3.8. Suppose that f P L2pRq with supp pf Ă R`. Suppose that Wψf is

an atoll function associated with Dj
.
“ Bsjpzjq and Dj

0
.
“ Brjpzjq for 0 ď rj ă sj and

zj “ xj ` iyj P C` for j “ 1, . . . , k, meaning that

@j pWψfq|Dj P HpDj, D0,j, δj,∆jq

Then, there exists a continuous function ρ : r0, 1q Ñ R` and a constant c ą 0 so

that for all g P L2pRq with supp pg Ă R`, the following estimate holds:

inf
α1,...,αkPR

k
ÿ

j“1

›

›Wψf ´ e
iαjWψg

›

›

L2pDjq
ď c ¨

˜

k
ÿ

j“1

∆2
j

δ2
j

sj
p1` rj{sjq1{p

¨

´

1` r
1{2
j ¨ ρprj{sjq ¨ ps

1{2
j ` s

´1{2
j q ¨

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

1

1´ rj{yj

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

s`1{2
¯

¸

¨

}|Wψf | ´ |Wψg|}W 1,2p
Ťk
j“1pDjq`q

.

Proof. Observe that varpη,Brjpzjqq ď c¨|1´rj{yj|
´s´1{2 for a uniform constant c ą 0,

and the statement is a direct consequence of Theorem 2.3.4.

Remark 2.3.9. It is interesting to observe how the stability bounds in Theorem

2.3.6 and 2.3.8 deteriorate as the size of the lagoons rj grows. In the case of Gabor

measurements, this growth is of order er
2
jπ{2, while in the case of Cauchy wavelets

with s vanishing moments, the growth is of order p 1
1´rj{yj

qs`1{2, becoming worse as

the number of vanishing moments increases.

Interpreting these quantities in geometric terms, we note that the area of a lagoon

Dj
0 is of order πr2

j in the parameter space C of Gabor measurements, that is, the

stability decays exponentially in the area of the lagoon. For Cauchy measurements,

the natural notion of area in C` is given by the Poincaré metric, i.e., by

areaC`pBq
.
“

ż

B

dxdy

y2
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and a simple calculation gives

areaC`pBrjpzjqq “

ż 2π

0

ż rj

0

1

pyj ` ρ sinφq2
ρ dρ dφ “ 2π

¨

˝

1
b

1´ r2
j {y

2
j

´ 1

˛

‚,

so that

π
?

2

˜

1
a

1´ rj{yj
´ 1

¸

ď areaC`pBrjpzjqq ď 2π

˜

1
a

1´ rj{yj
´ 1

¸

.

This shows that the stability of the phase retrieval from Cauchy wavelet measure-

ments decays only polynomially in the area of the lagoon.

This behavior is most likely related to the fact that Gabor systems are much more

well-localized in the time-frequency plane than Cauchy wavelets and that the local-

ization properties of Cauchy wavelets increase as the number s of vanishing moments

increases. It is known that strong localization properties of the measurement system

are an obstruction to stable phase retrieval (Bandeira et al., 2014) and in light of

this the stability behavior of Theorems 2.3.6 and 2.3.8 is not really surprising.

2.4 Proof of Theorem 2.3.1

This section is devoted to prove Theorem 2.3.1 which is the main result of this

chapter. The proof follows several steps and relies on the following key lemma.

Lemma 2.4.1. Suppose that F P HpDq, then

|F 1pzq| “ |∇|F |px, yq| @ z “ x` iy P D.

Proof. Let u and v denote the real and imaginary part of F , respectively, i.e.,
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F px, yq “ upx, yq ` ivpx, yq. Then,

Bx|F | “ Bxp
?
u2 ` v2q

“
1

2
¨

1
?
u2 ` v2

¨ p2u ¨ ux ` 2v ¨ vxq

“
u ¨ ux ` v ¨ vx

|F |
.

Similarly,

By|F | “
uuy ` vvy
|F |

“
´uvx ` vux

|F |
,

where the last equality follows from Cauchy-Riemann equations. Therefore,

|∇|F ||2 “ pBx|F |q2 ` pBy|F |q2 “
puux ` vvxq

2 ` p´uvx ` vuxq
2

|F |2

“
pu2 ` v2qpu2

x ` v
2
xq

|F |2
“ u2

x ` v
2
x “ |F

1
pzq|2.

Having Lemma 2.4.1 at hand we may now proceed to the proof of Theorem 2.3.1,

which we restate here for convenience of the reader.

Theorem 2.3.1. Suppose that F1 belongs to a class of atoll functions as in Definition

2.1.3, i.e., F1 P HpD, pDi
0q
l
i“1, δ,∆q and F2 P C

1pDq. If there exists a continuous

function η : D Ñ C for which both functions η ¨ F1, η ¨ F2 P HpDq, then there exists

a constant C depending only on 1 ď p ď 8, η, D`, DO and pDi
0q
l
i“1 (but not on F1

and F2) such that

inf
αPR

›

›F1 ´ e
iαF2

›

›

LppDq
ď C

∆2

δ2
}|F1| ´ |F2|}W 1,ppD`q

. (2.3.1)

Furthermore, @ t P p0, 1q, the following explicit expression provides such a value for
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the constant C:

C “ 2

˜

Cpoincpp,D`q

˜

1`

ˆ

|D`|

πstpD`q2

˙1{p
¸

` p1´ tq´1{p

¸

¨

´

1`
l
ÿ

i“1

Cboundpp,D
i
0q ¨ varpη,Di

0q ¨ Ctracepp,D`q
¯

, (2.3.2)

where stpD`q is defined as in (2.2.4) and where we denote

varpη,Di
0q

.
“

maxzPBDi0 |ηpzq|

minzPDi0 |ηpzq|
, i “ 1, . . . , l.

Proof of Theorem 2.3.1. Without loss of generality we let l “ 1 and put D0
.
“ D1

0

(i.e. we assume there is only one lagoon; the general case is not more difficult). We

need to bound the quantity

›

›F2pzq ´ e
iαF1pzq

›

›

LppDq
ď
›

›F2pzq ´ e
iαF1pzq

›

›

LppD`q
`
›

›F2pzq ´ e
iαF1pzq

›

›

LppD0q

(2.4.1)

for suitable α P R and we will develop separate arguments for the two terms on the

RHS of the above.

Step 1. As a first step we start by developing a basic estimate. Consider

F
.
“ F2{F1.

By assumption we have that η ¨ F1, η ¨ F2 P HpDzDOq and |F1pzq| ě δ for z P D`,

hence F P HpD`q. Pick α P R such that

|F2pz0q ´ e
iαF1pz0q| “ ||F2pz0q| ´ |F1pz0q||. (2.4.2)
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Now consider for an arbitrary z P D`,

|F2pzq ´ e
iαF1pzq| “ |F1pzq||F pzq ´ e

iα
|

ď |F1pzq|
`

|F pzq ´ F pz0q| ` |F pz0q ´ e
iα
|
˘

“ |F1pzq|

ˆ

|F pzq ´ F pz0q| `
1

|F1pz0q|
|F2pz0q ´ e

iαF1pz0q|

˙

“ |F1pzq|

ˆ

|F pzq ´ F pz0q| `
1

|F1pz0q|
||F2pz0q| ´ |F1pz0q||

˙

ď ∆

ˆ

|F pzq ´ F pz0q| `
1

δ
||F2pz0q| ´ |F1pz0q||

˙

(2.4.3)

Step 2. In this step we focus on the second term of (2.4.1).

We show that the difference on D0 can be absorbed by an estimate on D`. By

the analyticity of η ¨ F1 and η ¨ F2 on D0, we can apply Theorem 2.2.6 to obtain

}η ¨ pF2pzq ´ e
iαF1pzqq}LppD0zDOq ď Cboundpp,D0q}η ¨ pF2pzq ´ e

iαF1pzqq}LppBD0YBDOq

Hence the difference on D0 can be controlled as follows
›

›F2pzq ´ e
iαF1pzq

›

›

LppD0q
ď Cboundpp,D0q ¨ varpη,D0q ¨

›

›F2pzq ´ e
iαF1pzq

›

›

LppBD0q
.

(2.4.4)

We now estimate the first term in the parenthesis above. Applying the Trace theorem

(Theorem 2.2.4) to (2.4.3) on BD0, we have

›

›F2pzq ´ e
iαF1pzq

›

›

LppBD0q
ď Ctracepp,D`q¨

´

∆ }F pzq ´ F pz0q}W 1,ppD`q

`
∆

δ
}|F1pz0q| ´ |F2pz0q|}LppD`q

˙

,

where we use that |F1pz0q| ´ |F2pz0q| is a constant function.

By definition of Csamppp,D`, z0, |F1| ´ |F2|q,
6

}|F1pz0q| ´ |F2pz0q|}LppD`q ď Csamppz0q }|F1| ´ |F2|}LppD`q .

6 We omit the dependency of Csamp on p,D`, |F1|´|F2| in the the rest of our proof for convenience.
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The analytic Poincaré inequality (2.2.2) implies that 7

}F pzq ´ F pz0q}W 1,ppD`q
ď Ca

poincpz0q }F
1
}LppD`q .

Combing the above estimates, we have
›

›F2pzq ´ e
iαF1pzq

›

›

LppBD0q
ďCtracepp,D`q ¨∆

´

Ca
poincpz0q }F

1
}LppD`q

`
1

δ
Csamppz0q }|F1| ´ |F2|}LppD`q

˙

. (2.4.5)

Step 3. In this step we focus on an estimate for the first term in (2.4.1). Using

(2.4.3) we see that

›

›F2pzq ´ e
iαF1pzq

›

›

LppD`q
ď ∆ }F pzq ´ F pz0q}LppD`q`

∆

δ
Csamppz0q }|F1| ´ |F2|}LppD`q .

Yet another application of the analytic Poincaré inequality yields

›

›F2pzq ´ e
iαF1pzq

›

›

LppD`q
ď

∆Ca
poincpz0q }F

1
}LppD`q `

∆

δ
Csamppz0q }|F1| ´ |F2|}LppD`q . (2.4.6)

Step 4. The set of equations (2.4.10), (2.4.4), (2.4.5) and (2.4.6) establish estimates

of both terms in (2.4.1). A close look at these estimates reveals that we only need to

get a bound on }F 1}LppD`q in terms of }|F1| ´ |F2|}W 1,ppDq to finish the proof. This is

where our key lemma, Lemma 2.4.1 comes into play, stating that

}F 1}LppD`q “ }∇|F |}LppD`q .

It thus remains to achieve a bound for }∇|F |}LppD`q. To this end we consider

B

Bx
|F | “

|F1|
B

Bx
|F2| ´ |F2|

B

Bx
|F1|

|F1|
2

“

B

Bx
|F1|p|F1| ´ |F2|q ` |F1|p

B

Bx
|F2| ´

B

Bx
|F1|q

|F1|
2

,

7 We omit the dependency of Capoinc on p,D` in the the rest of our proof for convenience.
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and hence,
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

B

Bx
|F |

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ď
∆

δ2

ˆ

||F1| ´ |F2|| ` |
B

Bx
|F2| ´

B

Bx
|F1||

˙

,

valid uniformly on D`. A similar estimate holds for
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

B

By
|F |

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
and thus with

}F 1}LppD`q ď 2
∆

δ2
}|F1| ´ |F2|}W 1,ppD`q

. (2.4.7)

Step 5. We finish the proof by substituting the estimate(2.4.7) into equations

(2.4.5) and (2.4.6) (and noting that ∆
δ
ě 1), then use Lemma 2.2.13 to remove the

dependency of Csamp and Ca
poinc on z0, which gives the desired result.

Corollary 2.4.2. Suppose that F1 belongs to a class of atoll functions as in Definition

2.1.3, i.e., F1 P HpD, pDi
0q
l
i“1, δ,∆q and F2 P C

1pDq. Let Di
O
.
“ tz, F1F2pzq “ 0u˝ X

Di
0 and let DO “

Ťl
i“1 D

i
O be its union. If Di

O is simply connected with smooth

boundary @ i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , l and there exists a continuous function η : D Ñ C for which

both functions η ¨ F1, η ¨ F2 P HpDzDOq, then there exists a constant C depending

only on 1 ď p ď 8, η, D`, DO and pDi
0q
l
i“1 (but not on F1 and F2) such that

inf
αPR

›

›F1 ´ e
iαF2

›

›

LppDq
ď C

∆2

δ2
}|F1| ´ |F2|}W 1,ppDq . (2.4.8)

Furthermore, @ t P p0, 1q, the following explicit expression provides such a value for

the constant C:

C “ 2

˜

Cpoincpp,D`q

˜

1`

ˆ

|D`|

πstpD`q2

˙1{p
¸

` p1´ tq´1{p

¸

¨

´

1`
l
ÿ

i“1

Cboundpp,D
i
0q ¨ varpη,Di

0q ¨maxtCtracepp,D`q, Ctracepp,DOqu

¯

, (2.4.9)

where stpD`q is defined as in (2.2.4) and where we denote

varpη,Di
0q

.
“

maxzPBpDi0zDiOq |ηpzq|

minzPDi0zDiO |ηpzq|
, i “ 1, . . . , l.
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Proof. We only need to adapt step 2. in the proof of Theorem 2.3.1 for the intro-

duction of DO here.

Step 2’. We first observe that DO Ă D0 hence

›

›F2pzq ´ e
iαF1pzq

›

›

LppD0q
ď
›

›F2pzq ´ e
iαF1pzq

›

›

LppDOq
`
›

›F2pzq ´ e
iαF1pzq

›

›

LppD0zDOq
.

By definition of DO, @ z P DO, |F2pzq ´ eiαF1pzq| “ ||F2pzq| ´ |F1pzq|| as either

|F1pzq| “ 0 or |F2pzq| “ 0. Therefore,
›

›F2pzq ´ e
iαF1pzq

›

›

LppDOq
“ }|F2| ´ |F1|}LppDOq ď }|F2| ´ |F1|}LppD0q

, (2.4.10)

i.e. the difference on DO is bounded by the difference in the measurement on the

lagoon D0.

Next, we show that the difference on D0zDO can be absorbed by an estimate on

D` as in step 2. of the proof of Theorem 2.3.1, but with an extra W 1,ppDOq term due

to the additional boundary integral on BDO. More specifically, by the analyticity of

η ¨ F1 and η ¨ F2 on D0zDO Ă DzDO, we can apply Theorem 2.2.8 to obtain

}η ¨ pF2pzq ´ e
iαF1pzqq}LppD0zDOq ď Cboundpp,D0q}η ¨ pF2pzq ´ e

iαF1pzqq}LppBD0YBDOq

For the Lp-norm on BDO,
›

›η ¨ pF2pzq ´ e
iαF1pzqq

›

›

LppBDOq
“ }η ¨ p|F2| ´ |F1|q}LppBDOq

ď max
ηPBDO

|η| ¨ }|F2| ´ |F1|}LppBDOq

ď Ctracepp,DOq max
ηPBDO

|η| ¨ }|F2| ´ |F1|}W 1,ppDOq

The rest of the proof follows the exact same steps in the proof of Theorem 2.3.1.

2.5 Stability of Phase Retrieval from Discrete Measurements

2.5.1 Setup of Discrete Measurements

Let F1, F2 be defined as in Theorem 2.3.1 on a continuous domain D. Let tznu
N
n“1

be a uniform grid on D s.t. D Ă
Ť

nBrpznq and let ρf be the density of the
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grid such that ρf “ infD1ĂD |tzn, zn P D1u|{|D1|. Now consider the two vectors

F1 “ rF1pznqsn“1,¨¨¨ ,N , F2 “ rF2pznqsn“1,¨¨¨ ,N which are samples of F1, F2 on the grid,

and we would like to achieve the following type of bound similar to (2.3.1) in the

continuous case,

inf
αPR
}F1 ´ e

iαF2}`1 ď C ¨ } |F1| ´ |F2| }W 1 ,

where W 1 is a suitable discrete Sobolev space.

Outline of the proof

We based our proof of the discrete case on the result and proof of the continuous case,

where we first transfer }F1 ´ eiαF2}`1 into }F1pzq ´ eiαF2pzq}LppDq, and then apply

Theorem 2.3.1, which produces a bound with continuous Sobolev norm }|F1pzq| ´

|F2pzq|}W 1,ppDq, that needs to be transferred back to a discrete Sobolev norm on

|F1| ´ |F2|. The two main steps are obtaining the following two bounds.

}F1 ´ e
iαF2}`1 ď C1 ¨ }F1pzq ´ e

iαF2pzq}LppDq (2.5.1)

}|F1pzq| ´ |F2pzq|}W 1,ppDq ď C2 ¨ } |F1| ´ |F2| }W 1 (2.5.2)

The final bound is in the form of

}F1 ´ e
iαF2}`1 ď CDzD` ` CapproxpGq

` Cscale ¨ Ccount ¨
`

Capproxp|F |q ` Capproxp∇|F |q
˘

` Cscale ¨ Ccont ¨ C
1
scale

`

}|F1| ´ |F2|}Wη
` }|F1| ´ |F2|}`1

˘

,

where CDzD` is the direct bound on small vector entries defined in (2.5.4); Capproxp¨q

are the approximation error of the continuous Lp-norm of auxiliary functions G
.
“

pF1 ´ eiαF2qη and F by discrete samples defined in (2.5.6) , (2.5.11) and (2.5.20)

respectively; Cscale and C 1scale are two scaling factors between the discrete case and

the continuous case defined by (2.5.7) and C 1scale “ ρ
´1{p
f respectively; Ccont is a

constant comes from the bound in the continuous case; } ¨ }Wη is the desired discrete

Sobolev norm arises in (2.5.19).
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2.5.2 Discrete to continuous

We first rewrite the l1-norm of discrete measurements as follows,

}F1 ´ e
iαF2}`1 “

N
ÿ

n“1

|F1pznq ´ e
iαF2pznq| “

N
ÿ

n“1

|Gpznq|

|ηpznq|
(2.5.3)

We break the sum over grid points zn in (2.5.3) into two parts, one with respect

to zn P DzD` and another with respect to zn P D`. For any zn P DzD`, F1, F2 P

HpD, pDi
0q
l
i“1, δ,∆q implies that |Gpznq| ď |F1pznqηpznq|`|F2pznqηpznq| ă 2δ max

zPBDi0

|ηpzq|.

Hence,

|F1pznq ´ e
iαF2pznq| ď 2δ ¨ varpη,Di

0q.

The sum over zn P DzD` is thus controlled by

CDzD`
.
“

l
ÿ

i“1

ÿ

znPDi0

2δ ¨ varpη,Di
0q “

l
ÿ

i“1

2δ ¨ varpη,Di
0q|D

i
0| ¨ ρf . (2.5.4)

Next, we consider the summation over zn in D`. Let (square) subsets tDnu
N
n“1 be

a uniform partition of D, s.t. zn is the barycenter of Dn and zm R Dn, @m ‰ n (see

Figure 2.8), then |Dn| “ ρ´1
f and we have

ÿ

znPD`

|Gpznq|

|ηpznq|
“

ÿ

znPD`

1

ηpznq
¨ ρ

1{p
f ¨ }Gpznq}LppDnq.

Consider the Lp-norm on each Dn,

}Gpznq}LppDnq ď }Gpznq ´Gpzq}LppDnq ` }Gpzq}LppDnq.

The second term on the right hand side can be bounded by

}G}LppDnq ď max
zPDn

|ηpzq| ¨ }F1pzq ´ e
iαF2pzq}LppDnq.

The first term can be bounded using analytic Poincare inequality discussed in Section

2.2.1,

}Gpznq ´Gpzq}LppDnq ď Ca
poincpp,Dn, znq}G

1
}LppDnq,
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where Ca
poincpp,Dn, znq can be uniformly bounded,

Ca
poincpp,Dn, znq ď c ¨ Cpoincpp,Dnq ď c ¨ ρ

´1{2
f for p “ 2.

It thus remains to bound }G1}LppDnq. Since G P HpDnq,

|G1| ď
?

2 |∇|G|| “
ˇ

ˇ∇|F1 ´ e
iαF2| ¨ |η| ` |F1 ´ e

iαF2| ¨∇|η|
ˇ

ˇ .

Because F1, F2 P HpD, pDs
0q
S
s“1, δ,∆q, |∇|F1 ´ e

iαF2|| ď 2∆ on D`. Furthermore,

we assume that D cη, s.t.

|∇|η|| ď cη ¨ |η|,
8

then

|G1| ď
?

2p2∆|η| ` cη|G|q

and

}G1}LppDnq ď 2
?

2∆ }η}LppDnq `
?

2cη }G}LppDnq .

Combining all the results above, we can control the second part of the sum in (2.5.3)
ř

znPD`
|F1pznq ´ e

iαF2pznq| by

ÿ

znPD`

ρ
1{p
f ¨

1

|ηpznq|
p}Gpznq ´Gpzq}LppDnq ` }Gpzq}LppDnqq

(p=2)
ď

ÿ

znPD`

ρ
1{p
f ¨

1

|ηpznq|
c ¨ ρ

´1{2
f p

?
2p2∆}η}LppDnq ` cη}G}LppDnqq

`
ÿ

znPD`

}G}LppDnq
|ηpznq|

¨ ρ
1{p
f

“ 2
?

2 ¨∆ ¨ c ¨ ρ
1{p´1{2
f ¨

ÿ

znPD`

}η}LppDnq
|ηpznq|

`

´?
2 ¨ c ¨ cη ¨ ρ

1{p´1{2
f ` ρ

1{p
f

¯

ÿ

znPD`

}G}LppDnq
|ηpznq|

8 For Gabor measurement, cη is proportional to the diameter of D, whereas for Cauchy measure-
ment, cη is proportional to the height of D, i.e. maxyty, x` iy P Du.
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ď 2
?

2 ¨∆ ¨ c ¨ ρ
1{p´1{2
f ¨ ρ

´1{p
f ¨

›

›

›

›

wmax
η

η

›

›

›

›

`1

`

´?
2 ¨ c ¨ cη ¨ ρ

1{p´1{2
f ` ρ

1{p
f

¯

ÿ

znPD`

max
zPDn

|ηpzq|

|ηpznq|
¨
›

›F1 ´ F2e
iα
›

›

LppDnq

.
“ CapproxpGq ` Cscale ¨

›

›

›

›

›F1 ´ e
iαF2

›

›

LppDnq

›

›

›

`1,w˚
, (2.5.5)

where wmax
η “

“

max
zPDn

|ηpzq|
‰N

n“1
, η “ rηpznqs

N
n“1, w˚ “

wmax
η

η
and }x}`1,w˚ “

}x ¨w˚}`1 . The constants are

CapproxpGq “ c ¨∆ ¨ ρ
´1{2
f ¨ }w˚

}`1 `1 (2.5.6)

and

Cscale “ c ¨ cη ¨ ρ
1{p´1{2
f ` ρ

1{p
f . (2.5.7)

2.5.3 Continuous to discrete

Next, we consider the inverse direction of the bound from continuous measurements

to discrete measurements. In particular, we want to bound }F1pzq ´ eiαF2pzq}LppDnq

in (2.5.5). We follow similar steps in Theorem 2.3.1, which yields a bound on }F1 ´

eiαF2}LppDnq by }|F1| ´ |F2|}W 1,ppDnq, and we then convert this Sobolev norm to its

discrete analogue }|F1| ´ |F2| }W 1 .

Following the same argument of step 3. and step 4. in the proof of Theorem 2.3.1

together with Lemma 2.2.13, we have the following same bound

›

›F1pzq ´ e
iαF2pzq

›

›

LppDnq
ď Ccont }|F1| ´ |F2|}W 1,ppDnq

. (2.5.8)

where

Ccont “ 2
∆2

δ2
pCpoincpp,Dnqp1`

` |Dn|

πstpD`q2
˘1{p
q ` p1´ tq´1{p

q ď c ¨
∆2

δ2
pρ
´1{2
f ` 1q

for p “ 2.
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Bound on }|F1| ´ |F2|}LppDnq

Because |F1| and |F2| are both smooth,

|F1|pzq “ |F1|pznq `∇|F1|pλz ` p1´ λqznq ¨ pz ´ znq, for some λ P r0, 1s,

hence ||F1|pzq ´ |F1|pznq| ď |∇|F1|| ¨ |z ´ zn| ď ∆|z ´ zn|. The same bound holds for

|F2|, and thus

}|F1| ´ |F2|}LppDnq

ď }|F1|pznq ´ |F2|pznq}LppDnq

` }|F1| ´ |F1|pznq}LppDnq ` }|F2| ´ |F2|pznq}LppDnq

ď ρ
´1{p
f ||F1|pznq ´ |F2|pznq| ` 2∆ }|z ´ zn|}LppDnq . (2.5.9)

Suppose here Dn “ Brpznq, and |Dn| “ πr2 “ ρ´1
f p1` εq with ε small. We compute

}|z ´ zn|}LppDnq explicitly to be

Crp
.
“

´2πrp`2

p` 2

¯1{p

9ρ
´1{2´1{p
f .

Substitute this estimation to the weighted `1´norm, we have
›

›

›
}|F1| ´ |F2|}LppDnq

›

›

›

`1,w˚
ď ρ

´1{p
f }|F1| ´ |F2|}`1,w˚ ` c ¨∆ ¨ Crp }w

˚
}`1

“ ρ
´1{p
f }|F1| ´ |F2|}`1,w˚ ` Capproxp|F |q. (2.5.10)

where

Capproxp|F |q “ c ¨∆ ¨ Crp }w
˚
}`1 . (2.5.11)

Bound on }∇|F1| ´∇|F2|}LppDnq

Bounding the absolute value of the gradient is more involving as we need to estimate

the norm of Hessian ∇∇|F |, F P HpD`q and decompose D` on the twin grid of

tznu
N
n“1.
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Figure 2.8: Twin grid: @m,n P Z, zm,n (in blue) is the original grid;
zm`1{2,n, zm,n`1{2 (in red) is the twin grid; rzm`1{2,n, rzm,n`1{2 (in black) are interpo-

lation points. Dm,n is the square associated to the original point zm,n and rDm,n´1{2

( rDm,n`1{2) is the disk associated to the twin point zm,n´1{2 (zm,n`1{2).

First, we introduce a twin grid to the original grid tznu
N
n“1, see Fig. 2.8. Here,

we use a double sub-index to represent a grid point zn,m at x “ x0 ` δx ¨ n and

y “ y0`δy ¨m, where δx, δy are the step-size of the grid in the x and y direction. The

twin grid consists of points zm`1{2,n and zm,n`1{2, m, n P Z that are the mid-points

of two vertically or horizontally adjacent points in the original grid. For simplicity,

we use z1n to represent twin grid points. Let rDn
.
“ Brpz

1
nq, then Dn Ă rDn

Ť

rDn`1,

see Fig. 2.8. We thus have

}∇|F1| ´∇|F2|}LppDnq ď }∇|F1| ´∇|F2|}Lpp rDnq ` }∇|F1| ´∇|F2|}Lpp rDn`1q
.

Consider gradient of the module of the holomorphic function F1 ¨ η,

∇|F1 ¨ η| “ ∇|F1| ¨ |η| ` |F1| ¨∇|η|,
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it follows that

|∇|F1| ´∇|F2|| ¨ |η| ď |∇|F1 ¨ η| ´∇|F2 ¨ η|| ` ||F1| ´ |F2|| ¨ |∇|η||

ď |∇|F1 ¨ η| ´∇|F2 ¨ η|| ` c ¨ |η| ¨ ||F1| ´ |F2||.

Therefore,

}∇|F1| ´∇|F2|}Lpp rDnq

ď
1

rwmin
η pnq

}|∇|F1| ´∇|F2|| ¨ |η|}Lpp rDnq

ď
1

rwmin
η pnq

´

}∇|F1 ¨ η| ´∇|F2 ¨ η|}Lpp rDnq

` c ¨ rwmax
η pnq ¨ }|F1| ´ |F2|}Lpp rDnq

¯

, (2.5.12)

where rwmin
η pnq

.
“ min

zP rDn

|ηpzq| and rwmax
η pnq

.
“ max

zP rDn

|ηpzq|. The Lp-norm in the second

term }|F1| ´ |F2|}Lpp rDnq can be bounded same as in Section 2.5.3; the Lp-norm in the

first term }∇|F1 ¨ η| ´∇|F2 ¨ η|}Lpp rDnq is bounded using the lemma below.

Lemma 2.5.1. Let F P HpDq, then }∇∇|F |}F ď |F 2| ` |∇|F ||2{|F |.

Proof. Let F px, yq “ upx, yq`i vpx, yq, we compute the following second order partial

derivatives,

Bxx|F | “
uuxx ` vvxx
?
u2 ` v2

`
puvx ´ vuxq

2

pu2 ` v2q3{2

“
uuxx ` vvxx

|F |
`
pBy|F |q

2

|F |
,

Byy|F | “
uuyy ` vvyy

|F |
`
puvy ´ vuyq

2

|F |3

“ ´
uuxx ` vvxx

|F |
`
puux ` vvxq

2

|F |3

“ ´
uuxx ` vvxx

|F |
`
pBx|F |q

2

|F |
,
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Bxy|F | “
puyux ` uuxy ` vyvx ` vvxyq

?
u2 ` v2

u2 ` v2
´
pBx|F |qpBy|F |q

|F |

“
uuxy ` vvxy
?
u2 ` v2

´
pBx|F |qpBy|F |q

|F |

“
´uvxx ` vuxx

|F |
´
pBx|F |qpBy|F |q

|F |
.

The Frobenius norm of ∇∇|F | is thus

}∇∇|F |}2F “
1

|F |2
ppBxx|F |q

2
` pByy|F |q

2
` 2pBxy|F |q

2
q

Let P “ uuxx ` vvxx, Q “ ´uvxx ` vuxx, then

}∇∇|F |}2F ¨ |F |
2
“ pP ` pBy|F |q

2
q
2
` p´P ` pBx|F |q

2
q
2
` 2pQ´ pBx|F |qpBy|F |qq

2

“ 2P 2
` 2Q2

` rpBx|F |q
2
` pBy|F |q

2
s
2

` 2P ppBy|F |q
2
´ pBx|F |q

2
q ´ 4QpBx|F |qpBy|F |q. (2.5.13)

Direct computation yields that

2P 2
` 2Q2

“ |F |2|F 2|2 and rpBx|F |q
2
` pBy|F |q

2
s
2
“ |∇|F ||4.

For the remaining terms in the summation,

p˚q
.
“ 2P ppBy|F |q

2
´ pBx|F |q

2
q ´ 4QpBx|F |qpBy|F |q

“ 2puuxx ` vvxxqppBy|F |q
2
´ pBx|F |q

2
q ´ 4p´uvxx ` vuxxqpBx|F |qpBy|F |q

“ 2uxxpBy|F |qpu ¨ By|F | ´ v ¨ Bx|F |q ´ 2uxxpBx|F |qpu ¨ Bx|F | ` v ¨ By|F |q

` 2vxxpBy|F |qpv ¨ By|F | ` u ¨ Bx|F |q ´ 2vxxpBx|F |qpv ¨ Bx|F | ´ u ¨ By|F |q

“ 2uxxpBy|F |qp´vx|F |q ´ 2uxxpBx|F |qux|F |

` 2vxxpBy|F |qux|F | ´ 2vxxpBx|F |qvx|F |

“ 2|F |
´

´ uxxpBy|F | ¨ vx ` Bx|F | ¨ uxq ` vxxpBy|F | ¨ ux ´ Bx|F | ¨ vxq
¯

Its absolute value can be bounded as follows

|p˚q| ď 2|F |
a

u2
xx ` v

2
xx

b

ppBx|F |q2 ` pBy|F |q2qpu2
x ` v

2
xq
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“ 2|F | ¨ |F 2| ¨ p|∇|F | ¨ |F 1|q

“ 2|F | ¨ |F 2| ¨ |∇|F ||2, (2.5.14)

where the last equality uses Lemma 2.4.1. Substitute (2.5.14) into (2.5.13), we have

}∇∇|F |}2F ¨ |F |
2
ď |F |2|F 2|2 ` |∇|F ||4 ` 2|F | ¨ |F 2| ¨ |∇|F ||2,

or equivalently

}∇∇|F |}F ď
1

|F |
p|F | ¨ |F 2| ` |∇|F ||2q “ |F 2| ` |∇|F ||2{|F |.

In particular, let F “ F1 ¨ η, then @z P rDn,

|F | ě δ ¨ min
zP rDn

|ηpzq|,

|∇|F || ď |∇|F1|| ¨ |η| ` |F1| ¨ |∇|η|| ď ∆ ¨ |η| `∆ ¨ cη|η| ď pcη ` 1q∆ ¨max
zP rDn

|ηpzq|

and

|F 2pzq| ď
2!

2π

ż

Brpzq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

F pz1q

pz1 ´ zq3

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

dz ď 2∆ r´2
“ c ¨∆ ¨ ρf , @z, s.t. Brpzq Ă D.

These bounds together with Lemma 2.5.1 then imply that @z P rDn s.t. Brpzq Ă D,

}∇∇|F1 ¨ η|}F ď c ¨∆ ¨ ρf `
pcη ` 1q2∆2

δ
¨ rw˚

pnq, (2.5.15)

where rw˚pnq “
rwmax
η pnq

rwmin
η pnq

. We denote the above bound on }∇∇|F1 ¨ η|}F as CHpnq.

Next, we apply this bound to estimate }∇|F1 ¨ η| ´∇|F2 ¨ η|}Lpp rDnq.

}∇|F1 ¨ η| ´∇|F2 ¨ η|}Lpp rDnq

ď }Bx|F1 ¨ η| ´ Bx|F2 ¨ η|}Lpp rDnq ` }By|F1 ¨ η| ´ By|F2 ¨ η|}Lpp rDnq (2.5.16)
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It suffices to consider an upper bound on the first term in (2.5.16) due to symmetry.

By mean value theorem, @F P C1, D rzm,n`1{2 P Im,n`1{2, s.t.

|F |pzm,nq ´ |F |pzm,n´1q “ Bx|F | przm,n`1{2q ¨ δx, (2.5.17)

see Fig. 2.8. Furthermore, each rDn contains at least one such interpolation point.

Let F “ F1 ¨η (F “ F2 ¨η) in (2.5.17), and denote the corresponding interpolation

point on rDn as rz1
n (rz2

n). We have

}Bx|F1 ¨ η| ´ Bx|F2 ¨ η|}Lpp rDnq

ď
›

›Bx|F1 ¨ η|prz
1
nq ´ Bx|F2 ¨ η|prz

2
nq
›

›

Lpp rDnq

`
›

›Bx|F1 ¨ η|pzq ´ Bx|F1 ¨ η|prz
1
nq
›

›

Lpp rDnq

`
›

›Bx|F2 ¨ η|pzq ´ Bx|F2 ¨ η|prz
2
nq
›

›

Lpp rDnq
(2.5.18)

By the property of interpolation points in (2.5.17),

Bx|F1 ¨ η| ´ Bx|F2 ¨ η| “ δ´1
x

`

|F1 ¨ η|pznq ´ |F1 ¨ η|pzn´1q ´ |F2 ¨ η|pznq ` |F2 ¨ η|pzn´1q
˘

“ δ´1
x

`

|η|p|F1| ´ |F2|qpznq ´ |η|p|F1| ´ |F2|qpzn´1q
˘

.
“ δ´1

x Fη
δx
pznq,

where zn´1 “ zn ´ δx and Fη
δx

is a vector whose entries are samples of the function

|η|p|F1| ´ |F2|qpzq ´ |η|p|F1| ´ |F2|qpz ´ δxq at zn. Hence the first term in (2.5.18) is

bounded by
|Fη

δx
pznq|

δx
¨ ρ
´1{p
f .

For the second term in (2.5.18), Lemma 2.5.1 and (2.5.15) imply that,

›

›Bx|F1 ¨ η|pzq ´ Bx|F1 ¨ η|prz
1
nq
›

›

Lpp rDnq

ď CHpnq ¨
›

›z ´ rz1
n

›

›

Lpp rDnq

ď CHpnq ¨ p}z ´ z
1
n}Lpp rDnq `

›

›z1n ´ rz1
n

›

›

Lpp rDnq

ď CHpnq ¨ pCrp `
1

2
Crpq “

3

2
CHpnq ¨ Crp.
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and the same holds for the third term in (2.5.18).

Apply all the bounds above to (2.5.18) and to (2.5.16) subsequently, we have

}∇|F1 ¨ η| ´∇|F2 ¨ η|}Lpp rDnq ď ρ
´1{p
f ¨

´ |Fη
δx
pznq|

δx
`
|Fη

δy
pznq|

δy

¯

` 6 CHpnq ¨ Crp,

where CHpnq ¨ Crp 9 ρ
1{2´1{p
f .

Finally, we bound }|F1| ´ |F2|}Lpp rDnq in (2.5.12) by ρ
´1{p
f ||F1|pznq´ |F2|pznq|` 3∆Crp

following the similar argument in Section 2.5.3.

In sum,

›

›

›
}∇|F1| ´∇|F2|}LppDnq

›

›

›

`1,w˚
ď

›

›

›
}∇|F1| ´∇|F2|}Lpp rDnq

›

›

›

`1,w˚

ď ρ
´1{p
f

´

δ´1
x

›

›

›

›

Fη
δx

rwmin
η

›

›

›

›

`1,w˚

` δ´1
y

›

›

›

›

›

Fη
δy

rwmin
η

›

›

›

›

›

`1,w˚

` c ¨ }p|F1| ´ |F2|q ¨ rw
˚
}`1,w˚

¯

` c ¨∆pρf ` 1qCrp ¨
›

›prwmin
η q

´1
›

›

`1,w˚
`
pcη ` 1q2∆2

δ
¨ Crp

›

›

›

›

rw˚

rwmin
η

›

›

›

›

`1,w˚

.
“ ρ

´1{p
f }|F1| ´ |F2|}Wη

` Capproxp∇|F |q. (2.5.19)

}|F1| ´ |F2|}Wη
is defined as the summation in the parenthesis of the first term on

the right hand side in (2.5.19), the norm }|F1| ´ |F2|}W 1 in (2.5.2), a discrete Sobolev

norm with weights associated to η.

The constant

Capproxp∇|F |q “ c ¨∆pρf ` 1qCrp ¨
›

›prwmin
η q

´1
›

›

`1,w˚
`
pcη ` 1q2∆2

δ
¨ Crp

›

›

›

›

rw˚

rwmin
η

›

›

›

›

`1,w˚

.

(2.5.20)

Assembly of the bound

Substituting (2.5.10) and (2.5.19) into (2.5.8), we have

›

›

›

›

›F1 ´ e
iαF2

›

›

LppDnq

›

›

›

`1,w˚
ď Ccont

›

›

›
}|F1| ´ |F2|}W 1,ppDnq

›

›

›

`1,w˚
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ď Ccont
`

ρ´1{p
}|F1| ´ |F2|}`1,w˚ ` Capproxp|F |q

` ρ
´1{p
f }|F1| ´ |F2|}Wη

` Capproxp∇|F |q
˘

(2.5.21)

Let C 1scale “ ρ
´1{p
f and the final result is

}F1 ´ e
iαF2}`1 ď CDzD` ` CapproxpGq

` Cscale ¨ Ccount ¨
`

Capproxp|F |q ` Capproxp∇|F |q
˘

` Cscale ¨ Ccont ¨ C
1
scale

`

}|F1| ´ |F2|}Wη
` }|F1| ´ |F2|}`1

˘
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3

Directional Wavelet Construction

One of the classical signal processing techniques for 1D time series is extracting fea-

tures that is localized in both time domain and frequency domain. This is done by

performing linear transforms such as windowed Fourier transform or wavelet trans-

form and the signal is represented in the time-frequency domain. When the signal is

in 2D, e.g. grayscale images, an extra notion of “orientation” needs to be considered

in the representation as well. To effectively capture this additional piece of informa-

tion, we need to build bases elements used in the representation that are selective

in orientation, while keep the redundancy of the representation scheme low. This

chapter focuses on the constructions of such representation bases in the framework

of multi-resolution analysis of wavelet schemes.

3.1 Introduction

In image compression and analysis, 2D tensor wavelet schemes are widely used.

Despite the time-frequency localization inherited from 1D wavelet, 2D tensor wavelets

suffer from poor orientation selectivity: only horizontal or vertical edges are well

represented by tensor wavelets. To obtain better representation of 2D images, several
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directional wavelet schemes have been proposed and applied to image processing,

such as directional wavelet filterbanks (DFB) and various extensions.

Conventional DFB (Bamberger and Smith, 1992) divides the square frequency

domain associated with a regular 2D lattice into eight equi-angular pairs of tri-

angles; such schemes can be critically downsampled (maximally decimated) with

perfect reconstruction (PR), but they typically do not have a multi-resolution struc-

ture. Different approaches have been proposed to generalize DFB to multi-resolution

systems, including non-uniform DFB (nuDFB), contourlets, curvelets, shearlets and

dual-tree wavelets. nuDFB is introduced in Nguyen and Oraintara (2005) based on

multi-resolution analysis (MRA), where at each level of decomposition the square

frequency domain is divided into a high frequency outer ring and a central low fre-

quency domain. For nuDFB, the high frequency ring is primarily divided further

into six equi-angular pairs of trapezoids and the central low frequency square is kept

intact for division in the next level of decomposition, see the left panel in Figure

3.1. The nuDFB filters are solved by optimization which provides non-unique near

orthogonal or bi-orthogonal solutions depending on the initialization without stable

convergence. Contourlets (Do and Vetterli, 2005) combine the Laplacian pyramid

scheme with DFB which has PR but with redundancy 4{3 inherited from the Lapla-

cian pyramid. Shearlet (Sauer, 2012; Easley et al., 2008) and curvelet Candes et al.

(2006) systems construct a multi-resolution partition of the frequency domain by ap-

plying shear or rotation operators to a generator function in each level of frequency

decomposition. These systems have redundancy at least 4; moreover, the factor may

grow with the number of directions in the decomposition level. 1 In numerical im-

plentations of shearlets, the redundancy rate can be reduced to 2.6 using specific

numerical techniques to enforce perfect reconstruction when decreasing the sampling

1 Online packages are available at CurveLab http://www.curvelet.org/ and ShearLab http:

//www.shearlab.org/.
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rate (Goossens et al., 2011). In general, shearlets can be viewed as a particular

example of composite dilation wavelets (CDW), where aside from the normal trans-

lations on a lattice, a group of matrices in SLpd,Rq, e.g. shear matrices in the case

of shearlets, is also used as “shifts”, see Blanchard and Krishtal (2012) for a gen-

eral framework of CDW and composite MRA. Despite non-separable constructions,

better direction specification of 2D tensor wavelets can be achieved by their linear

combinations. For example, dual-tree wavelets (Selesnick et al., 2005) are linear

combinations of 2D tensor wavelets (corresponding to multi-resolution systems) that

constitute an approximate Hilbert transform pair, where the high frequency ring is

divided into pairs of squares of different directional preference. More general direc-

tional tensor product complex tight framelets in d-dimension have been constructed

in Han et al. (2016) with a redundancy rate of 3d´1
2d´1

.

However, none of these multi-resolution schemes is PR, critically downsampled

and regularized (localized in both time and frequency). In the framework of nuDFB

(Nguyen and Oraintara (2005)), it was shown by Durand (Durand, 2007) that it is

impossible to construct orthonormal filters localize without discontinuity in the fre-

quency domain, or – equivalently – regularized filters without aliasing. His construc-

tion of directional filters uses compositions of 2-band filters associated to quincunx

lattice, similar to that of uniform DFB in Nguyen and Oraintara (2005); as pointed

out in Nguyen and Oraintara (2005) the overall composed filters are not alias-free. It

is not clear whether Durand’s argument also precludes the existence of a regularized

wavelet system, if one slightly weakens the set of conditions.

To study this question, we consider multi-resolution directional wavelets corre-

sponding to the same partition of frequency domain as nuDFB and build a framework

to analyze the equivalent conditions of PR for critically downsampled as well as more

general redundant schemes. We show that in MRA on a dyadic quincunx lattice, PR

is equivalent to an identity condition and a set of shift-cancellation conditions closely
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related to the frequency support of filters and their downsampling scheme. Based

on these two conditions, we rederived Durand’s discontinuity result of orthonormal

schemes; we also show that a slight relaxation of conditions allows frames with re-

dundancy less than 2 that circumvent the regularity limitation. Furthermore, we

have an explicit approach to construct such regularized directional wavelet frames

by smoothing the Fourier transform of the irregular directional wavelets.

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, we set up the framework

of an MRA with dyadic quincunx downsampling. In Section 3.3, we analyze the

regularity of orthonormal schemes and generalize the result to frames. In particular,

we derive two conditions, identity summation and shift cancellation, equivalent to

perfect reconstruction in this MRA with critical downsampling. These lead to the

classification of regular/singular boundaries of the frequency partition and a relaxed

shift-cancellation condition for low-redundancy MRA frame allows better regularity

of the directional wavelets. In Section 3.4, we extend the orthonormal schemes

to biorthogonal schemes as well as the corresponding identity summation and shift

cancellation conditions. We then introduce Cohen et al’s approach in Cohen and

Schlenker (1993) and adapt it to the regularity analysis on our biorthogonal schemes

due to these conditions. We show that the biorthogonal schemes have the same

irregularity as in the orthonormal schemes. In Section 3.5, we propose a numerical

algorithm for the construction of biorthogonal schemes along with further analysis

on the regularity constraints. Finally, we present and discuss numerical results of our

algorithm in Section 3.6, and the involving technical proofs are presented in Section

3.7.

3.2 Framework setup

We summarize 2D-MRA systems and the relation between frequency domain parti-

tion and sublattice of Z2 with critical downsampling.
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3.2.1 Multi-resolution analysis and sublattice sampling

In an MRA, given a scaling function φ P L2pR2q, s.t. }φ}2 “ 1, the base approxima-

tion space is defined as V0 “ spantφ0,kukPZ2 , where φ0,k “ φpx´kq. If xφ0,k, φ0,k1y “

δk,k1 , then tφ0,ku is an orthonormal basis of V0. In addition, φ is associated with a

scaling matrix D P Z2ˆ2, s.t. the dilated scaling function φ1pxq “ |D|
´1{2φpD´1xq

is a linear combination of φ0,k. Equivalently, Dm0pωq “ m0pω1, ω2q, 2π´periodic in

ω1, ω2, s.t. in the frequency domain

pφpDTωq “ m0pωqpφpωq. (3.2.1)

The recursive expression (3.2.1) of pφpωq implies that

pφpωq “ p2πq´1
ś8

k“1m0pD
´kωq, (3.2.2)

where we have implicitly assumed that φ P L1pR2q and
ş

φ dx “ 1 (which follows

from the other constraints if φ has some decay at 8).

Let φl,k “ φpD´lx´ kq and Vl “ spantφl,k;k P Z2u, l P Z be the nested approxima-

tion spaces. Define Wl as the orthogonal complement of Vl with respect to Vl´1 in

MRA. Suppose there are J wavelet functions ψj P L2pR2q, 1 ď j ď J , and Q P Z2ˆ2,

s.t.

Wl “

J
ď

j“1

W j
l “

J
ď

j“1

spantψjl,k;k P QZ2u “

J
ď

j“1

spantψjpD´lx´ kq;k P QZ2u,

an L-level multi-resolution system with base space V0 is then spanned by

VL ‘
L
à

l“1

´ J
ď

j“1

W j
l

¯

“ tφL,k , ψ
j
l,k1 , 1 ď l ď L, k P Z2, k1 P QZ2, 1 ď j ď Ju. (3.2.3)

As W1 Ă V0, each rescaled wavelet ψjpD´1¨q is also a linear combination of φ0,k, so

that Dmj analogous to m0 satisfying

pψjpDTωq “ mjpωqpφpωq, 1 ď j ď J. (3.2.4)
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Figure 3.1: Left: partition of S0 and boundary assignment of Cj, j “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 6
(each Cj has boundaries indicated by red line segments), Right: dyadic quincunx
sublattice. Note that the ω1-axis is vertical and the ω2-axis is horizontal by our
convention.

3.2.2 Frequency domain partition and critical downsampling

Consider the canonical frequency square, S0 “ r´π, πq ˆ r´π, πq associated with

the lattice L “ Z2. For L “ 1, the 1-level decomposition (3.2.3) together with

(3.2.1) and (3.2.4) implies that the union of the support of mj, 0 ď j ď J covers

S0. Furthermore, DCj Ă supppmjq, 0 ď j ď J, such that they form a partition of

S0; conversely, given a partition Cj of S0, we may construct an MRA where mj

are “mainly” supported on Cj (this will become more explicit in Section 3.4.3). To

build an orthonormal basis with good directional selectivity, we choose the partition

of S0 shown in the left of Figure 3.1, which is the same for Example B in Durand

(2007) and , or equivalently the frequency partition in the coarsest level of the least

redundant shearlet system (Kutyniok et al., 2012). In this partition, S0 is divided

into a central square C0 “
`

2 0
0 2

˘´1
S0 and a ring: the ring is further cut into six pairs

of directional trapezoids Cj by lines passing through the origin with slopes ˘1,˘3

and ˘1
3
. The central square C0 can be further partitioned in the same way to obtain

a two-level multi-resolution system, as shown in Figure 3.1.

In the corresponding MRA generated by (3.2.3), J “ 6 and D “
`

2 0
0 2

˘

, and we

choose Q specifically to be
`

1 1
´1 1

˘

. Because |D|´1 ` J |QD|´1 “ 1{4` 6{p2 ¨ 4q “ 1,
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the corresponding MRA generated by (3.2.3) achieves critical downsampling(Durand

(2007)). The scaling matrix of ψj is QD “
`

2 2
´2 2

˘

, which corresponds to downsam-

pling on the dyadic quincunx sublattice QDZ2 (see the right panel in Figure 3.1),

as in Durand (2007).

This downsampling scheme is compatible with Cj. Consider two sets of shifts

in the frequency domain Γ0 “ tπi, i “ 0, 2, 4, 6u and Γ1 “ tπi, i “ 0, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 7u,

where π0 “ p0, 0q,π1 “ pπ{2, π{2q,π2 “ pπ, 0q,π3 “ p´π{2, π{2q,π4 “ p0, πq,π5 “

pπ{2,´π{2q,π6 “ pπ, πq,π7 “ p´π{2,´π{2q. Γ0 and Γ1 characterize the sublattices

DZ2 and QDZ2 respectively by
ř

πPΓ0
eiα

Jπ “ |Γ0|1DZ2pαq and
ř

πPΓ1
eiα

Jπ “

|Γ1|1QDZ2pαq, where 1 is the indicator function. We observe that each Cj forms a

tiling of S0 under the shifts associated with the sublattice where the coefficients of

ψj are downsampled:

S0 “
ď

πPΓ1

pCj ` πq “
ď

πPΓ0

pC0 ` πq , j “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 6. (3.2.5)

Alternatively, we say that tCj, j “ 0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 6 u is an admissible partition of S0 with

respect to the dyadic quincunx downsampling scheme. The admissible property

guarantees the existence of orthonormal bases consisting of directional filters on the

dyadic quincunx sublattice with frequency support in Cj.

3.3 Orthonormal bases

In this section, we discuss the conditions on mj such that the corresponding MRA

forms an orthonormal bases.

We begin with the two key conditions, i.e. identity summation and shift cancella-

tion, onmj such that the system (3.2.3) is perfect-reconstruction (PR) or equivalently

a Parseval frame in MRA.
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3.3.1 orthonormal conditions on mj

In MRA, (3.2.3) is PR if @f P L2pR2q,

ÿ

kPZ2

xf, φ0,kyφ0,k “
ÿ

kPZ2

xf, φ1,kyφ1,k `

J
ÿ

j“1

ÿ

k1PQZ2

xf, ψj1,k1yψ
j
1,k1 . (3.3.1)

Using (3.2.1) and (3.2.4) together with the admissibility of the frequency partition

(3.2.5), condition (3.3.1) on φ and ψj yields:

Theorem 3.3.1. Let J “ 6, D “
`

2 0
0 2

˘

and Q “
`

1 1
´1 1

˘

in (3.2.3). Then the perfect

reconstruction condition holds for (3.2.3) if and only if the following two conditions

hold.

|m0pωq|
2
`

6
ÿ

j“1

|mjpωq|
2
“ 1. (3.3.2)

$

&

%

ř6
j“0mjpωqmjpω ` πq “ 0, π P Γ0zt0u.

ř6
j“1mjpωqmjpω ` πq “ 0, π P Γ1zΓ0.

(3.3.3)

Theorem 3.3.1 is a corollary of Proposition 1 and Proposition 2 in Durand (2007).

We give an alternate proof in Section 3.7.1. In Theorem 3.3.1, (3.3.2) is the identity

summation condition, guaranteeing conservation of l2 energy; (3.3.3) is the shift

cancellation condition such that aliasing is canceled correctly in reconstruction from

wavelet coefficients. Because each mj is p2π, 2πq periodic, we only need to check

these conditions @ω P S0.

Moreover, for (3.2.3) to be an orthonormal basis, tφkukPZ2 need to be an orthonor-

mal basis, which is determined by m0 in (3.2.2). In 1D MRA, Cohen’s theorem in

Cohen et al. (1992) provides a necessary and sufficient condition on m0 such that

(3.2.3) is an orthonormal basis. This theorem generalizes to 2D in e.g. Yin (2015),

as follows.
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Theorem 3.3.2. Assume that m0 is a trigonometric polynomial with m0p0q “ 1,

and define φ̂pωq as in (3.2.2).

If φp¨ ´ kq,k P Z2 are orthonormal, then DK containing a neighborhood of 0, s.t.

@ω P S0, ω ` 2πn P K for some n P Z2, and infką0,ωPK |m0pD2
´kωq| ą 0. Further,

if
ř

πPΓ0
|m0pω ` πq|

2 “ 1, then the inverse is true.

3.3.2 Regularity of mj supported on the Cj

In this subsection, we consider mj supported on the Cj introduced in Section 3.2.2

that satisfy orthonormal conditions in Section 3.3.1. We begin with the Shannon-

type wavelet construction, where mj are indicator functions mj “ 1Cj , 0 ď j ď 6,

and we use the boundary assignment of Cj in Figure 3.1. The identity summation

follows from the partition of S0 by the Cj, and the shift cancellation follows from

the admissible property (3.2.5). Applying Theorem 3.3.2 to m0, we verify that the

Shannon-type wavelets generated from these mj form an orthonormal basis.

Because of the discontinuity at BCj, the boundaries of the Cj, these mj are not

smooth, and hence the corresponding wavelets are not spatially localized. The mj

can be regularized by smoothing at the BCj. However, as shown in Proposition 3 in

Durand (2007), it is not possible to smooth the behavior of the mj at all the bound-

aries with discontinuity if the mj have to satisfy the perfect reconstruction condition.

In Yin (2015), the BCj are segmented into singular and regular pieces with respect

to the shift cancellation condition (3.3.3) in Theorem 3.3.1. On regular boundaries,

pairs of pmj, mj1q share a boundary and can both be smoothed in a coherent way such

that both (3.3.2) and (3.3.3) remain satisfied. The singular pieces are boundaries for

just one mj, which can then not be smoothed without violating the shift cancellation

condition. Figure 3.2 shows the boundary classification, where the corners of S0 and

C0 are singular, hence m0 and the mj’s in two diagonal directions of an orthonormal

bases are discontinuous there. A mechanism of constructing orthonormal bases by
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Figure 3.2: Boundary classification, singular (red) and regular (yellow)

smoothing Shannon-type mj on regular boundaries is provided in Yin (2015).

3.3.3 Extension to low-redundancy tight frame

The irregularity of orthonormal bases can be overcome in the following low-redundancy

tight frame construction,

tφL,k , ψ
j
l,k1 , 1 ď l ď L, k, k1 P Z2, 1 ď j ď 6u. (3.3.4)

In (3.3.4), all wavelet coefficients are downsampled on the dyadic sublattice and the

redundancy of any such L´level frame does not exceed J{|D|
1´1{|D|

“
6{4

1´1{4
“ 2. Similar

to Theorem 3.3.1, we have

Theorem 3.3.3. (3.3.4) has PR if and only if the following two conditions both hold.

|m0pωq|
2 `

ř6
j“1 |mjpωq|

2 “ 1. (3.3.5)

ř6
j“0 mjpωqmjpω ` πq “ 0, π P Γ0zt0u. (3.3.6)

Theorem 3.3.3 can be proved analogously to Theorem 3.3.1, but with fewer shift

cancellation constraints. Following the same analysis of boundary regularity as be-

fore, we show in Yin (2015) that all boundaries are regular with respect to (3.3.6) and

can be smoothed properly. Hence, we were able to obtain directional wavelets with

much better spatial and frequency localization than those constructed by Durand in

Durand (2007).

So far, we have considered two directional wavelet MRA systems (3.2.3) and

(3.3.4) such that the directional wavelets characterize 2D signals in six equi-angled
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directions. Furthermore, these wavelets are well localized in the frequency domain.

In particular, for a fixed small ε ą 0, we can construct mj such that supppmjq is

convex and

sup
ω1PsupppmjqXS0

inf
ωPCj

}ω1 ´ ω} ă ε, 0 ď j ď 6. (3.3.7)

This desirable condition is hard to obtain by multi-directional filter bank assembly

of several elementary filter banks.

In the next section, we analyze the more general case of directional bi-orthorgonal

filters constructed with respect to the same frequency partition.

3.4 Biorthogonal bases

In this section, we analyze biorthogonal bases in the following form of MRA,

tφL,k, rφL,k, ψ
j
l,k1 ,

rψjl,k1 , 1 ď l ď L, k P Z2, k1 P QZ2, 1 ď j ď 6u, (3.4.1)

where φ and ψj satisfy (3.2.1) and (3.2.4) respectively, and likewise for rφ and Ăψj,

p

rφpDTωq “ Ăm0pωq
p

rφpωq,
x

ĂψjpDTωq “ Ămjpωq
p

rφpωq. (3.4.2)

For such biorthogonal bases, we have the similar identity summation and shift can-

cellation conditions to those in Theorem 3.3.1.

Theorem 3.4.1. (3.4.1) has PR if and only if the following two conditions hold

m0pωqĂm0pωq `
6
ÿ

j“1

mjpωqĂmjpωq “ 1, (3.4.3)

$

&

%

ř6
j“0mjpωqĂmjpω ` πq “ 0, π P Γ0zt0u.

ř6
j“1mjpωqĂmjpω ` πq “ 0, π P Γ1zΓ0.

(3.4.4)

We also have the following analogue of Theorem 3.3.2.
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Theorem 3.4.2. Assume that m0, Ăm0 are trigonometric polynomials with m0p0q “

Ăm0p0q “ 1, which generate φ, rφ respectively.

If φp¨ ´ kq, rφp¨ ´ kq, k P Z2 are biorthogonal, then DK containing a neighborhood of

0, s.t. @ω P S0, ω ` 2πn P K for some n P Z2, and infką0,ωPK |m0pD2
´kωq| ą 0,

infką0,ωPK |Ăm0pD2
´kωq| ą 0. Furthermore, if

ř

πPΓ0
m0pω`πqĂm0pω`πq “ 1, then

the inverse is true.

By Theorem 3.4.2, m0 and Ăm0 need to satisfy the following identity constraint

for the MRA (3.4.1) to be biorthogonal,

m0Ăm0pωq `m0Ăm0pω ` π2q `m0Ăm0pω ` π4q `m0Ăm0pω ` π6q “ 1. (3.4.5)

Furthermore, the identity summation and shift cancellation conditions (3.4.3) and

(3.4.4) from Theorem 3.4.1 can be combined into a linear system with respect to mj

as follows,

»

—

—

—

—

—

–

Ăm0pωq Ăm1pωq . . . Ăm6pωq

0 Ăm1pω ` π1q . . . Ăm6pω ` π1q

Ăm0pω ` π2q Ăm1pω ` π2q . . . Ăm6pω ` π2q
...

...
...

...

0 Ăm1pω ` π7q . . . Ăm6pω ` π7q

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

»

—

—

—

—

—

–

m0pωq
m1pωq
m2pωq

...
m6pωq

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

“

»

—

—

—

—

—

–

1
0
0
...
0

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

(3.4.6)

In summary, the construction of a biorthogonal basis (3.4.1) is equivalent to find

feasible solutions of (3.4.6) with constraint (3.4.5).2 Our approach to this is inspired

by the approach in Cohen and Schlenker (1993) for constructing compactly supported

symmetric biorthogonal filters on a hexagon lattice. We next review the main scheme

in Cohen and Schlenker (1993) and adapt it to our setup of biorthogonal bases on

the dyadic quincunx lattice.

2 It can be shown that as long as (3.4.6) has a unique solution for mj given fixed Ămj , j “ 0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 6,
(3.4.5) always holds. See Section 3.4.2.
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3.4.1 Summary of Cohen et al’s construction

We summerize the main setup and the approach in Cohen and Schlenker (1993).

Consider a biorthogonal scheme consisting of three high-pass filters m1,m2 and m3

and a low-pass filter m0 together with their biorthogonal duals Ămj, s.t. m0 and Ăm0

are 2π
3

-rotation invariant and m1, m2, m3 and their duals are 2π
3

-rotation co-variant

on a hexagon lattice.

This biorthogonal scheme satisfies the following linear system ( Lemma 2.2.2 in

Cohen and Schlenker (1993) )
»

—

—

—

–

Ăm0pωq Ăm1pωq Ăm2pωq Ăm3pωq

Ăm0pω ` ν1q Ăm1pω ` ν1q Ăm2pω ` ν1q Ăm3pω ` ν1q

Ăm0pω ` ν2q Ăm1pω ` ν2q Ăm2pω ` ν2q Ăm3pω ` ν2q

Ăm0pω ` ν3q Ăm1pω ` ν3q Ăm2pω ` ν3q Ăm3pω ` ν3q

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

»

—

—

–

m0pωq
m1pωq
m2pωq
m3pωq

fi

ffi

ffi

fl

“

»

—

—

–

1
0
0
0

fi

ffi

ffi

fl

.

(3.4.7)

where νi “ π2i, i “ 1, 2, 3. Let ĂMpωq P C4ˆ4 be the matrix with entries Ămjpω ` νiq

and mpωq P C4 be the vector with entries mjpωq in (3.4.7), then (3.4.7) can be

written as

ĂMpωqmpωq “ r1, 0, 0, 0sJ.

Begin with a pre-designed Ăm1pωq with desired propery, Ăm2pωq and Ăm3pωq are de-

termined by symmetry. Lemma 2.2.2 in Cohen and Schlenker (1993) then leads

to

m0pωq “ D´1

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

Ăm1pω ` ν1q Ăm2pω ` ν1q Ăm3pω ` ν1q

Ăm1pω ` ν2q Ăm2pω ` ν2q Ăm3pω ` ν2q

Ăm1pω ` ν3q Ăm2pω ` ν3q Ăm3pω ` ν3q

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

“ D´1
ĂM0,0pωq, (3.4.8)

where ĂM0,0pωq is the minor of ĂMpωq with respect to Ăm0pωq and D ” detpĂMpωqq P

C˚ “ Czt0u does not depend on ω in Cohen and Schlenker (1993), due to the

symmetry of Ămj.
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Expanding detpĂMpωqq with respect to the first column leads to the following

constraint on Ăm0pωq,

m0Ăm0pωq `m0Ăm0pω ` ν1q `m0Ăm0pω ` ν2q `m0Ăm0pω ` ν3q “ 1, (3.4.9)

which is the same as the identity constraint (3.4.5) in our setup. Once (3.4.9) is

solved for Ăm0, m1,m2 and m3 are obtained by solving the linear system (3.4.7) as

ĂMpωq has been determined.

3.4.2 Adaptation to dyadic quincunx downsampling

Cohen et al’s approach can be adapted to construct biorthogonal bases in different

settings; We shall apply it to our framework, even though we work with different lat-

tices, downsampling schemes and symmetries. In particular, we adapt their approach

to solve (3.4.6) with constraint (3.4.5) where Ămj, j “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 6 are pre-designed. Fur-

thermore, by exploiting the symmetric structure of (3.4.6) with respect to the shifts

πi, i “ 0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 7, we derive necessary conditions for (3.4.6) to have a unique solution.

It turns out that these will, once again, force to exhibit lack of regularity in our

biorthogonal scheme.

Since (3.4.6) takes the same form as (3.4.7), we adopt, for the sake of simplic-

ity, the matrix and vector notations ĂMpωq, mpωq that helped to simplify (3.4.7).

Accordingly, we rewrite (3.4.6) as

ĂMpωqmpωq “ r1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0sJ,

where ĂMpωq P C8ˆ7 and mpωq P C7. In addition, let bk P R8, 0 ď k ď 7, whose

only non-zero entry is bkrks “ 1, where the indexing starts with zero. Note that

ĂMpωqmpωq “ b0 P R8 is over-determined; it has a unique solution of mj if and only

if

(3.4.i) ĂMpωq is full rank,

(3.4.ii) rĂMpωq, b0s is singular,
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where we use the notation r s for the concatenation of ĂMpωq and b0 into a 8 ˆ 8

matrix. The matrix ĂMpωq is structured such that each row is associated with a

shift πi, i “ 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ , 7 and each column is associated with a dual function Ămjpωq, j “

0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 7. In particular, ĂMpωq depends on the value of Ămj at ω and its shifts ω`πi.

We denote a submatrix of ĂMpωq containing all but the row associated with πk

(respectively, the column associated with Ămkpωq) as ĂMrpk, :spωq (respectively, ĂMr:

,pkspωq). In particular, we denote ĂMrp0,p0spωq as ĂMlpωq.

We have the following observations for ĂMpωq.

Lemma 3.4.3. @ω P S0, if (3.4.6) is solvable, then ĂMrp0, :spωq is singular.

Proof. If (3.4.6) is solvable, then condition (3.4.ii) holds, which implies that

detprĂMpωq, b0sq “ 0. Expanding the determinant with respect to the last column b0

yields detpĂMrp0, :spωq q “ 0. ˝

Lemma 3.4.4. ĂMpωq, ĂMpω `π2q, ĂMpω `π4q and ĂMpω `π6q are the same up to

row permutations. (3.4.6) holds @ω if and only if ĂMpωq
“

mpωq,mpω ` π2q,mpω `

π4q,mpω ` π6q
‰

“
“

b0, b2, b4, b6

‰

.

Remark. If we consider ĂMpωq a matrix-valued function of ω, then the conditions

(3.4.i) and (3.4.ii) are both pointwise, yet Lemma 3.4.4 shows that the set of points

tω,ω ` π2,ω ` π4,ω ` π6u are linked together by the symmetry in ĂMpωq.

Due to condition (3.4.i), @ω, D kω depending on ω such that ĂMrxkω, :spωq is non-

singular. Lemma 3.4.3 implies that xkω ‰ 0;3 therefore we may apply Cramer’s rule

to ĂMrxkω, :spωq, as in Section 3.4.1, and obtain the following expression of m0pωq

m0pωq “ detpĂMl
rxkω, :spωq q{ detpĂMrxkω, :spωq q. (3.4.10)

3 By symmetry, we have the stronger result kω R t0, 2, 4, 6u. Indeed, Lemma 3.4.3 and Lemma

3.4.4 together imply that ĂMrpk, :spωq, k “ 0, 2, 4, 6 are singular. Therefore, xkω P t1, 3, 5, 7u and thus
ĂMrxkω, :spωq contains all rows associated with shifts π2i, i “ 0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 3.
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Figure 3.3: Partition of frequency square in six directions, where the essential
support of Ămipωq is contained in each pair of triangles Ti. The pair of dark grey
triangles is T´1 and the light grey pair is T`1 .

Moreover, based on (3.4.10), the identity condition (3.4.5) on m0pωq and Ăm0pωq can

be derived in the same way as (3.4.9) by expanding detpĂMrxkω, :spωq q.

3.4.3 Discontinuity of Ămj

In this subsection, we show our main result that for (3.4.6) to be uniquely solvable,

the pre-designed Ămj have to be discontinuous as soon as they satisfy mild symmetry

conditions and concentration of support on Cj.

We assume that |Ăm1pωq| and |Ăm6pωq| are symmetric with respect to the diagonal

ω1 “ ω2, i.e.

|Ăm1pωq| “ |Ăm6pω
1
q| @ω1 “ ω12, ω2 “ ω11, (3.4.11)

and likewise for Ăm3pωq and Ăm4pωq,

|Ăm3pωq| “ |Ăm4pω
1
q| @ω1 “ ´ω

1
2, ω2 “ ´ω

1
1. (3.4.12)

In what follows, we introduce a triangular partition of S0 “ r´π, πq ˆ r´π, πq in

the frequency plane and define formally the concentration of the support of the Ămj.

Definition. The domination-support Ωj of a function Ămj (with respect to the other

mi, i ‰ j) is the set tω : |Ămjpωq| ą |Ămipωq|, @i ‰ ju.

Let Tj be pairs of triangles shown in Figure 3.3, defined such that Cj Ă Tj, j “

1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 6. Consider the decompositions Tj “ T´j
Ť

T`j , where T´j , T
`
j are halves of
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Figure 3.4: Sρ and its shifts

Tj adjacent to its neighboring triangles Ti in the counter clockwise and clockwise

directions respectively.

Definition. Ămj concentrates in Tj for j “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 6 if

(i) Ωj Ă Tj;

(ii) supppĂmjq Ă T`j´1

Ť

Tj
Ť

T´j`1 and
ş

Ω
|Ămj| ą

ş

Ω1
|Ămj|, @Ω Ă Tj

Ş

supppĂmjq s.t.

|Ω| ą 0, where Ω1 Ă T`j´1

Ť

T´j`1 is symmetric to Ω with respect to the boundary

of Tj.

In other words, for Ămj to concentrate in Tj, Ămj should be “mainly” supported in Tj

(condition (i)) and “decay” properly outside of Tj (condition (ii)).

We say Ăm0 concentrates in C0 if Ω0 Ă C0. For m0, we impose the natural

requirement that, for some (possibly small) ρ ą 0, we have |m0pωq| ą 0, @ |ω| ă ρ.

Given these constraints on the support of Ămj and m0, we examine the consequences of

the singularity condition on ĂMrp0, :spωq from Lemma 3.4.3, specifically in the domain

Sρ “ tpω1, ω2q| |ω| ă ρ, ω1 ă 0, ω2 ă 0u, see the red zone in Figure 3.4.

Let rmipωq “ rĂm1pω ` πiq ¨ ¨ ¨ , Ăm6pω ` πiqs P C6, i “ 0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 7 be the rows of
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ĂMr:,p0spωq.

Lemma 3.4.5. If ω P Sρ s.t. (3.4.5) holds and ĂMrp0, :spωq is singular, then

rankp rm1, rm7q “ 1 and rankp rm3, rm5q “ 2 or rankp rm3, rm5q “ 1 and rankp rm1, rm7q “

2.

Lemma 3.4.5 can be proved by analyzing the linear dependency and independency

between the rmi on Sρ, since the rmi have known locations of zero entries when ρ is

small due to the concentration of the Ămj. For the full proof of Lemma 3.4.5, see

Section 3.7.2.

The concentration of Ăm3pωq and Ăm4pωq in T3 and T4 and their symmetry together

imply that rankp rm3, rm5q ‰ 1 a.e. on Sρ (see Lemma 3.7.3 in Section 3.7.2), hence

rankp rm1pωq, rm7pωq q “ 1 a.e. on Sρ. Therefore, Ăm1pω ` π1q, Ăm6pω ` π1q in rm1pωq

and the corresponding Ăm1pω`π7q, Ăm6pω`π7q in rm7pωq on Sρ are linearly related.

Furthermore, we can show that Ăm6pωq “ 0 a.e. on Sρ ` π1 X tω1 ă ω2u (see Propo-

sition 3.7.5 in Section 3.7.2), if Ăm0pωq, Ăm1pωq and Ăm6pωq concentrate in C0, T1 and

T6 respectively. Therefore, if Ăm6pωq is continuous, Ăm6p
π

2
,
π

2
q “ 0; the same holds for

Ăm1pωq and for p´
π

2
,´

π

2
q as well by symmetry. The following theorem summarizes

our main result.

Theorem 3.4.6. If the Ămj concentrate in Tj for j “ 1, 3, 4, 6 with symmetries

(3.4.11) and (3.4.12) and Ăm0 concentrates in C0, then Ăm1pωq, Ăm6pωq cannot be con-

tinuous at both p
π

2
,
π

2
q and p´

π

2
,´

π

2
q for (3.4.6) to have a unique solution of mj s.t.

D ρ ą 0, m0pωq is non-zero on |ω| ă ρ.

Proof. If Ăm1pωq and Ăm6pωq are both continuous at p
π

2
,
π

2
q and p´

π

2
,´

π

2
q, then

Ăm1p
π

2
,
π

2
q “ Ăm1p´

π

2
,´

π

2
q “ Ăm6p

π

2
,
π

2
q “ Ăm6p´

π

2
,´

π

2
q “ 0. Therefore, rm1p0q “

rm7p0q “ 0 at the origin which results in contradiction with Lemma 3.4.5. ˝
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3.5 Numerical construction of biorthogonal bases

In this section, we develop a numerical construction of biorthogonal bases on a

dyadic quincunx lattice following an approach similar to Cohen et al. We first

design Ămjpωq, j “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 6, on the canonical frequency square S0 “ r´π, πq ˆ

r´π, πqassociated with the lattice Z2, then solve for m0, Ăm0 and mj on S0 in or-

der with respect to (3.4.6) and (3.4.5).

3.5.1 Design of input Ămj

In this sub-section, we construct Ămjpωq, j “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 6, which concentrate in Ti.

Specifically, we consider Ămjpωq in the form

Ămjpωq “ e´iη
J
j ω|Ămjpωq|, j “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 6, (3.5.1)

where ηj P Z2 is the phase constant of Ămj. In addition to the symmetry of pairs

p|Ăm1|, |Ăm6|q and p|Ăm3|, |Ăm4|q assumed in Section 3.4.3, we further require that |Ăm2|

and |Ăm5| are symmetric with respect to the ω1-axis and ω2-axis accordingly. Figure

3.5 shows a design of |Ămjpωq| that has these strong symmetries.

The symmetries of p|Ăm1|, |Ăm6|q leads to constraints on the phase constants ηj

introduced in (3.5.1).

Lemma 3.5.1. If Dω P D1 :“ tω1 “ ω2, ω1 P p´
π
2
, 0qu, s.t. |m0pωq| ‰ 0, then

pη1 ´ η6q
Jpπ6 ´ π7q ‰ 0pmod 2πq.

Because m0pωq can be expressed as in (3.4.10), |m0pωq| ‰ 0 is equivalent to

detpĂMlrxkω, :spωq q ‰ 0, i.e. ĂMlpωq is full rank. The constraint on η1 and η6

then follows from substituting non-zero entries of ĂMlpωq by (3.5.1) and consider the

linear dependency of the columns in ĂMlpωq. For the full proof of Lemma 3.5.1, see

Section 3.7.2.
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Similarly, if Dω P tω1 “ ω2, ω1 P p0,
π
2
qu, s.t. |m0pωq| ‰ 0, then pη1 ´ η6q

Jpπ6 ´

π1q ‰ 0pmod 2πq. These two conditions are equivalent to

pη1 ´ η6q
J
pπ{2, π{2q ‰ 0pmod 2πq (c1.1)

since η1, η6 P Z2. Considering the other diagonal segment tω2 “ ´ω1, |ω1| ă
π
2
u and

the symmetry of p|Ăm3|, |Ăm4|q, we similarly obtain

pη3 ´ η4q
J
p´π{2, π{2q ‰ 0pmod 2πq (c1.2)

Next, we consider Ăm0p0q and investigate ĂMlpωq at the origin.

Proposition 3.5.2. If |Ăm0p0q| ‰ 0, then πJ1 pη1´η6q ‰ πpmod 2πq or πJ3 pη3´η4q ‰

πpmod 2πq.

Remark. The proof of Proposition 3.5.2 is similar to that of Lemma 3.5.1 but more

involved. See Section 3.7.2 for the full proof.

We propose the following set of phases such that (c1.1) and (c1.2) as well as the

necessary condition from Proposition 3.5.2 are all satisfied,

η1 “ p0, 0q, η2 “ p´1, 1q, η3 “ p0, 2q,

η4 “ p1, 0q, η5 “ p0,´1q, η6 “ p0, 1q. (3.5.2)

The design of Ămjpωq in the form of (3.5.1) with phases (3.5.2) introduced here

do not guarantee that (3.4.6) has a unique solution. We will see the necessary

and sufficient conditions that Ămjpωq have to satisfy in the next subsection given by

Proposition 3.5.3.
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3.5.2 Solving (3.4.6) and (3.4.5) for m0, Ăm0 and mj

Once Ămjpωq, j “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 6 are fixed on S0, (3.4.6) can be reformulated as follows,

ĂMr:,p0spωq

»

—

—

—

—

—

—

–

m1pωq
m2pωq
m3pωq
m4pωq
m5pωq
m6pωq

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

“ b0 ´m0pωq

»

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

–

Ăm0pωq
0

Ăm0pω ` π2q

0

Ăm0pω ` π4q

0

Ăm0pω ` π6q

0

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

.
“ b10pωq, (3.5.3)

where ĂMr:,p0spωq is completely determined by Ămjpωq, j “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 6 and mj, j “

1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 6 can be uniquely solved on S0 if and only if @ω P S0

(3.5.i) ĂMr:,p0spωq is full rank,

(3.5.ii) b10pωq is in col
`

ĂMr:,p0spωq
˘

, the column space of ĂMr:,p0spωq.

Next, we show that (3.5.ii) breaks down to constraints on two submatrices of ĂMr:

,p0spωq and quadruples
`

m0pωq,m0pω ` π2q,m0pω ` π4q,m0pω ` π6q
˘

,
`

m0pω `

π1q,m0pω ` π3q,m0pω ` π5q,m0pω ` π7q
˘

.

Proposition 3.5.3. Let ĂMrodd,p0spωq,ĂMreven,p0spωq P C4ˆ6 be the submatrices of

ĂMr:,p0spωq consisting of odd and even indexed rows respectively. @ω P S0, suppose

(3.5.i) holds, then (3.5.ii) holds if and only if

rankpĂMrodd,p0spωq q “ rankpĂMreven,p0spωq q “ 3

and

rm0pωq,m0pω ` π2q,m0pω ` π4q,m0pω ` π6qsĂMreven,p0spωq “ 0, (3.5.4)

rm0pω ` π1q,m0pω ` π3q,m0pω ` π5q,m0pω ` π7qsĂMrodd,p0spωq “ 0. (3.5.5)

For the proof of Proposition 3.5.3, see Section 3.7.2.
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Remark. Note that the submatrices ĂMrodd,p0spωq and ĂMreven,p0spωq are dual to each

other under the shift of variable ω ÞÑ ω`πi, when i is odd. Therefore, the constraints

rankpĂMreven,p0spωq q “ 3 and (3.5.4) from Proposition 3.5.3 are sufficient for (3.5.ii)

to hold on S0. Furthermore, because ĂMreven,p0spωq and pω,ω`π2,ω`π4,ω`π6q

are invariant to the shift of variable ω ÞÑ ω ` πi when i is even, we only need to

consider the constraints above on the subset r´π, 0q ˆ r´π, 0q of S0.

In summary, ĂMr:,p0spωq (or equivalently Ămj) has to satisfy the following rank

constraints on r´π, 0q ˆ r´π, 0q for (3.5.3) to be uniquely solvable on S0,

rankpĂMr:,p0spωq q “ 6, rankpĂMreven,p0spωq q “ 3. (3.5.6)

In practice, the rank constraints are hard to impose while designing Ămj, in our

numerical experiments, we therefore first construct Ămj following the design in Section

3.5.1 and then check if these rank constraints are satisfied, see step 1. in Algorithm

1.

If (3.5.6) holds, the vector rm0pωq,m0pω ` π2q,m0pω ` π4q,m0pω ` π6q s can

be uniquely determined by (3.5.4) up to a constant factor aω, since it is orthogonal

to the column space of ĂMreven,p0spωq of co-dimension 1. In particular, we obtain

m0pωq on S0 by solving (3.5.4) independently at each ω on r´π, 0q ˆ r´π, 0q, see

step 2. in Algorithm 1. As the constant aω can change drastically as ω changes,

there is potential lack of regularity of m0pωq as an artifact of the algorithm. Figure

3.6 shows an m0pωq computed in this way, which has discontinuous phase due to aω.

Fortunately, this irregularity is an artifact that can be removed as suggested by the

following proposition.

Proposition 3.5.4. If Ămjpωq,mjpωq, j “ 0, 1, ..., 6 satisfy (3.4.6) and (3.4.5), then

m1
0pωq

.
“ m0pωqcpωq, Ăm0

1
pωq

.
“ Ăm0pωqcpωq

´1 together with the same mjpωq,Ămjpωq,

j “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 6 satisfy (3.4.6) and (3.4.5) if cpωq “ cpω`π2q “ cpω`π4q “ cpω`π6q ‰

0, i.e. cpωq is π-periodic in both ω1 and ω2.
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Proof. It follows from the observation that m1
0pωqĂm0

1
pω`πiq “ m0pωqĂm0pω`πiq,

when i is even. ˝

Remark. In practice, we use Proposition 3.5.4 compensate for irregularities intro-

duced by the arbitrary aω; After m0pωq is solved, we can choose cpωq π-periodic in

both ω1, ω2 such that m1
0pωq has improved regularity and use m1

0pωq as the “regu-

larized” m0pωq for the rest of the construction.

To obtain Ăm0pωq on S0, we solve the identity condition (3.4.5) on r´π, 0qˆr´π, 0q

for the quadruple pĂm0pωq, Ăm0pω ` π2q, Ăm0pω ` π4q, Ăm0pω ` π6qq. Note that (3.4.5)

is the same as (3.4.9) in Section 3.4.1. According to Lemma 3.2.1 in Cohen and

Schlenker (1993), by Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz (3.4.9) has a solution if and only if

there does not exist pz1, z2q P pC˚q2, C˚ “ Czt0u s.t. p˘z1,˘z2q are all vanishing

points of the z-transform of m0. Unfortunately this is not very constructive: in

general, there is no efficient algorithm to solve Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz.

Our approach here is to reformulate solving Ăm0pωq under the condition (3.4.5)

as an optimization problem where (3.4.5) serves as a linear constraint. In particular,

on a 2N ˆ2N regular grid G “ tωiu4N
2

i“1 of r´π, πqˆ r´π, πq, (3.4.5) can be rewritten

as

A Ăm0 “ 1N2 , (3.5.7)

where Ăm0 “ rĂm0pωiqs
4N2

i“1 and A P CN2ˆ4N2
is a sparse matrix with entries

Ai,j “ m0pωjq
3
ÿ

k“0

δpωj ´ ωi ´ π2kq, ωj P r´π, 0q ˆ r´π, 0q.

Note that m0pωq in A here has been regularized by cpωq, hence we expect the

corresponding Ăm0pωq that satisfies (3.4.5) (or equivalently (3.5.7) on the grid G) to

be regular as well. To optimize the regularity of Ăm0pωq, we choose the squared `2

norm of the gradient of Ăm0pωq as the objective function, although other forms of

regularity may be imposed by different objective functions.
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We thus solve the following quadratic minimization problem with linear con-

straint,

min
x
}Dx}2, s.t. Ax “ 1, (3.5.8)

where D is the gradient operator, ˝ is the Hadamard product and A is the linear

operator from (3.4.5). Supplementary numerical results on solving Ăm0pωq by opti-

mization are provided in Section 3.7.4, where we test this optimization method on

known biorthogonal filters m0 and Ăm0 and compare the solution from the optimiza-

tion with the ground truth.

Finally, we plug m0pωq and Ăm0pωq into b10pωq on the right of (3.5.3) and solve

the linear system for the mj, which has a guaranteed unique solution.

To sum up, we propose Algorithm 1 for biorthogonal directional filter construction

with dyadic quincunx downsampling scheme.

Algorithm 1. Construction of m0, Ăm0 and Ămj in biorthogonal basis

Input: Ămjpωq, j “ 1, ..., 6, a 2N ˆ 2N regular grid G “ tωiu4N
2

i“1 over r´π, πq ˆ
r´π, πq,

step 1. construct ĂMr:,p0spωq on the subgrid r´π, 0qˆ r´π, 0q and check rank con-
straints (3.5.6),

step 2. solve quadruple
`

m0pωq,m0pω`π2q,m0pω`π4q,m0pω`π6q
˘

using (3.5.4)
on the subgrid in r´π, 0q ˆ r´π, 0q,

step 3. choose appropriate π-periodic cpωq and replace m0pωq by m1
0pωq “

cpωqm0pωq,

step 4. solve the optimization (3.5.8) for Ăm0pωq on r´π, πq ˆ r´π, πq,

step 5. solve the reduced linear system (3.5.3) for mjpωq, j “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 6.

Remarks.

1. Since Ămj, j “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 6 are pre-designed, it is relatively easy to control their

regularity. In addition, the regularity of Ăm0 is optimized by (3.5.8). Therefore,

according to (3.4.2), we may hope to obtain dual wavelets with good regularity.
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2. In principle, one could formulate an optimization for cpωq in step 3. and Ăm0pωq

in step 4. jointly in order to obtain optimal smoothness for Ăm0pωq given m0pωq

solved in step 2. Instead of solving a linearly constrained quadratic program

like (3.5.8), one solves a quadratically constrained quadratic program (QCQP),

which is non-convex and in general NP-hard. Such a QCQP can be relaxed to

a convex semidefinite program (SDP) that can be efficiently solved although

the solution is not exact. See Section 3.7.3 for more details. In Section 3.6, we

discuss how to choose cpωq for an m0pωq solved from a specific set of input Ămj.

3. Once can also manipulate pairs of pmj,Ămjq according to the generalization of

Proposition 3.5.4 below.

Proposition 3.5.5. If Ămjpωq,mjpωq, j “ 0, 1, ..., 6 satisfy (3.4.6) and (3.4.5), mc
jpωq

.
“ mjpωqcjpωq,Ămj

c
pωq

.
“ Ămjpωqcjpωq

´1 j “ 0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 6 satisfy (3.4.6) and (3.4.5) if

c0pωq “ c0pω ` π2kq , @k “ 0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 3 and cjpωq “ cjpω ` πkq, @ k “ 0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 7, j “

1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 6.

3.6 Numerical experiments

In this section, we demonstrate the numerical construction of biorthogonal direc-

tional wavelets on a quincunx lattice using our proposed Algorithm 1 implemented

in Matlab.

For the input of Algorithm 1, we use Ămj in the form of (3.5.1), with phases in

(3.5.2) and amplitudes |Ămj| shown in Figure 3.5 constructed as follows. We start with

a symmetric |Ăm2|, then compute |Ăm1| and |Ăm3| by shearing |Ăm2| counter-clockwise and

clockwise respectively. |Ăm4|, |Ăm5| and |Ăm6| are obtained by symmetry with respect to

the diagonal. This is the same approach used in the shearlet construction in Kutyniok

et al. (2012). Furthermore, we set Ămjpωq “ 0, @ω P C0 “ r´π{2, π{2q ˆ r´π{2, π{2q

and according to Theorem 3.4.6, we enforce |Ăm1p
π

2
,
π

2
q| ‰ 0 and |Ăm6p

π

2
,
π

2
q| ‰ 0. As
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the first step, we numerically verify that this particular design of Ămj satisfies the

rank constraints (3.5.6).4

We proceed to solve m0pωq in quadruple separately for each ω in r´π, 0qˆr´π, 0q.

As pointed out earlier, these solutions still have an unconstrained degree of freedom

in the form of a constant aω; the result is shown in Figure 3.6 for one implemen-

tation using Matlab solvers. This solution m0pωq has both inherent irregularity of

the biorthogonal construction from the input and artificial irregularity from the al-

gorithm: the amplitude |m0pωq| is supported on C0, where |m0pωq| “ 1 and its

discontinuity at BC0 corresponds to that of the input Ămjpωq; however, the phase of

m0pωq is discontinuous even on the interior of C0 due to aω, an artificial irregularity

we remove in the next step by introducing cpωq.

To regularize m0pωq, we multiply it by an appropriate π-periodic cpωq. In par-

ticular, we can first construct cpωq on C0 freely and then extend it to S0 by its

π-periodicity in both ω1 and ω2. It turns out that in this specific numerical example

we consider here, we can explicitly design the regularized m0pωq (m1
0pωq) and the

corresponding Ăm0pωq. Since m0 is only supported on C0, m1
0pωq “ m0pωqcpωq is

determined by the value of cpωq on C0. Therefore, m1
0pωq can be any continuous

function on C0. On the other hand, m1
0Ăm0pωq ” 0, @ω R C0, and (3.4.5) (corre-

spondingly the linear constraint (3.5.7)) reduces to m1
0Ăm0pωq “ 1, @ω P C0. In other

words, Ăm0pωq is uniquely determined on C0 by m1
0pωq or vice versa. Because we want

Ăm0pωq to be smooth and has fast decay from the origin such that the corresponding

dual wavelets Ăψj have good spatial locality, we can actually first design Ăm0pωq on S0

and then construct m1
0pωq “ Ăm0pωq

´1 on C0. In particular, we let Ăm0
1 be the low

pass filter of a 2D tensor wavelets, see Figure 3.7.

Remarks.

4 In practice, we find it hard for Ămj to satisfy the rank constraint (3.5.6) without enforcing Ămj to
be zero on C0. This may indicate topological obstruction in our biorthogonal scheme
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1. If we use the above m1
0 derived from a known Ăm0pωq and solve (3.5.8) for

Ăm0pωq as in step 4. of Algorithm 1, we obtain a solution Ăm0
1
pωq not exact

the same but close to the known Ăm0pωq. Moreover, we numerically verify that

m1
0pωqĂm0

1
pωq “ 1C0 as they should be.

2. There is no restriction on the support of Ăm0pωq as long as (3.4.5) is satisfied.

Although a slower decay of Ăm0pωq on S0 increases the regularity m1
0pωq on

C0, see Figure 3.10, the resulting mj solved in the final step do not have ideal

direction selectivity, see Figure 3.11.

Finally, we solve (3.5.3) for mj. As shown in the top row Figure 3.8, the energy

of mj concentrates at BC0, where mj decay to near zero. Moreover, the bottom row

of Figure 3.8 shows that |mjĂmjpωq| are close to constant on Cj. Such irregularity

roots in the irregularity of biorthogonal bases construction we show in Section 3.4.3,

which prevents input Ămj to be continuous in the first place. We also numerically

verify that mjpωq and Ămjpωq have the same phase, i.e. mjĂmjpωq P R.

So far, we construct a set of pmj,Ămjqj“0,¨¨¨ ,6 that satisfies (3.4.6) and (3.4.5), thus

it can be used to construct biorthogonal wavelets based on (3.2.4) and (3.4.2). Figure

3.9 shows the dual wavelets Ăψj in (3.4.1) constructed using (3.4.2). Because of the

regularity we impose on Ămj and Ăm0
1, the dual wavelets are spatially localized and

have good direction selection. The wavelets and scaling functions in (3.4.1) can be

constructed using (3.2.4) similarly, but with much poorer regularity originated in mj

and m1
0.

Although using a different set of Ămj as input paired with a carefully tweaked Ăm0
1

might improve the regularity of the dual wavelets Ăψj, the intrinsic irregularity of the

corresponding wavelets ψj shall remain.
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Figure 3.5: First row: input |Ămj| in the vertical cone constructed by shearing
the vertical generator (middle). Second row: input |Ămj| in the horizontal cone con-
structed by rotation of those in the vertical cone.

Figure 3.6: m0pωq constructed from Ămj. Left to right: Repm0pωqq, Impm0pωqq
and |m0pωq|.

Figure 3.7: Left: Ăm0, designed smooth function supported on the central square
C0, right: m1

0, where m1
0Ăm0pωq “ 1C0pωq.
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Figure 3.8: Top: |mjpωq|, j “ 1, 2, 3, Bottom: |mjpωqĂmjpωq|, j “ 4, 5, 6, where
mjpωq is solved from (3.5.3) given Ămj in Figure 3.5, m1

0 and Ăm0 in Figure 3.7.

Figure 3.9: Real part of Ăψj constructed from Ămj, j “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 6 in Figure 3.5 and

Ăm0
1 in Figure 3.7 using (3.4.2). Top: Ăψj without scaling, bottom: Ăψj with eight time

zoom-in
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Figure 3.10: Left: Ăm0, with support outside C0, right: m1
0, where m1

0Ăm0pωq “
1C0pωq.

Figure 3.11: |mjpωq| solved from (3.5.3) given Ămj in Figure 3.5, m1
0 and Ăm0 in

Figure 3.10

3.7 Technical proofs and supplementary results

3.7.1 Proof of Theorem 3.3.1

Take the Fourier transform of both sides of (3.3.1), we have

ÿ

k

xf, φkyφ̂pωqe
´iωJk

“
ÿ

k

xf, φ1,kye
´iωJDk

|D|1{2φ̂pDTωq

`

J
ÿ

j“1

ÿ

k

xf, ψj1,kye
´iωJQDk

|QD|1{2φ̂pDJωq.

We use
ř

k for summation over Z2 without specifying the set Z2. Suppose mj are

trigonometric series

m0pωq “
ÿ

k

cke
´iωJk mjpωq “

ÿ

k

gke
´iωJk, j “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , J. (3.7.1)
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The first term on the right hand side can be represented by φ̂pωq and xf, φky using

(3.2.1) and (3.7.1).

the first term on R.H.S. “
ÿ

k

xf, φ1,kye
´iωJDk

|D|1{2m0pωqφ̂pωq

“
ÿ

k

´

ÿ

k1

xf, φk1yck1´Dk|D|
1{2
¯

e´iω
JDk

|D|1{2m0pωqφ̂pωq

“
ÿ

k1

xf, φk1y
´

|D|
ÿ

k

ck1´Dke
iωJpk1´Dkq

¯

e´iω
Jk1m0pωqφ̂pωq.

Let tβu
.
“ DZ2 ` β for β P B, s.t.

Ť

βPBtβu “ Z2.5 The sum over Z2 can then

be written as a double sum
ř

βPB

ř

k1Ptβu,

ÿ

βPB

ÿ

k1Ptβu

xf, φk1y
ÿ

k

ck1´Dke
iωJpk1´Dkqe´iω

Jk1
|D|m0pωqφ̂pωq

“
ÿ

βPB

ÿ

k1Ptβu

xf, φk1y
´

ÿ

kPtβu

cke
iωJk

¯

e´iω
Jk1
|D|m0pωqφ̂pωq.

Due to the identity
ř

πPΓ0
eiβ

Jπ “ |Γ0|χDZ2pβq, the sum
ř

kPtβu cke
´iωJk equals to

a linear combination of m0 with shifts in Γ0,

ÿ

kPtβu

cke
´iωJk

“
1

|Γ0|

ÿ

πPΓ0

m0pω ` πq e
iβJπ. (3.7.2)

Substitute (3.7.2) into the previous expression and notice |Γ0| “ |D| “ 4, we have

ÿ

βPB

ÿ

k1Ptβu

xf, φk1y
ÿ

πPΓ0

m0pω ` πq e
´iβJπ e´iω

Jk1m0pωqφ̂pωq.

Since eiπ
Jβ “ eiπ

Jk1 , @k1 P tβu, we can rewrite the double sum
ř

βPB

ř

k1Ptβu back

to a unit sum over Z2 as follows.
ÿ

k1

xf, φk1ye
´iωJk1φ̂pωq

´

ÿ

πPΓ0

m0pω ` πqm0pωqe
´iπJk1

¯

.

5 The choice of B is not unique and one choice is tp0, 0q, p1, 0q, p0, 1q, p1, 1qu.
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Similarly, the second term on the R.H.S. of (3.3.1) equals to

J
ÿ

j“1

ÿ

k1

xf, φk1ye
´iωJk1φ̂pωq

´

ÿ

πPΓ1

mjpω ` πqmjpωqe
´iπJk1

¯

based on the following equality analogous to (3.7.2)

ÿ

kPtαu

gk1e
´iωJk

“
1

|Γ1|

ÿ

πPΓ1

mjpω ` πqe
iαJπ, (3.7.3)

where tαu
.
“ QDZ2`α for α P A, s.t.

Ť

αPAtαu “ Z2. (For Theorem 3.3.3 on frame

construction, the summation of shifts π is over Γ0 instead of Γ1.) Combining the two

terms on the R.H.S. of (3.3.1), and compare the coefficients of xf, φk1ye
´iωJk1φ̂pωq

on both sides, the perfect reconstruction condition is then equivalent to @k1,
ÿ

πPΓ0

e´iπ
Jk1m0pω ` πqm0pωq `

ÿ

j

ÿ

πPΓ1

e´iπ
Jk1mjpω ` πqmjpωq “ 1.

This is equivalent to

|m0pωq|
2
`
ÿ

j

|mjpωq|
2
“ 1,

and

J
ÿ

j“0

mjpω ` πqmjpωq “ 0, π P Γ0zt0u,

J
ÿ

j“1

mjpω ` πqmjpωq “ 0, π P Γ1zΓ0.

˝

Remark. If we have a shift k0 in the down-sample scheme for φ1, i.e. DZ2´k0 instead

of DZ2, so that we obtain coefficient of φ̃1,k “ φ1,k`k0 instead of φ1,k, and φ̃1pxq “

φ1px ´ k0q “ |D|1{2
ř

k ckφpx ´ k ´ k0q “ |D|1{2
ř

k ck´k0φpx ´ kq. This change

of down-sample scheme results in an extra phase term e´iω
Jk0 in m0. Similarly,

if we downsample ψj1 on a shifted sub-lattice QDZ2 ´ kj, we then have an extra
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phase eiπ
Jkj before mjpω ` πqmjpωq in shift cancellation condition. This provides

additional freedom in the construction yet it is not substantial. Here, we use the

down-sample scheme without translation.

3.7.2 Proof of lemmas and propositions for biorthogonal schemes

Discontinuity of Ămj

Lemma 3.7.1. Define di,jpωq “ detpr rmk1pωqJ, ¨ ¨ ¨ , rmk6pωqJsq, where 0 ď k1 ă

¨ ¨ ¨ ă k6 ď 7, s.t. kl ‰ i, j. (3.4.6) is solvable @ω if and only if

Dpωq

»

—

—

—

–

Ăm0pωq

Ăm0pω ` π2q

Ăm0pω ` π4q

Ăm0pω ` π6q

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

.
“

»

—

—

–

0 d0,2 d0,4 d0,6

´d0,2 0 d2,4 d2,6

´d0,4 ´d2,4 0 d4,6

´d0,6 ´d2,6 ´d4,6 0

fi

ffi

ffi

fl

»

—

—

—

–

Ăm0pωq

Ăm0pω ` π2q

Ăm0pω ` π4q

Ăm0pω ` π6q

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

“

»

—

—

–

0
0
0
0

fi

ffi

ffi

fl

.

(3.7.4)

Proof. By Lemma 3.4.3 and Lemma 3.4.4, ĂMrpk, :s, k “ 0, 2, 4, 6 are singular, The

singularity condition on ĂMrp0, :spωq can be rewritten as follows,

0 “ detpĂMrp0, :sq

“ Ăm0pω ` π2q ¨ detpĂMl
rp2, :sq

` Ăm0pω ` π4q ¨ detpĂMl
rp4, :sq ` Ăm0pω ` π6q ¨ detpĂMl

rp6, :sq

“ 0 ¨ Ăm0pωq ` d0,2 ¨ Ăm0pω ` π2q

` d0,4 ¨ Ăm0pω ` π4q ` d0,6 ¨ Ăm0pω ` π6q (3.7.5)

Similarly, the second to fourth equations can be obtained by rewriting the singularity

condition on ĂMrp2, :s, ĂMrp4, :s and ĂMrp6, :s respectively. ˝

The identity constraint (3.4.5) on m0 and the singularity condition (3.7.4) to-

gether imply the following proposition,
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Proposition 3.7.2. Given Ămi, i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 6, (3.4.5) has no solution for Ăm0, if

Dω, s.t. rm0pωq,m0pω ` π2q,m0pω ` π4q,m0pω ` π6qs is a linear combination of

the rows of Dpωq.

Proof of Lemma 3.4.5:

Lemma 3.4.5. If ω P Sρ s.t. (3.4.5) holds and ĂMrp0, :spωq is singular, then

rankp rm1, rm7q “ 1 and rankp rm3, rm5q “ 2 or rankp rm3, rm5q “ 1 and rankp rm1, rm7q “

2.

Proof. When ρ is small enough, due to the concentration property, Ămipωq is zero on

all but a few sets Sρ ` πj (see Fig.3.4 for reference of Sρ and its shifts), thus rmipωq

is sparse on Sρ and ĂMr:,p0s takes the following form

ĂMr:,p0spωq “

»

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

–

rm0

rm1

rm2

rm3

rm4

rm5

rm6

rm7

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

“

»

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

–

0 0 0 0 0 0
˚ 0 0 0 0 ˚

0 0 0 ˚ ˚ 0
0 0 ˚ ˚ 0 0
0 ˚ ˚ 0 0 0
0 0 ˚ ˚ 0 0
˚ 0 ˚ ˚ 0 ˚

˚ 0 0 0 0 ˚

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

(3.7.6)

where ˚ denote possible non-zero entries. We make the following observation of rmi:

(i) rm0 is a zero vector

(ii) rm2 and rm4 are linearly independent of each other and the rest of rmi

(iii) spant rm1, rm7u K spant rm3, rm5u and rankp rm1, rm7q ď 2,

rankp rm3, rm5q ď 2

(iv) spant rm1, rm7, rm3, rm5, rm6u ď 4

Since m0pωq ‰ 0 on Sρ, (3.4.10) then implies that detpĂMlrxkω, :sq ‰ 0. Therefore,

ĂMl is full rank, or equivalently, rankpĂMr:,p0sq “ 6. It follows from (ii) and (iv) that
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rankp rm1, rm6, rm7, rm3, rm5q “ 4.

On the other hand, (ii) and (iv) imply that

rankpĂMl
pω ` π2qq “ rankp rm0, rm4, rm6, rm1, rm3, rm5, rm7

q “ 5

and likewise

rankpĂMl
pω ` π4qq “ rankp rm0, rm2, rm6, rm1, rm3, rm5, rm7

q “ 5.

Therefore, detpĂMlpω ` π2qq “ detpĂMlpω ` π4qq “ 0 and (3.4.10) implies m0pω `

π2q “ m0pω ` π4q “ 0.

If rm1 and rm7 are linearly independent and so are rm3 and rm5, then

rankpĂMl
pω ` π6qq “ rankp rm2, rm4, rm1, rm3, rm5, rm7

q “ 6,

hence m0pω ` π6q ‰ 0. Therefore,

rm0pωq,m0pω ` π2q,m0pω ` π4q,m0pω ` π6qs “ r˚, 0, 0, ˚s.

In addition, di,j “ 0, @pi, jq except p0, 6q, so in (3.7.4)

Dpωq “ rd0,6, 0, 0, 0s
J
r0, 0, 0, 1s ` r0, 0, 0, d0,6s

J
r´1, 0, 0, 0s.

By Proposition 3.7.2, (3.4.5) cannot be satisfied, hence rankp rm1, rm7q ď 1 or

rankp rm3, rm5q ď 1. As rankp rm1, rm6, rm7, rm3, rm5q “ 4, we must have rankp rm1, rm7q

“ 1 and rankp rm3, rm5q “ 2 or rankp rm3, rm5q “ 1 and rankp rm1, rm7q “ 2. ˝

Lemma 3.7.3. Let ĂSρ “ SρXtω : rankp rm3pωq, rm5pωq q “ 1u, if Ăm3pωq and Ăm4pωq

concentrate in T3 and T4 respectively, then |ĂSρ| “ 0.

Proof. Let ĂSρ ` π3 “ tω ` π3, ω P ĂSρu and Ω1 be the set symmetric to a set

Ω Ă S0 with respect to the diagonal ω1 “ ´ω2. If |ĂSρ| ą 0, by the concentration

of Ăm3pωq in T3, @Ω Ă ĂSρ ` π3 Ă T3 s.t. |Ω| ą 0,
ş

Ω
|Ăm3| ą

ş

Ω1
|Ăm3|. Due to the
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symmetry between |Ăm3| and |Ăm4| defined in (3.4.12),
ş

Ω1
|Ăm3| “

ş

Ω
|Ăm4|. Therefore,

ş

Ω
|Ăm3| ą

ş

Ω
|Ăm4| which implies that |Ăm3pωq| ą |Ăm4pωq| a.e. on ĂSρ`π3 or equivalently

|Ăm3pω`π3q| ą |Ăm4pω`π3q| a.e. on ĂSρ. Similarly, we have |Ăm4pω`π5q| ą |Ăm3pω`

π5q| a.e. on ĂSρ following the same analysis on ĂSρ ` π5 Ă T4. On the other hand,

rankp rm3pωq, rm5pωq q “ 1 on ĂSρ, hence Ăm3pω`π3qĂm4pω`π5q “ Ăm3pω`π5qĂm4pω`

π3q, which contradicts the previous two inequalities. ˝

Lemma 3.7.4. If Ăm1pωq (respectively, Ăm6pωq) concentrates in T1 (respectively, T6),

then |Ăm6pωq| ą |Ăm1pωq| a.e. on T6

Ş

supppĂm6q (respectively, |Ăm1pωq| ą |Ăm6pωq| a.e.

on T1

Ş

supppĂm1q).

Proof. Let B6 “ tω : |Ăm6pωq| ď |Ăm1pωq|u
Ş

T6

Ş

supppĂm1q and B1 be the set

symmetric to B6 with respect to ω1 “ ω2 and suppose |B6| ą 0, then
ş

B6
|Ăm6pωq| ď

ş

B6
|Ăm1pωq|. On the other hand, since Ăm1pωq concentrates in T1, we know

ş

B1
|Ăm1pωq|

ą
ş

B6
|Ăm1pωq|. Moreover, due to the symmetry of Ăm1pωq, Ăm6pωq andB1, B6,

ş

B1
|Ăm1pωq| “

ş

B6
|Ăm6pωq|, hence

ş

B6
|Ăm1pωq| ě

ş

B6
|Ăm6pωq| “

ş

B1
|Ăm1pωq| which

results in contradiction. ˝

Proposition 3.7.5. If Ăm0pωq, Ăm1pωq and Ăm6pωq concentrate in C0, T1 and T6 re-

spectively, then Ăm6pωq “ 0 a.e. on S 1ρ ` π1, where S 1ρ “ Sρ
Ş

tω1 ă ω2u.

Proof. By Lemma 3.7.4, the concentration of Ăm1pωq in T1 implies that |Ăm6pω`π1q| ą

|Ăm1pω`π1q| a.e. on S 1ρXtω, Ăm6pω`π1q ‰ 0u. Similarly, the concentration of Ăm6pωq

in T6 implies that |Ăm1pω ` π7q| ą |Ăm6pω ` π7q| a.e. on S 1ρ X tω, Ăm1pω ` π7q ‰ 0u.

Therefore, |Ăm1pω`π7qĂm6pω`π1q| ą |Ăm1pω`π1qĂm6pω`π7q| a.e. on S 1ρXtω, Ăm6pω`

π1q ‰ 0u X tω, Ăm1pω ` π7q ‰ 0u.

On the other hand, Lemma 3.4.5 implies that for a.e. ω P S 1ρ, rankp rm
1pωq, rm7pωqq

“ 1, hence Ăm1pω ` π7qĂm6pω ` π1q “ Ăm1pω ` π1qĂm6pω ` π7q. Together with the

previous result, this forces |S 1ρ X tω, Ăm6pω ` π1q ‰ 0u X tω, Ăm1pω ` π7q ‰ 0u| “ 0.
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The concentration of Ăm0pωq, Ăm1pωq and Ăm6pωq in C0, T1 and T6 implies that

Ăm1pω ` π7q ‰ 0 on S 1ρ, since ω ` π7 R C0 Y T6, @ω P S 1ρ and neither Ăm6 or Ăm0

can dominate at ω ` π7. Therefore, S 1ρ X tω, Ăm1pω ` π7q ‰ 0u “ S 1ρ which implies

|S 1ρ X tω, Ăm6pω ` π1q ‰ 0u| “ 0, i.e. Ăm6pωq “ 0 a.e. on S 1ρ ` π1. ˝

Design of input Ămj

Proof of Lemma 3.5.1:

Lemma 3.5.1. If Dω P D1 :“ tω1 “ ω2, ω1 P p´
π
2
, 0qu, s.t. |m0pωq| ‰ 0, then

pη1 ´ η6q
Jpπ6 ´ π7q ‰ 0pmod 2πq.

Proof. As Ăm1pωq and Ăm6pωq concentrate in T1 and T6 respectively, Ăm1pω ` πiq “ 0

and Ăm6pω ` πiq “ 0, i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 5. Due to symmetry, |Ăm1pωq| “ |Ăm6pωq| on tω1 “

ω2u. Let A “ |Ăm1pω ` π7q| “ |Ăm6pω ` π7q| and B “ |Ăm1pω ` π6q| “ |Ăm6pω ` π6q|,

then the first and the last columns of ĂMl are

ĂMl
r:, 1s “

»

—

—

—

—

—

–

0
...
0

Aeiη
J
1 pω`π6q

Beiη
J
1 pω`π7q

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

and ĂMl
r:, 6s “

»

—

—

—

—

—

–

0
...
0

Aeiη
J
6 pω`π6q

Beiη
J
6 pω`π7q

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

.

By (3.4.10), if m0pωq ą 0, ω P D1 then ĂMlpωq is full rank, hence its columns are

linearly independent. In particular, ĂMlr:, 1s and ĂMlr:, 6s are linearly independent,

which implies that eipη
J
1 π6`ηJ6 π7q ‰ eipη

J
6 π6`ηJ1 π7qor equivalently pη1´η6q

Jpπ6´π7q ‰

0pmod2πq. ˝

Proof of Proposition 3.5.2

Proposition 3.5.2. If Ăm0p0q ‰ 0, then πJ1 pη1´η6q ‰ πpmod 2πq or πJ3 pη3´η4q ‰

πpmod 2πq.
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Proof. Since Ăm0p0q ‰ 0, as shown in Lemma 3.4.5, at ω “ 0,

rankp rm1, rm6, rm7, rm3, rm5
q “ 4.

This is equivalent to the matrix A defined in (3.7.7) to be full rank.

A “

»

—

—

—

—

–

Ăm1pπ6q Ăm6pπ6q Ăm3pπ6q Ăm4pπ6q

Ăm1pπ1q Ăm6pπ1q 0 0
Ăm1pπ7q Ăm6pπ7q 0 0

0 0 Ăm3pπ3q Ăm4pπ3q

0 0 Ăm3pπ5q Ăm4pπ5q

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

(3.7.7)

Let |Ăm1pπ1q| “ a, |Ăm1pπ6q| “ b. Due to the symmetry of Ămjpωq, |Ăm1pπ1q| “

|Ăm1pπ7q| “ |Ăm6pπ1q| “ |Ăm6pπ7q| “ |Ăm3pπ3q| “ |Ăm3pπ5q| “ |Ăm4pπ3q| “ |Ăm4pπ5q|

and |Ăm1pπ6q| “ |Ăm6pπ6q| “ |Ăm3pπ6q| “ |Ăm4pπ6q|. Rewrite A as follows,

A “

»

—

—

—

—

—

–

be´iπ
J
6 η1 be´iπ

J
6 η6 be´iπ

J
6 η3 be´iπ

J
6 η4

ae´iπ
J
1 η1 ae´iπ

J
1 η6 0 0

aeiπ
J
1 η1 aeiπ

J
1 η6 0 0

0 0 ae´iπ
J
3 η3 ae´iπ

J
3 η4

0 0 aeiπ
J
3 η3 aeiπ

J
3 η4

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

The product of singular values of A is

a

detpA˚Aq “ 4a3
b

a2K2
1K

2
2 ` b

2pQ1K2
2 `Q2K2

1q, (3.7.8)

whereQ1 “ 1´cospπJ6 pη1´η6qq cospπJ1 pη1´η6qq, Q2 “ 1´cospπJ6 pη3´η4qq cospπJ3 pη3

´η4qq, K1 “ sinpπJ1 pη1´η6qq, K2 “ sinpπJ3 pη3´η4qq. If πJ1 pη1´η6q “ π
J
3 pη3´η4q “

πpmod 2πq, then K1 “ K2 “ 0 and A becomes singular. ˝

Solving (3.4.6) and (3.4.5) for m0, Ăm0 and mj

Lemma 3.7.6. Let P P Cnˆn be a projection matrix of rank 2 and a, b,a1, b1 P

Cn, s.t.a˚b “ pa1q˚b1 “ 1, a1˚b “ a˚b1 “ b˚b1 “ 0. If P pIn ´ a b b ´ a
1 b b1q “ 0,

then P is the projection of spantb, b1u.
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Proof. Since

rankpInq ď rankpIn ´ ab b´ a
1
b b1q ` rankpab bq ` rankpa1 b b1q,

it follows that rankpIn ´ a b b ´ a
1 b b1q ě n ´ 2. On the other hand, because

rankpP q “ 2, P pIn´ab b´a
1b b1q “ 0 implies that rankpIn´ab b´a

1b b1q ď

n ´ 2. Hence rankpIn ´ a b b ´ a
1 b b1q “ n ´ 2 and P is the projection of

colpIn ´ ab b´ a
1 b b1qK. On the other hand,

b˚pIn ´ ab b´ a
1
b b1q “ b˚ ´ pb˚aqb˚ ´ pb˚a1qpb1q˚

“ b˚ ´ b˚ ´ 0 ¨ pb1q˚ “ 0˚.

Therefore, Pb “ b. Similarly, pb1q˚pIn´abb´a
1bb1q “ 0˚ and Pb1 “ b1. Moreover,

as b˚b1 “ 0 and rankpP q “ 2, P “ }b}´2 ¨ bb b` }b1}´2 ¨ b1 b b1. ˝

Lemma 3.7.7. Given ĂMr:,p0spωq is full rank @ω, ĂMrp0, :spωq is singular if (3.4.5)

holds.

Proof. If (3.4.5) holds, then by Lemma 3.7.6, mE
0 , mO

0 are orthogonal to

colpĂMr:,p0sq, therefore
“

mO
0 ,m

E
0 ,
ĂMr:,p0s

‰

P C8ˆ8 is full rank. Due to (3.4.5), mE
0

and Ăm0

E
are not orthogonal to each other, hence

“

mO
0 , Ăm0

E
,ĂMr:,p0s

‰

“
“

mO
0 ,

ĂM
‰

is full rank as well. Because pmO
0 q
˚
ĂMr:, is “ 0, i “ 0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 7 and mO

0 r
p0s˚ĂMrp0, is “

pmO
0 q
˚
ĂMr:, is, mO

0 r
p0s is orthogonal to colpĂMrp0, :sq. Since

“

mO
0 r
p0s,ĂMrp0, :s

‰

P C7ˆ8 is

full rank, ĂMrp0, :s must be singular. ˝

Proof of Proposition 3.5.3:

Proposition 3.5.3. Let ĂMrodd,p0spωq,ĂMreven,p0spωq P C4ˆ6 be the submatrices of

ĂMr:,p0spωq consisting of odd and even indexed rows respectively. @ω P S0, suppose

(3.5.i) and (3.4.5) are satisfied, then (3.5.ii) holds if and only if rankpĂMrodd,p0spωq q “
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rankpĂMreven,p0spωq q “ 3 and

rm0pωq,m0pω ` π2q,m0pω ` π4q,m0pω ` π6qsĂMreven,p0spωq “ 0, (3.5.4)

rm0pω ` π1q,m0pω ` π3q,m0pω ` π5q,m0pω ` π7qsĂMrodd,p0spωq “ 0. (3.5.5)

Proof. Note that ĂMr:,p0s have the same rows at ω ` πi, i “ 0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 7, we define row

permutation matrix Pi, s.t. Pi
`

ĂMr:,p0spω ` πiq
˘

“ ĂMr:,p0spωq. Let P
ĂMpωq be the

projection matrix of the col
`

ĂMr:,p0spωq
˘K
“ nullpĂMr:,p0s˚q, then (3.5.ii) is equivalent

to P
ĂMb

1
0pωq “ 0. Group this equality at ω ` πi, we have

0 “ rPiPĂMb
1
0pω ` πiqsi“0,¨¨¨ ,7

“ rPiPĂMpω ` πiqP
2
i b
1
0pω ` πiqsi“0,¨¨¨ ,7

“ rP
ĂMpωqPib

1
0pω ` πiqsi“0,¨¨¨ ,7

“ P
ĂMpωqrPib

1
0pω ` πiqsi“0,¨¨¨ ,7 (3.7.9)

Let

Ăm0

E
“ rp1` i mod 2q ¨ Ăm0pω ` πiqs

J
i“0,¨¨¨ ,7 “

ĂMr:, 0spωq,

Ăm0

O
“ rpi mod 2q ¨ Ăm0pω ` πiqs

J
i“0,¨¨¨ ,7,

mE
0 “ rp1` i mod 2q ¨ m0pω ` πiqs

J
i“0,¨¨¨ ,7,

mO
0 “ rpi mod 2q ¨ m0pω ` πiqs

J
i“0,¨¨¨ ,7.

The identity constraint (3.4.5) thus can be written as pmE
0 q
˚
Ăm0

E
“ 1 and pmO

0 q
˚
Ăm0

O

“ 1. By definition,

Pib
1
0pω ` πiq “ Pi

`

b0 ´m0
ĂMr:, 0spω ` πiq

˘

“ bi ´m0pω ` πiqPi
`

ĂMr:, 0spω ` πiq
˘

and

Pi
`

ĂMr:, 0spω ` πiq
˘

“

$

&

%

ĂMr:, 0s “ Ăm0

E
, i is even

Ăm0

O
, i is odd
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Substitute the above expression of Pib
1
0pω ` πiq in (3.7.9) and we have

0 “ P
ĂMpI8 ´ Ăm0

E
bmE

0 ´ Ăm0

O
bmO

0 q (3.7.10)

Therefore, by Lemma 3.7.6, P
ĂM is the projection of spantmO

0 ,m
E
0u. This is equiva-

lent to (3.5.4) and (3.5.5). Finally, since

6 “ rankpĂMr:,p0sq ď rankpĂMrodd,p0sq ` rankpĂMreven,p0sq ď p4´ 1q ` p4´ 1q,

rankpĂMrodd,p0sq “ rankpĂMreven,p0sq “ 3. ˝

3.7.3 Joint optimization of c and Ăm0

In Algorithm 1, cpωq is chosen in step 3. to construct m1
0pωq, which replaces m0pωq

and is used to create the linear constraint in (3.5.8) in step 4. Since different cpωq

correspond to different m1
0pωq, hence different linear constraints (3.5.7) on Ăm0pωq;

Ăm0pωq obtained in step 4. is optimal with respect to the pre-fixed cpωq from step 3.,

but not necessarily global optimal considering all possible choices of cpωq. Therefore,

we propose an alternative approach that combines step 3. and step 4. in Algorithm 1,

where cpωq and Ăm0pωq are jointly optimized to obtain Ăm0pωq with the best possible

regularity given unregularized m0pωq from step 2.

By the definition in Proposition 3.5.4, m1
0pωq “ m0pωqcpωq. Furthermore, since

cpωq is π-periodic in both ω1, ω2, we have m1
0pω ` πiq “ m0pω ` πiqcpωq, i “

2, 4, 6. Hence the constraint (3.4.5) on Ăm0pωq with m0pωq replaced by m1
0pωq can be

reformulated as follows,

1 “ m1
0Ăm0pωq `m

1
0Ăm0pω ` π2q `m

1
0Ăm0pω ` π4q `m

1
0Ăm0pω ` π6q

“ cpωq
`

m0Ăm0pωq `m0Ăm0pω ` π2q `m0Ăm0pω ` π4q `m0Ăm0pω ` π6q
˘

.
(3.7.11)

Using the same setup of the optimization (3.5.8), we convert (3.7.11) to a constraint

on a 2Nˆ2N grid G “ tωiu4N
2

i“1 of r´π, πqˆr´π, πq. Let Ăm0 P C4N2
andA0 P CN2ˆ4N2
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be the same as in (3.5.7) except that A0 is constructed by unregularized m0 instead

of m1
0 for A. Let C P CN2ˆN2

be a diagonal matrix whose j-th diagonal entry is

cpωjq, where ωj P G X r´π, 0q ˆ r´π, 0q in the same order as the rows of A0. Then

(3.7.11) is equivalent to the following constraint on the grid G,

CA0 Ăm0 “ 1N2 . (3.7.12)

We formulate the joint optimization on C and Ăm0 analogous to (3.5.8) as follows,

min
xPC4N2 , cPCN2

}Dx}2, s.t. CA0 x “ 1, C “ diagpcq. (3.7.13)

Since the objective function does not involve c, c can be expressed in terms of x as

long as A0 x has no zero entry. Therefore, solving (3.7.11) is equivalent to solving

the following optimization for Ăm0.

min
xPC4N2

}Dx}2, s.t. |A0 x| ą 0, (3.7.14)

where | ¨ | in the constraint is a pointwise operator that computes the absolute

value. The constraint |A0 x| ą 0 can be rewritten as a set of quadratic constraints

x˚Qix ą 0, i “ 0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , N2 ´ 1 where Qi “ A0ri, :s
˚A0ri, :s. Therefore, (3.7.14) is a

quadratically constrained quadratic program. Furthermore, sinceQi is positive semi-

definite, (3.7.14) is not convex and is NP-hard in general. One may solve the convex

relaxation of (3.7.14) using semidefinite programming (SDP). Instead of solving x,

we solve X
.
“ xx˚ and convert (3.7.14) into

min
XPC4N2ˆ4N2

trpD˚DX q, s.t. trpQiX q ą 0, X ľ 0, rankpXq “ 1, (3.7.15)

where X ľ 0 is the positive semidefinite constraint on X. By removing the non-

convex rank constraint rankpXq “ 1, (3.7.15) becomes a SDP and can be efficiently

solved. Yet the solution X may not be rank 1 and require post processing (e.g.

singular value decomposition) to obtain an approximate solution of (3.7.14).
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Figure 3.12: 1D filters, up: LoD, down: LoR

3.7.4 Supplementary numerical results

Numerical optimization of Ăm0 in 1D

To test whether numerical optimization is a practical way to solve (3.4.5), we experi-

ment on m0 and Ăm0 of existing real biorthogonal wavelets. We consider a pair of low

frequency filters corresponding to biorthogonal scaling functions φ, φ̃ with vanishing

moments 3 and 5 respectively.

The 1D filters are shown in Figure 3.12. Suppose we know the decomposition

filter, and we want to find the real reconstruction filter, such that it has support as

concentrated as possible. Figure 3.13 shows the ground truth m0 and Ăm0 considered

in this simulation.

Let x

Ăm0pωq be the approximation of Ăm0pωq, which is solution of the following

optimization problem

min
x
}Dx}2 ` }x}2, s.t. Ax “ 1 (3.7.16)

where A in the constraint is the matrix generated from m0Ăm0pωq`m0Ăm0pω`πq “ 1,

the 1D version of (3.4.5). Since only a single shift of π appears in the condition, each

row of A has two non-zero entries. Figure 3.14 compares the solution of (3.7.16) and

the ground truth. The support of the solution is slightly more spread out than the

ground truth.
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Figure 3.13: m0pωq and Ăm0pωq Figure 3.14: x

Ăm0 vs. Ăm0, top: fre-
quency domain, bottom: time domain

Numerical optimization of Ăm0 in 2D

In the 2D case, we use the pair of biorthogonal low-pass filters that are the tensor

products of the 1D filters in Section 3.7.4 as ground truth. We solve the 2D version

of the optimization problem (3.7.16). Figure 3.15 shows the solution and compares

it with the ground truth.

To make the support of x

Ăm0pωq better concentrate within the low frequency do-

main, we change the squared `2-norm penalty in (3.7.16) to a weighted version (cor-

responding to Modulation space) as follows,

min
x
}Dx}2 ` λ}w ˝ x}2, s.t. Ax “ 1 (3.7.17)

where ˝ is Hadamard product and w is a weight vector. In particular, we choose

@ω, wpωq “ |ω|. Figure 3.16 shows the solution of (3.7.17) with λ “ 600.

Compared to (3.5.8) proposed to solve Ăm0pωq, both optimization problems (3.7.16)

and (3.7.17) in this simulation minimize the squared `2-norm of the gradient of Ăm0

but have an extra (weighted) `2 regularization term. Although (3.7.16) and (3.7.17)

work better than (3.5.8) for 1D and 2D tensor wavelet construction here, they do

not provide solutions with better regularity in the construction of biorthogonal di-
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rectional wavelets while increasing the computation cost.

Figure 3.15: Left to right: solution of (3.7.16) in 2D, ground truth and their
difference

Figure 3.16: Left to right: solution of (3.7.17) (λ “ 600), ground truth and their
difference; Top: frequency domain, bottom: time domain.
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4

Convolution Framelets with Local-nonlocal Bases

Apart from the classical linear representations of signals, where the bases elements

are fixed in the representation scheme, signal-adaptive representations, which are

typically nonlinear transforms of signals, have gained increasing popularity recently,

especially in the field of machine learning. These representations exploits the specific

structure of each signal (or within a group of signals), achieving better representation

power than classical deterministic schemes. In this chapter, we consider a specific

type of signals, image patches from a single image, and their representations un-

der both linear bases in the patch space and signal-adaptive nonlinear bases (from

spectral embedding) in the image domain. We show that an efficient signal-adaptive

representation scheme can be built by combining these two linear and nonlinear bases

by convolution.

4.1 Introduction

In the past decades, patch-based techniques such as Non-Local Means (NLM) and

Block-Matching with 3-D Collaborative Filtering (BM3D) have been successfully ap-

plied to image denoising and other image processing tasks (Buades et al., 2005a,b;
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Dabov et al., 2007; Chatterjee and Milanfar, 2012; Talebi and Milanfar, 2014; Kher-

admand and Milanfar, 2014). These methods can be viewed as instances of graph-

based adaptive filtering, with similarity between pixels determined not solely by their

pixel values or spatial adjacency, but also by the (weighted) `2-distance between their

neighborhoods, or patches containing them. The effectiveness of patch-based algo-

rithms can be understood from several different angles. On the one hand, patches

from an image often enjoy sparse representations with respect to certain redun-

dant families of vectors, or unions of bases, which motivated several dictionary- and

sparsity-based approaches (Elad and Aharon, 2006; Chatterjee and Milanfar, 2009;

Mairal et al., 2009); on the other hand, the nonlocal characteristics of patch-based

methods can be used to build highly data-adaptive representations, accounting for

nonlinear and self-similar structures in the space of image patches Izbicki and Lee

(0); Lee and Izbicki (2016). Combined with adaptive thresholding, these construc-

tions have connections to classical wavelet-based and total variation algorithms Szlam

et al. (2008); Peyré (2008). Additionally, the patch representation of signals has spe-

cific structures that can be exploited in regularization; for example, the inpainting

algorithm ALOHA Jin and Ye (2015) utilized the low-rank block Hankel structure

of certain matrix representation of image patches.

Among the many theoretical frameworks built to understand these patch-based

algorithms, manifold models have recently drawn increased attention and have pro-

vided valuable insights in the design of novel image processing algorithms. Along

with the development of manifold learning algorithms and topological data analysis,

it is hypothesized that high-contrast patches are likely to concentrate in clusters and

along low-dimensional non-linear manifolds; this phenomenon is very clear for car-

toon images, see e.g. Peyré (2008, 2011). This intuition was made precise in Lee et al.

(2003) and followed-up by more specific Klein bottle models (Carlsson et al., 2008;

Perea and Carlsson, 2014) on both cartoon and texture images. Adopting a point
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of view from diffusion geometry, Singer et al. (2009) interprets the non-local mean

filter as a diffusion process on the “patch manifold,” relating denoising iterations to

the spectral properties of the infinitesimal generator of that diffusion process; simi-

lar diffusion-geometric intuitions can also be found in Szlam et al. (2008); Qi (2015)

which combined patch-based methods with manifold learning algorithms.

Recently, a new method called Low-Dimensional Manifold Model (LDMM) was

proposed in Osher et al. (2016), with strong results. LDMM is a direct regularization

on the dimension of the patch manifold in a variational argument for patch-based

image inpainting and denoising. The novelty of (Osher et al., 2016) includes 1) an

identity relating the dimension of a manifold with L2-integrals of ambient coordinate

functions; and 2) a new graph operator (which we study below) on the nonlocal

patch graph obtained via the Point Integral Method (PIM) (Li et al., 2014; Shi and

Sun, 2014, 2013). The motivation of introducing convolution framelets is to better

understand the embedding of image patches in general, and the LDMM construction

in particular.

Typically, given an original signal f P RN , patch-based methods start with ex-

plicitly building for f a redundant representation consisting of patches of f . The

patches either start with or are centered at each pixel1 in the domain of f , and are of

constant length `, for 1 ă ` ă N . Reshaped into row vectors stacked vertically in the

natural order, these patches constitute a Hankel2 matrix F P RNˆ`, which we refer to

as a patch matrix (see Fig 4.1 in Section 4.4 below.) It is the patch matrix F , rather

than the signal f itself, that constitutes the object of main interest in nonlocal image

1 Possibly with a stride larger than 1 in many applications. Here we assume that the stride is
always equal to 1 to demonstrate the key ideas. Periodic boundary condition is assumed throughout
this chapter.

2 For simplicity of notation, we explain the mechanism of our approach for 1-D rather than 2-D
signals. As shown explicitly in Section 4.7.1, there is no real difficulty in going from 1-D to 2-D;
the (non-essential) difference is that the patch matrix does not have the exact Hankel structure
as in the 1D case due to the rearrangement of 2D patches into 1D row vectors. Nevertheless, the
conversion from patch matrix vector multiplication to signal filter convolution still holds.
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processing and in particular LDMM; each single pixel of image f is represented in

F exactly ` times, a redundancy that is often beneficially exploited in signal pro-

cessing tasks. (As will be made clear in Proposition 4.2.1, representing f P RN as

F P RNˆ` incurs an “`-fold redundancy” in the sense of frame bounds.) For com-

parison, earlier image processing models based on total variation Rudin et al. (1992)

or nonlocal regularization (Gilboa and Osher, 2007, 2008) focus on regularizing the

signal f directly, whereas more recent state-of-the-art image inpainting techniques

such as LDMM and low-rank Hankel matrix completion (Jin and Ye, 2015) build

upon variational frameworks for the patch matrix F , and do not convert F back to

f until the optimization step terminates. To our knowledge, the mechanism of these

regularization strategies on patch matrices has not been fully investigated.

From an approximation point of view, the patch matrix F P RNˆ` has more flexi-

bility than the original signal f P RN since one can search for efficient representation

of the matrix F in either its row space or column space. The idea of learning sparse

and redundant representations for rows of F , or the patches of f , has been pursued

in many papers (see e.g. Olshausen and Field (1997); Engan et al. (1999); Kreutz-

Delgado and Rao (2000); Kreutz-Delgado et al. (2003); Lesage et al. (2005); Aharon

et al. (2006); Elad and Aharon (2006) and the references therein); this amounts to

learning a redundant dictionary D P R`ˆm, m ě `, such that F “ ADJ where the

rows of A P RNˆm are sparse. In the meanwhile, each column of F can be viewed

as a “coordinate function” (adopting the geometric intuition in Osher et al. (2016))

defined on the dataset of patches, and can thus be efficiently encoded using spectral

bases adapted to this dataset: for example, let Φ : R Ñ r0,`8q be a non-negative

smooth kernel function with exponential decay at infinity, and construct the follow-
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ing positive semi-definite kernel matrix for the dataset of patches of f :

Φε pijq “ Φ

˜

}Fi ´ Fj}
2
2

ε

¸

, 0 ď i, j ď N ´ 1

where Fi, Fj are the ith and jth row of the patch matrix F , respectively, and ε ą 0 is

a bandwidth parameter representing our confidence in the similarity between patches

of f (e.g. how small L2-distances should be to reflect the geometric similarity between

patches; this is influenced, for example, by the noise level in image denoising tasks).

By Mercer’s Theorem, Φε admits an eigen-decomposition

Φε “

N
ÿ

k“1

λkφkφ
J
k

where for each 1 ď k ď N the column vector φk P RN is the eigenvector associated

with non-negative real eigenvalue λk P R. These eigenvectors constitute a basis for

RN , with respect to which each column of the patch matrix F can be expanded as

a linear combination. Though such expansions are not sparse in general, they are

highly data-adaptive and result in efficient approximations when the eigenvalues have

fast decay; see Lee and Izbicki (2016); Aflalo et al. (2015) for theoretical bounds of

the approximation error, Peyré (2008) for empirical evidence, and Szlam et al. (2008)

for applications in semi-supervised learning and image denoising. By construction,

the sparse representation for the rows of F relies heavily on the local properties of the

signal f , whereas the spectral expansion for the columns of F captures more nonlocal

information in f . We remark here that many other orthonormal or overcomplete

systems can be used to produce different representations for the row and column

spaces of the patch matrix F : for instance, wavelets or discrete cosine transform can

be used in place of a dictionary D, while any linear/nonlinear embedding method,

dimension reduction algorithm (e.g. PCA (Pearson, 1901), MDS (Torgerson, 1952;
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Shepard, 1962), Autoencoder (Hinton and Salakhutdinov, 2006), t-SNE (Maaten

and Hinton, 2008)), or Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space technique (Schölkopf and

Smola, 2002) can work just as well as the kernel Φ; nevertheless, the different choices

for the row (resp. column) space of F primarily read off local (resp. nonlocal)

information of f . These observations motivate us to seek new representations for

the patch matrix F that could reflect both local and nonlocal behavior of the signal

f . This methodology is already implicit in BM3D (Dabov et al., 2007), one of the

state-of-the-art image denoising algorithms (see Section 4.3.4 for details); we point

out that such a paradigm is much more universal and can be used for a wide range

of patch-based image processing tasks; we propose a regularization scheme for a

signal f based on its coefficients with respect to convolution framelets (to be defined

in Section 4.4), a type of signal-adaptive tight frames generated from the adaptive

representation of the patch matrix F .

As a first attempt at understanding the theoretical guarantees of convolution

framelets, we consider the problem of determining an “optimal” local basis, in the

sense of minimum linear reconstruction error, with respect to a fixed nonlocal basis

(interpreted as embedding coordinate functions of the patches); convolution framelets

constructed from such an “optimal” pair of local and nonlocal bases are guaranteed

to have an “energy compaction property” that can be exploited to design regulariza-

tion techniques in image processing. In particular, we show that when the nonlocal

basis comes from Multi-Dimensional Scaling (MDS), right singular vectors3 of the

patch matrix F constitute the corresponding optimal local basis. The linear recon-

struction framework itself — of which LDMM can be viewed as an instantiation

— is general and uses variational functionals associated with nonlinear embeddings,

3 Since the singular value decomposition of a patch matrix is not known a priori in image re-
construction tasks, the algorithms we propose here are all of iterative nature, with the SVD basis
updated in each iteration; similar strategies have previously been utilized in nonlocal image pro-
cessing algorithms, see e.g. Gilboa and Osher (2007, 2008).
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via a linearization. This insight allows us to generalize LDMM by reformulating the

manifold dimension minimization in Osher et al. (2016) as an equivalent weighted `2-

minimization on coefficients of such a convolution frame and by using more adaptive

weights; for some types of images this proposed scheme leads to markedly improved

results. Finally, we note that our framework is widely applicable and can be adapted

to different settings, including BM3D Dabov et al. (2007) (in which case the frame-

work needs to be extended to describe unions of local embeddings, as is done in

Section 4.3.4 below).

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2 we present convolu-

tion framelets as a data-adaptive redundant representation combining local and non-

local bases for signal patch matrices. Section 4.3 motivates the energy compaction

property of convolution framelets and establishes a guarantee for energy concen-

tration through a linear reconstruction procedure related to (nonlinear) dimension

reduction (Rosasco, 2016). Section 4.4 interprets LDMM as an `2-regularization on

the energy concentration of convolution framelet coefficients. This novel interpreta-

tion and insights gained from the previous section lead to improvement of LDMM

by incorporating more adaptive weights in the regularization. We compare LDMM

with our proposed improvement in Section 4.5 by numerical experiments on various

image processing tasks, such as inpainting and denoising. Section 4.6 summarizes

and suggests future work.

4.2 Convolution framelets

Consider a one-dimensional4 real-valued signal

f “ pf r0s, ¨ ¨ ¨ , f rN ´ 1sqJ P RN

4 The restriction to 1-D signals is for notational simplicity only: the same idea can be easily
generalized to signals of higher dimensions; see e.g. Section 4.7.1 for a quick derivation for the 2-D
case.
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of a patch matrix constructed from a 1-D signal (the blue
lines indicate locations of the patches F0 through F5 in the original 1-D signal.)

sampled at N points. We fix the patch size ` as an integer between 1 and N , and

assume periodic boundary condition for f . For any integer m P r0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , N ´ 1s, we

refer to the row vector Fm “ pf rms, ¨ ¨ ¨ , f rm` `´ 1sq P R` as the patch of f at m

of length `. Construct the patch matrix of f , denoted as F P RNˆ`, by vertically

stacking the patches according to their order of appearance in the original signal:

F “ rFJ0 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , F
J
N´1s

J. (4.2.1)

See Figure 4.1 for an illustration. It is clear that F is a Hankel matrix, and thus f can

be reconstructed from F by averaging the entries of F “along the anti-diagonals”,

i.e.5

fpnq “
1

`

ÿ̀

i“1

Fn´i`1, i n “ 0, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , N ´ 1. (4.2.2)

For simplicity, we introduce the following notations that are standard in signal

processing:

• The (circular) convolution of two vectors v, w P RN is defined as

pv ˚ wq rns “
N´1
ÿ

m“0

vrn´mswrms,

5 Note that in (4.2.2) the row indices start at 0, but the column indices start at 1 — for instance,
the entry at the upper left corner of F is denoted as F01.
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where periodic boundary conditions are assumed;

• For any v P RN1 and w P RN2 with N1, N2 ď N , define their convolution in

RN as

v ˚ w “ v0
˚ w0

where v0 “ rvJ, 0JN´N1
sJ, w0 “ rwJ, 0JN´N2

sJ denote the length-N zero-

padded versions of v and w, respectively;

• For any v P RN1 with N1 ď N , define the flip vp´¨q of v as vp´¨q rns “ v0 r´ns.

Using these notations, the matrix-vector product of F with any v P R` can be

written in convolution form as

Fv “ f ˚ vp´¨q. (4.2.3)

Furthermore, it is straightforward to check for any w P R` and v, s P RN that

sJ pv ˚ wq “
N´1
ÿ

m“0

srms
N´1
ÿ

n“0

vrnswrm´ ns “
N´1
ÿ

n“0

vrns
N´1
ÿ

m“0

srmswrm´ ns (4.2.4)

“

N´1
ÿ

n“0

vrns
N´1
ÿ

m1“0

srn`m1
swrm1

s “ vJ ps ˚ wp´¨qq.

Now let Φ P OpNq and V P Op`q be orthogonal matrices of dimension N ˆN and

`ˆ `, respectively; also denote the columns of Φ, V as φi, vj correspondingly, where

1 ď i ď N , 1 ď j ď `. The outer products of the columns of Φ with the columns of

V , denoted as
 

Ψij “ φi v
J
j

ˇ

ˇ i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , N, j “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , `
(

,

form an orthonormal basis for the space RNˆ` of all N ˆ ` matrices equipped with

inner product xA,By “ tr
`

ABJ
˘

. The patch matrix F can thus be written in this

orthonormal basis as

F “
N
ÿ

i“1

ÿ̀

j“1

tr
`

FΨJ
ij

˘

Ψij “

N
ÿ

i“1

ÿ̀

j“1

CijΨij “

N
ÿ

i“1

ÿ̀

j“1

Cijφiv
J
j ,
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where

Cij :“ tr
`

FΨJ
ij

˘

“ tr
`

Fvjφ
J
i

˘

“ φJi F vj “ φJi pf ˚ vjp´¨qq “ fJ pφi ˚ vjq,

and the last two equalities are due to the identities (4.2.3) and (4.2.4) given above.

In other words, we have the following linear decomposition for F :

F “
N
ÿ

i“1

ÿ̀

j“1

xf, φi ˚ vjyφiv
J
j . (4.2.5)

Combining (4.2.2) and (4.2.5) leads to a decomposition of the original signal f as

f “
1

`

N
ÿ

i“1

ÿ̀

j“1

xf, φi ˚ vjyφi ˚ vj, (4.2.6)

where the convolution φi ˚ vj stems from averaging the entries of φiv
J
j along the

anti-diagonals [c.f. (4.2.2)]. Define convolution framelets

ψij “
1
?
`
φi ˚ vj, i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , N, j “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , `, (4.2.7)

then (4.2.6) indicates that tψij | 1 ď i ď N, 1 ď j ď `u constitutes a tight frame

for functions defined on RN . In fact, we have the following more general observation

which can be derived directly from standard frame theory:

Proposition 4.2.1. Let V L P Rnˆn1 , V S P Rmˆm1 be such that V L pV LqJ “ In,

V S pV SqJ “ Im with m ď n. Then vLi ˚ v
S
j , i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n1, j “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,m1 form a tight

frame for Rn with frame constant m.

The proof of (4.2.1) can be found in (4.7.2).

4.3 Approximation of functions with convolution framelets

The construction in Section 4.2 may seem unintuitive at a first glance. Our motiva-

tion for introducing two different bases, Φ P O pNq and V P O p`q, is simply to take
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advantage of the representability of patch matrices jointly in its row and column

spaces.

4.3.1 Local and nonlocal approximations of a signal

The columns of V form an orthonormal basis for R`, with respect to which the rows

of F , or equivalently the length-` patches of f , can be expanded; the role of V is thus

similar to transforms on a localized time window, such as the Short-Time Fourier

Transform (STFT) or Windowed Wigner Distribution Function (WWDF). For this

reason, we refer to the strategy of approximating the rows of F using the columns of

V as local approximation, and call V a local basis in the construction of convolution

framelets. The local basis V can be chosen as either fixed functions, e.g. Fourier or

wavelet basis, or data-dependent functions, such as the right singular vectors of F .

See (4.2) for an example.

Figure 4.2: Left: Right singular vectors (ordered in decreasing singular values) of
the patch matrix of a cropped barbara image of size 128 ˆ 128, with patch size
4 ˆ 4; Right: The cropped barbara image and the singular values corresponding
to the right singular vectors shown on the left. Notice the fast decay of the singular
values.

The columns of Φ, on the other hand, are treated as a basis for the columns of F .

When the patch stride is set to 1, each column F is just a shifted copy of the original

signal f (see (4.1)); more generally (including arbitrary patch strides), columns of F
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can be seen as functions defined on the set of patches F “ tF0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , FN´1u. When

F is viewed as a discrete point cloud in R`, efficient representations of functions on

F depend more on the Euclidean proximity between patches as points in R`, rather

than spatial adjacency in the original signal domain, as detailed in previous work on

spectral basis (Peyré, 2008; Lee and Izbicki, 2016; Izbicki and Lee, 0). Therefore, it

is natural to refer to the paradigm of approximating the columns of F using Φ as

nonlocal approximation, and call Φ a nonlocal basis in the construction of convolution

framelets.

Viewing the patch matrix F as a collection F Ă R` brings in a large class of

nonlinear approximation techniques from dimension reduction, a field of statistics

and data science dedicated to efficient data representations. Given a data matrix

X “ rx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xN s
J P RNˆ` consisting of N data points in an ambient space R`

(we adopt the convention that xi’s are column vectors and the ith row of X is xJi ),

dimension reduction algorithms map the full data matrix X to rX “ rx̃1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , x̃N s
J P

RNˆp, where each row x̃i P Rp (p ď `) is the image of xi. The dissimilarity between

two original data points is assumed to be given by a metric (distance) function dp¨, ¨q

on the ambient space R`, in many applications different from the canonical Euclidean

distance; one hopes that the embedding is “almost isometric” between metric spaces
`

R`, d
˘

and Rp equipped with the standard Euclidean distance. More precisely, let

E “ pE1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Epq : R` Ñ Rp be the embedding given by p coordinate functions, and

denote Epxq “ rx̃1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , x̃psJ P Rp for any x P R`. The embedding E is said to be

near isometric if in an appropriate sense

(P1). dpx, x1q « }Epxq ´ Epx1q}`2 , @x, x1 P R`.

Without loss of generality, we can assume that the coordinate functions of the em-

bedding E are orthogonal on the data set tx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xNu, i.e.

(P2). p rXsqJ rX t “ 0, @1 ď s ‰ t ď p,
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where rX i is the ith column of rX (and corresponds to the ith coordinate in the

embedding space); for general rX with coordinate functions non-orthogonal on the

data set, we define its orthogonal normalization by rXO “ rX O
rX , where O

rX comes

from the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of rX “ U
rXΣ

rXO
J
rX
. Note that classical

linear and nonlinear dimension reduction techniques, such as Principal Component

Analysis (PCA), Multi-Dimensional Scaling (MDS), Laplacian Eigenmaps (Belkin

and Niyogi, 2003), and Diffusion Maps (Coifman and Lafon, 2006), all produce

embedding coordinate functions satisfying (P1) and (P2).

A standard approach in manifold learning and spectral graph theory for building

basis functions on F is through the eigen-decomposition of graph Laplacians for a

weighted graph constructed from F . For instance, in diffusion geometry (Coifman

and Lafon, 2006; Coifman et al., 2005a,b), one considers the graph random walk

Laplacian I´D´1W , where W P RNˆN is the weighted adjacency matrix defined by

Wij “ exp
`

´}Fi ´ Fj}
2
{ε
˘

(4.3.1)

with the bandwidth parameter ε ą 0, and D P RNˆN is the diagonal degree matrix

with entries Dii “
ř

jWij for all i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , N . If the points in F are sampled

uniformly from a submanifold of R`, eigenvectors of I ´ D´1W converge to eigen-

functions of the Laplace-Beltrami operator on the smooth submanifold as εÑ 0 and

the number of samples tends to infinity (Belkin and Niyogi, 2007; Singer and Wu,

2013). Up to a similarity transform, the random walk graph Laplacian is equivalent

to the symmetric normalized graph diffusion Laplacian 6

L “ D1{2
pI ´D´1W qD´1{2

“ I ´D´1{2WD´1{2. (4.3.2)

6 Note that L is different from the normalized graph Laplacian, which in standard spectral graph
theory is constructed from an adjacency matrix with 0 or 1 in its entries, instead of the weighted
adjacency matrix W in (4.3.1). One crucial difference is in the range of eigenvalues: the normalized
graph Laplacian has eigenvalues in r0, 2s, whereas L has eigenvalues in r0, 1s (see Singer et al. (2009)
or (Lafon, 2004, §2.2.2).)
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Let L “ ΦΛΦJ be the eigen-decomposition of L, where Φ P O pNq and Λ is a diagonal

matrix with all diagonal entries between 0 and 1. As in Diffusion Maps (Coifman and

Lafon, 2006), the columns of ΦΛ1{2 can be used as coordinate functions for a spectral

embedding of the patch collection into RN . This embedding introduces the diffusion

distance d p¨, ¨q between patches Fi, Fj (0 ď i, j ď N ´ 1) by setting d pFi, Fjq as the

Euclidean distance between their embedded images in RN , i.e. the ith and jth row

of ΦΛ1{2. If an p-dimensional embedding (with p ă `) is desired, we can choose the

p columns of ΦΛ1{2 corresponding to the p smallest eigenvalues of L to minimize the

error of approximation in (P1). Since the columns of ΦΛ1{2 are already orthogonal,

(P2) is automatically satisfied. Figure 4.3 is an example that illustrates nonlocal

basis obtained from eigen-decomposition of a normalized graph diffusion Laplacian.

Figure 4.3: Left: The same cropped barbara image of size 128ˆ128 as in Figure
4.2, and the smallest 200 eigenvalues of the symmetric normalized graph diffusion
Laplacian on the collection of all patches of size ` “ 4 ˆ 4; Right: Eigenvectors
associated with the smallest 20 non-zero eigenvalues on the left.

4.3.2 Energy concentration of convolution framelets

Convolution framelets (4.2.7) is a signal representation scheme combining both lo-

cal and nonlocal bases. Advantages of local and nonlocal bases, on their own, are

known for specific signal processing tasks, under a general guiding principle seeking
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signal representations with certain energy concentration patterns. Local basis such

as wavelets or Discrete Cosine Transforms (DCT) are known to have “energy com-

paction” properties, meaning that real-world signals or images often exhibit a pattern

of concentration of their energies in a few low-frequency components (Ahmed et al.,

1974; Daubechies, 1992; Mallat, 2008); this phenomenon is fundamental for many

image compression (Wallace, 1992; Skodras et al., 2001) and denoising (Donoho and

Johnstone, 1994; Donoho et al., 1995) algorithms. On the other hand, nonlocal basis

obtained from nonlinear dimension reduction or kernel PCA — viewed as coordinate

functions defining an embedding of the data set — strives to capture, with only a

relatively few number of basis functions, as much “variance” within the data set as

possible; large portions of the variability of the data set is thus encoded primarily

in the leading basis functions (Lee and Verleysen, 2007). In the context of manifold

learning, where the data points are assumed to be sampled from a smooth manifold,

the number of eigenvectors corresponding to “relatively large” eigenvalues of a co-

variance matrix is treated as an estimate for the dimension of the underlying smooth

manifold Tenenbaum et al. (2000); Roweis and Saul (2000); Belkin and Niyogi (2003);

Little et al. (2016).

In practice, energy concentration patterns of signal representation in specific do-

mains have been widely exploited to design powerful regularization schemes for re-

constructing signals from noisy measurements. Since convolution framelets combine

local and nonlocal basis, it is reasonable to expect that convolution framelet coeffi-

cients of typical signals tend to have energy concentration properties as well. To give

a motivating example, consider the case in which both local and nonlocal bases con-

centrate energy on their low-frequency components, and basis functions are sorted in

the order of increasing frequencies: typically the coefficient matrix C “ ΦJFV will

then concentrates its energy on the upper left block storing coefficients for convo-

lution framelets corresponding to both local and nonlocal low-frequency basis func-
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tions. As an extreme example, if Φ, V in (4.2.5) come from the full-size singular

value decomposition of F , i.e.

F “ ΦΣV J, F,Σ P RNˆ`,Φ P RNˆN , V P R`ˆ`,

then the only non-zero entries in the coefficient matrix C “ ΦJFV “ Σ lie along the

diagonal of its upper `ˆ` block. We illustrate in Figure 4.4 the energy concentration

of several different types of convolution framelets on a 1-D random signal. Figure

4.5 demonstrates the energy concentration of a 2-D example using the same cropped

barbara image as in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3, in which we explore 4 different types

of local bases V with the nonlocal basis Φ fixed as the graph Laplacian eigenvec-

tors shown in Figure 4.3; notice that in this example the energy concentrates more

compactly in SVD and Haar bases than in DCT and random bases.

An interesting fact to notice is the following: in order for convolution framelets

to have a structured energy concentration, it is not strictly required that both local

and nonlocal bases have energy concentration properties. In a sense, regularization

schemes based on convolution framelets are more flexible since the energy compaction

effects of a local (resp. nonlocal) basis can be amplified through coupling with a

nonlocal (resp. local) basis. More specifically, given Φ P RNˆN satisfying mild as-

sumptions7, we can systematically construct a local basis V via minimizing a “linear

reconstruction loss” such that the coefficient matrix ΦJFV concentrates its energy

on the upper left block; this is the focus of Section 4.3.3.

4.3.3 Energy concentration guarantee via linear reconstruction

Throughout this subsection, we will adopt the nonlocal point of view described in

Section 4.3.1, and treat the patch matrix F P RNˆ` of a signal f P RN as a point

7 E.g. the leading columns of Φ give near isometric embeddings of the rows of F satisfying (P1)
and (P2) in Section 4.3.1; when columns of Φ are not orthogonal, a QR decomposition can be
applied, see Section 4.3.1 as well.
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Figure 4.4: A 1-D signal of length N “ 200 and several convolution framelet coef-
ficient matrices with fixed patch size ` “ 50. Top: A piecewise smooth 1-D signal f
randomly generated from the stochastic model proposed in Cohen and D’Ales (1997).
Bottom: (a) The patch matrix F of the signal f on the top panel; (b)-(j) Energy
concentration patterns of the coefficients of f in several convolution framelets. The
titles of subplots (b) to (j) indicate the different choices [Discrete Cosine Transform
(DCT), Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), Laplacian Eigenmaps (LE)] for the
nonlocal basis Φ (appearing before the dash) and the local basis V (appearing after
the dash). These plots suggest that data-adaptive nonlocal bases (SVD or LE) tend
to concentrate more energy on the upper-left part of the coefficient matrix C than
DCT does.

cloud F “ tF0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , FN´1u consisting of N points in R`. Let E : R` Ą F Ñ Rp

be an embedding satisfying (P1) and (P2), with 1 ď p ď `. Our goal is to ensure

that the dimension reduction E does not lose information in the original data set

F , by requiring the approximate invertibility8 of E on its image; as will be seen in

Proposition 4.3.1, the optimal L2-reconstruction of F from its image E pF q leads to

a local basis V P R`. This particular local basis, paired with the nonlocal orthogonal

system read off from the embedding E , renders convolution framelets that concentrate

energy on the upper left block.

8 We remark that the “invertibility” or “reconstruction” assumptions have been widely exploited
in dimension reduction techniques, see e.g. Pearson (1901); Hinton and Salakhutdinov (2006).
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Figure 4.5: Energy concentration of convolution framelet coefficient matrices of
the same cropped 128 ˆ 128 barbara image shown in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3,
with fixed nonlocal basis Φ (Laplacian eigenfunctions) and different local bases V .
The patch size is fixed as ` “ 4ˆ 4. Top: The top 16ˆ 16 blocks (corresponding to
convolution framelets φi˚vj with 1 ď i, j ď 16) of the convolution framelet coefficient
matrices using (from left to right) SVD basis, Haar basis, DCT basis, and random
orthonormal basis. Bottom: Squared coefficients C2

ij for the second to the fifth row
in each coefficient block on the top panel. For each type of local basis, the line
corresponding to φi (i “ 2, 3, 4, 5) depicts C2

ij with i fixed and j ranging from 1 to
16.

Let us motivate the linear reconstruction framework by considering a linear em-

bedding E : R` Ñ Rp with 1 ď p ď `. Assume rA P R`ˆp is full-rank, and

X “ tx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xNu Ă range
´

rA
¯

Ă R`, i.e., points in X are sampled from the

p-dimensional linear subspace of R` spanned by the columns of rA. Denote X P RNˆ`

for the data matrix storing the coordinates of xj in its jth row, and X rA “ rΦΣV J0

for the reduced singular value decomposition of X rA (thus rΦ P RNˆp, V0 P Rpˆp, and

Σ P Rpˆp contains the singular values of X rA along the diagonal and zeros elsewhere).

Define A :“ rAV0 P R`ˆp and consider the linear embedding E : R` Ñ Rp given by

E pxq “ xJA, @x P R`.

In matrix notation, the image of X under E is XA. Note that (P2) is automatically
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satisfied because the columns of XA “ rΦΣ are orthogonal.

Now that X is in range
´

rA
¯

and V0 P Rpˆp is orthonormal, we also have X Ă

range pAq and thus can write XJ “ AB for some B P RpˆN . It follows that E is

invertible on E pX q since

XJ
“ AB “ AA:AB “ AA:XJ

“
`

AA:
˘J
XJ

“
`

A:
˘J
AJXJ,

where A: “
`

AJA
˘´1

AJ is the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of A, or equivalently

X “ XAA:. (4.3.3)

In other words, in this case the dimension reduction E is “lossless” in the sense that

we can perfectly reconstruct X Ă R from its embedded image E pX q in a space of

lower dimension. Using a Gram-Schmidt process, we can write A: “ RrV J, where

R P Rpˆp is upper-triangular and rV P Rpˆ` is orthogonal. This transforms (4.3.3)

into

X “ XARrV J “ rΦΣRrV J “
ÿ

1ď iď jď p

ΣiiRij φi v
J
j (4.3.4)

where we invoked XA “ rΦΣ and denoted tφi | 1 ď i ď pu, tvj | 1 ď j ď pu for the

columns of rΦ, rV respectively; note that the coefficient matrix ΣR is upper-triangular.

Let Φ P O pNq and V P O p`q be orthonormal matrices, the columns of which extend

tφi | 1 ď i ď pu and tvj | 1 ď j ď pu to complete bases on RN , R` respectively. Fol-

lowing Section 4.2, denote the outer products of columns of Φ with columns of V

as

Ψij “ φi v
J
j for 1 ď i ď N, 1 ď j ď `.

The expression (4.3.4), now understood as an expansion of X in orthogonal system

tΨiju, uses only p pp` 1q {2 out of a total number of N ˆ ` basis functions. It is

clear that in this case the energy of X concentrates on (the upper triangular part of)
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the upper left block of the coefficient matrix ΦJXV , or equivalently on components

corresponding to tΨij | 1 ď i ď j ď pu. This establishes (4.3.1) below for all linear

embeddings satisfying (P2).

A similar argument can be applied to general nonlinear embeddings satisfying

(P2); all nonlinear dimension reduction methods based on kernel spectral embedding,

such as Multi-Dimensional Scaling, Laplacian eigenmaps, and diffusion maps, belong

to this category. In these cases we generally can not expect a perfect reconstruction

of type (4.3.3), but we can still seek a linear reconstruction in the form of RrV J, with

upper triangular R and orthogonal rV , that reduces the reconstruction error between

rXRrV J and the original X as much as possible.

Proposition 4.3.1. Let X “ tx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xNu be a point cloud in R`, 1 ď p ď `, and

E : R` Ą X Ñ Rp an embedding satisfying (P2). Let X P RNˆ` be the matrix

storing the coordinates of xj in its jth row, and rX P RNˆp be the matrix storing the

coordinates of E pxjq in its jth row (1 ď j ď N). For VE given by

pVE , REq “ arg min
rV J rV“Ip, rV PR`ˆp
rRij“ 0, 1ďjăiďp

} rX rR rV J ´X}2F, (4.3.5)

construct V that extends VE to a complete orthonormal basis in Rl; for ΦE derived

from the decomposition

rX “ ΦECE , ΦE P RNˆp orthonormal, CE P Rpˆp diagonal, (4.3.6)

also construct Φ that extends ΦE to a complete orthonormal basis in RN . Then

C “ ΦJXV P RNˆ` concentrates its energy on the upper triangle part of its upper

left pˆ p block.

Proof. Let ΦE , Φ be defined as in the statement of Proposition 4.3.1, rV0 P R`ˆp an

arbitrary matrix with orthonormal columns, and V0 an arbitrary extension of rV0 to
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an orthonormal basis on R`. The first term within the Frobenius norm of (4.3.5) can

be re-written as

rX rR rV J0 “ ΦE CE r rR, 0`, `´psV
J

0

“ Φ

„

CE
0N´p, p



r rR, 0 `, `´psV
J

0 “ Φ

„

CE rR 0 `, `´p

0N´p, p 0N´p, `´p



V J0 . (4.3.7)

The minimization problem in (4.3.5) can thus be reformulated as

min
rV POp`q,

rRij“0, 1ďjăiďp

›

›

›

›

„

CE rR 0
0 0



´ C

›

›

›

›

2

F

, where C “ ΦJXV0. (4.3.8)

For any fixed orthonormal V0 P R`ˆ` (which also fixes C since Φ and X are already

given), the optimal upper triangular matrix rR˚ is clearly characterized by rR˚ij “
`

C´1
E C

˘

ij
for all 1 ď i ď j ď p. In fact, if we partition the matrix C into blocks

compatible with the block structure in (4.3.8), denoted as

C “

„

CLT CRT
CLB CRB



,

then CE rR must cancel out with the upper triangle part of CLT in order to achieve

the minimum of the minimization problem in (4.3.8). The optimization problem

in (4.3.8) is thus equivalent to minimizing the L2 energy of the remaining strictly

lower triangular part of CLT together with the L2 energy of the other three blocks

CRT , CLB, and CRB. In addition, since }C}2F “ }X}2F is constant, this is further

equivalent to maximizing the L2 energy of the upper triangular part of CLT (which

gets canceled out with CE rR
˚ anyway). Simply put, we have

arg min
rV POp`q

ÿ

1ď jă iďp,
or i, ją p

C2
ij “ arg max

rV POp`q

ÿ

1ď iď jďp

C2
ij. (4.3.9)

This indicates that the optimal local basis VE , and consequently its extension V to a
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complete orthonormal basis on R`, must concentrate as much energy of the coefficient

matrix C as possible on the upper triangular part9 of the upper left pˆ p block. ˝

Remark 4.3.2. The core idea behind Proposition 4.3.1 is to approximate the inverse

of an arbitrary (possibly nonlinear) dimension reduction embedding E using a global

linear function

E´1
p rXq « rX R rV J, (4.3.10)

where the upper triangular matrix R P Rpˆp and the orthonormal matrix rV P R`ˆp

together play the role of A: in (4.3.3) for linear embeddings. Note that it is straight-

forward to incorporate a bias correction in the linear reconstruction (4.3.10) by con-

sidering E´1p rXq « rX R rV J´B, where B P RNˆ` is a “centering matrix”; we assume

B “ 0 in Proposition 4.3.1 for simplicity but the argument can be easily extended

to B ‰ 0.

Remark 4.3.3. From the perspective of basis selection in convolution framelets,

Proposition 4.3.1 states that, given a fixed nonlocal basis ΦE that induces a nonlinear

embedding rX of the patch matrix X, the “optimal” local basis VE is the minimizer

of the optimization problem (4.3.5) that provides the best linear reconstruction of

X from rX. In practice, we have only an approximation of X, its corresponding

manifold and the induced nonlinear basis ΦE ; although one could optimize with

respect to these approximations, this would not lead to a truly optimal basis.

Remark 4.3.4. As will be seen in Section 4.4, LDMM (Osher et al., 2016) implicitly

exploits the energy concentration pattern characterized in Proposition 4.3.1. More

systematic exploitation of the energy concentration pattern lead to our improved

design of reweighted LDMM ; see Section 4.4.2.

9 One could also require that the energy concentrates on the lower triangle. Yet this is equivalent

to changing V to PV P , where P “

„

Jp 0
0 I`´p



, and Jp is anti-diagonal with non-zero entries all

equal to one.
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Example 4.3.5 (Example: Optimal Local Basis for Multidimensional Scaling (MDS)).

When E is given by Multidimensional Scaling (MDS), the optimal local basis V in

the sense of (4.3.5) consists of the right singular vectors of the centered data matrix

X. To see this, first recall that in MDS the eigen-decomposition is performed on

the doubly centered distance matrix K “ 1
2
HD2H, where pD2qij “ d2pXi, Xjq and

H “ IN´
1
N
1N 1

J
N ; coordinate functions for the low-dimensional embedding are then

chosen as the eigenvectors of K corresponding to the largest eigenvalues, weighted

by the square roots of their corresponding eigenvalues. In particular, when dp¨, ¨q is

the Euclidean distance on R`, one has K “ ´HXXJH, and the eigenvectors of K

correspond to the left singular vectors of the centered data matrix HX. (Here the

centering matrix is B “ HX ´X; see Remark 4.3.2.) Let HX “ UXΣXV
J
X be the

reduced singular value decomposition of HX as computed in the standard MDS

procedure. Then the optimal V for (4.3.5) is exactly VX , and the corresponding

matrix basis has the sparsest representation of X. The proof of this statement can

be found in Section 4.7.4.

4.3.4 Connection with nonlocal transform-domain image processing techniques

Under certain circumstances, the framework of convolution framelets can be inter-

preted as a nonlocal method applied to signal representation in a transform domain.

For instance, if we use wavelets for the local basis V , and eigenvectors of the normal-

ized graph diffusion Laplacian L [see (4.3.2)] for the nonlocal basis Φ, then L can be

seen as defined on the wavelet coefficients since

Wij “ exp
`

´}Fi ´ Fj}
2
{ε
˘

“ exp
`

´}FiV ´ FjV }
2
{ε
˘

@1 ď i, j ď N.

Convolution framelet thus has the potential to serve as a natural framework for other

nonlocal transform domain image processing techniques. As an example, we show

in what follows that BM3D (Dabov et al., 2007, 2009), a widely accepted state-of-
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the-art image denoising algorithms based on nonlocal filtering in transform domain,

may also be interpreted through our convolution framelet framework, with a slightly

extended notion of “nonlocal basis”.

The basic algorithmic paradigm of BM3D can be roughly summarized in three

steps. First, for a given image decomposed into N patches of size `, denoted as

F1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , FN , a block-matching process groups all patches similar to Fi in a set Si,

and form matrix FSi P R|Si|ˆ` consisting of patches in Si; denote σ “
řN
i“1 |Si|.

Second, let VSi P R`ˆ` be a local basis10, ΦSi P R|Si|ˆ|Si| be a nonlocal basis for Si,

and calculate coefficient matrix CSi “ ΦJSiFSiVSi for group Si; the matrix FSi is then

denoised by hard-thresholding (or Wiener filtering) CSi and estimate pFSi “ ΦSi
pCSiV

J
Si

from the resulting coefficient matrix pCSi . In matrix form, this can be written as

»

—

–

pFS1

...
pFSN

fi

ffi

fl

“

»

—

–

ΦS1

. . .

ΦSN

fi

ffi

fl

»

—

–

pCS1

. . .
pCSN

fi

ffi

fl

»

—

–

VS1

. . .

VSN

fi

ffi

fl

J

. (4.3.11)

In the third and last step, pixel values at each location of the image are recon-

structed using a weighted average of all patches covering that location in the union

of all estimated pFSi ’s; the contribution of an estimated patch contained in pFSi is

proportional to wi :“ }CSi}
´1
`0

i.e. inversely proportional to the sparsity of CSi . If we

set AF P RNˆσ to be an weighted incidence matrix defined by

pAF qkq “

#

wq if patch Fk is contained in Sq,

0 otherwise

and let D P RNˆN be a diagonal matrix with

Dkk “

σ
ÿ

q“1

pAF qkq ,

10 In the original BM3D (Dabov et al., 2007), VSi
is set as DCT, DFT or wavelet and ΦSi

is
set as the 1-D Haar transform; in BM3D-SAPCA (Dabov et al., 2009), VSi is set to the principal
components of FSi when |Si| is large enough.
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then the patch matrix of the original noise-free image is estimated via

pF “ D´1AF

»

—

–

pFS1

...
pFSN

fi

ffi

fl

“ D´1AF

»

—

–

ΦS1

. . .

ΦSN

fi

ffi

fl

»

—

–

pCS1

. . .
pCSN

fi

ffi

fl

»

—

–

VS1

. . .

VSN

fi

ffi

fl

J

.

(4.3.12)

The denoised image f̂ is finally constructed from pF by taking a weighted average

along anti-diagonals of pF , with adaptive weights depending on the pixels.

In this three-step procedure, if we define

Φ “ D´1AF

»

—

–

ΦS1

. . .

ΦSN

fi

ffi

fl

, (4.3.13)

V “

»

—

–

VS1

. . .

VSN

fi

ffi

fl

, (4.3.14)

then Φ, V together defines a tight frame similar to our construction of convolution

framelets in Section 4.2. The main difference here is that our energy concentration

intuition described in Section 4.3.2 would not carry through to this setup, because

in general every patch appears in multiple FSi ’s and it is difficult to conceive that Φ

consistently defines an embedding E for the patches of the image. This technicality,

however, can be easily remedied if we extend our framework from a global embedding

over the entire data set X to a union of “local embeddings” on “local charts” of X ,

i.e.

ESi : R`
Ą Si Ñ Rpi , i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , N

where X is covered by the unions of all Si’s; note that the target spaces Rpi do not

even have to be of the same dimension (assuming pi ď ` for simplicity). For each

embedding ESi , ΦSi P R|Si|ˆ|Si| and VSi P R`ˆ` define nonlocal and local orthonormal

bases, respectively. It can be expected that the energy concentration of convolution
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framelet coefficients in this setup will be more involved since both concentration

patterns within and across local embedding spaces will be intertwined. We will

further explore these interactions in a future work.

4.4 LDMM as a regularization on convolution framelet coefficients

In this section, we connect the discussion on convolution framelets with the recent

development of Low Dimensional Manifold Model (LDMM) (Osher et al., 2016) for

image processing. We explain in Section 4.4.1 that the objective function in the

optimization framework of LDMM can be reinterpreted as a “weighted energy” of

the convolution framelet coefficients; we push this intuition further in Section 4.4.2

and propose a “reweighted version” of LDMM that utilizes more thoroughly the

energy concentration pattern explained in Section 4.3.2 and Section 4.3.3.

We begin with a brief sketch of the fundamental ideas underlying LDMM; in-

terested readers are referred to Osher et al. (2016) for a detailed exposition. The

basic assumption in LDMM is that the collection of all patches of a fixed size from

an image live on a low-dimensional smooth manifold isometrically embedded in a

Euclidean space. If we denote f for the image and write M pfq “ M` pfq for the

manifold of all patches of size ` from f , then the image f can be reconstructed from

its (noisy) partial measurements y by solving the optimization problem

arg min
f

dimpMpfqq ` µ}y ´ Sf}22 (4.4.1)

where µ is a parameter and S is the measurement (sampling) matrix. In other words,

LDMM utilizes the dimension of the “patch manifold”M pfq as a regularization term

in a variational framework. It is shown11 in Osher et al. (2016) that

dimpMpfqq “
ÿ̀

j“1

|∇Mαjpxq|
2, (4.4.2)

11 We give a simplified proof of identify (4.4.2) in Section 4.7.3.
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where αj is the jth coordinate function on Mpfq, i.e.

x “ pα1pxq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , α`pxqq @x PMpfq Ă R`,

and ∇M is the gradient operator on the Riemannian manifold M. Note that αj

corresponds exactly to the jth column of the patch matrix F of f , see (4.2.1) and

Figure 4.1.

With the right hand side of (4.4.2) substituted for dimpMpfqq in (4.4.1), a split

Bregman iterative scheme can be applied to the optimization problem (4.4.1), casting

the latter into sub-problems that iteratively optimize the dimension regularization

with respect to each coordinate function αj and the measurement fidelity term. In

the nth iteration, the sub-problem of dimension regularization decouples into the

following optimization problems on each coordinate function,

min
αjPH1pMpn´1qq

}∇αj}2L2pMpn´1qq
` µ

ÿ

xPMpn´1q

|αjpxq ´ ejpxq|
2, j “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , `, (4.4.3)

whereMpn´1q “Mpfpn´1qq is the patch manifold associated with the reconstruction

fpn´1q from the pn´ 1qth iteration, µ is a penalization parameter, and ej is a function

on this manifold originated from the split Bregman scheme. The Euler-Lagrange

equations of the minimization problems in (4.4.3) are cast into integral equations by

the Point Integral Method (PIM), and then discretized as

“

Dpn´1q ´Wpn´1q ` µWpn´1q

‰

F j
“ µWpn´1qE

j
pn´1q, j “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , `, (4.4.4)

where F j, Ej
pn´1q are the jth columns of the patch matrix F and the matrix Epn´1q,

corresponding to αj and ej in (4.4.3) respectively; the weighted adjacency matrix

Wpn´1q and the diagonal degree matrix Dpn´1q, both introduced by PIM, are up-

dated in each iteration after building the patch matrix Fpn´1q from fpn´1q. We refer

interested readers to Osher et al. (2016) for more details.
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The rest of this section presents a connection we discovered between solving equa-

tion (4.4.4) and an `2-regularization problem on the convolution framelet coefficients

of f . We will establish in Section 4.4.1 the equivalence between (4.4.1) and an opti-

mization problem of the form

min
f

ÿ

i,j

rλi |xf, ψijy|
2
` “fidelity of f” (4.4.5)

where tψiju is a system of convolution framelets associated with f , and 0 ď rλ1 ď

rλ2 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ is a non-decreasing sequence of non-negative numbers depending on the

convolution framelets. An explicit and more formal expression for (4.4.5) is given in

(4.4.12).

4.4.1 Dimension regularization in convolution framelets

The low-dimension assumption in LDMM is reflected in the minimization of a quadratic

form derived from (4.4.2) for the column vectors of the patch matrix F associated

with image f . From a manifold learning point of view, (4.4.2) is not the only ap-

proach to impose dimension regularization. Since the columns of F are understood

as coordinate functions in R`, F is indeed a data matrix representing a point cloud

in R` (see Section 4.3.3). If this point cloud is sampled from a low-dimensional sub-

manifold of R`, then one can attempt to embed the point cloud into a Euclidean

space of lower dimension without significantly distorting pairwise distances between

points. As we have seen in Proposition 4.3.1, if there exists a good low-dimension

embedding Φ for the data matrix F , the energy of convolution framelet coefficients

will concentrate on a small triangular block on the upper left part of the coefficient

matrix, provided that an appropriate local basis V is chosen to pair with Φ; a lower

intrinsic dimension corresponds to a smaller upper left block and thus more compact

energy concentration. Therefore, alternative to (4.4.2), one can impose regularization
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on convolution framelet coefficients to push more energy into the upper left block of

the coefficient matrix; see details below.

We start by reformulating the optimization problem (4.4.1) proposed in Osher

et al. (2016) as an `2-regularization problem for convolution framelet coefficients,

where the convolution framelets themselves will be estimated along the way since

they are adaptive to the data set. For simplicity of notation, we drop the sub-index

pn ´ 1q in (4.4.4) as W, D and E are fixed when updating the patch matrix within

each iteration. To distinguish from the notation F0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , FN´1 which stand for the

rows of matrix F , we use super-indices F 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , F ` to denote the columns of F . Let

F j
D “ D1{2F j and Ej

D “ D1{2Ej, then the linear systems (4.4.4) can be rewritten as

pD ´W qD´1{2 F j
D ` µW D´1{2

pF j
D ´ E

j
Dq “ 0, j “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , `. (4.4.6)

This system can be instantiated as the Euler-Lagrange equations of a different vari-

ational problem. Multiplying both sides of (4.4.6) by pW D´1{2q´1 “ D1{2W´1 from

the left12, we have the equivalent linear system

D1{2W´1
pD ´W qD´1{2F j

D ` µpF
j
D ´ E

j
Dq “ 0, j “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , `. (4.4.7)

Notice that

D1{2W´1
pD ´W qD´1{2

“ D1{2W´1D1{2
´ I “ pI ´ Lq´1

´ I,

where L is the normalized graph diffusion Laplacian defined in (4.3.2). Therefore,

solving (4.4.7) is equivalent to minimizing the following objective function

ÿ̀

j“1

“

pF j
Dq
J
ppI ´ Lq´1

´ IqF j
D ` µ}F

j
D ´ E

j
D}

2
‰

.

This is also equivalent to determining

arg min
FPRNˆ`

ÿ̀

j“1

pF j
q
J RL F

j
` µ}F ´ E}2F, D1{2 , (4.4.8)

12 The random walk matrix D´1W is invertible since all of its eigenvalues are positive, thus W is
also invertible.
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where } ¨ }F, A “ }A ¨ }F is the A-weighted Frobenius norm, and

RL “ DW´1
pD ´W q “ D1{2

ppI ´ Lq´1
´ IqD1{2. (4.4.9)

The first term in (4.4.8) corresponds to the manifold dimension regularization term

proposed in Osher et al. (2016) whereas the second term promotes data fidelity. By

the equivalence between (4.4.6) and (4.4.7), it suffices to focus on (4.4.8) hereafter.

To motivate our approach to analyze (4.4.8), let us briefly investigate a similar

but simpler regularization term based on nonlocal graph Laplacian,
ř

jpF
jqJLF j,

which differs from the dimension regularization term in (4.4.8) only in that the graph

Laplacian L replaces RL. If we let L “ ΦΛΦJ be the eigen-decomposition of L with

eigenvalues λ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , λN on the diagonal of Λ in ascending order, and pick any matrix

rV P R`ˆ`1 satisfying rV rV J “ I`, then

ÿ̀

j“1

pF j
q
JLF j

“ tr
`

FJΦΛΦJF
˘

“ tr
´

pΦJF rV qJΛpΦJF rV q
¯

“

N
ÿ

i“1

`1
ÿ

j“1

λiC
2
ij,

(4.4.10)

where Cij is the pi, jq-entry of C “ ΦJF rV . Minimizing this quadratic form will thus

automatically regularize the energy concentration pattern by pushing more energy

to the left part of C where the columns correspond to smaller eigenvalues λi. Note

that the only assumption we put on rV is that its columns constitutes a frame; by

Proposition 4.2.1, rV being a frame in the patch space already suffices for constructing

a convolution framelet system with Φ.

Now we consider the minimization problem (4.4.8) with RL “ D1{2ppI ´ Lq´1 ´

IqD1{2 in the manifold dimension regularization term. Using L “ ΦΛΦJ, the operator

RL can be written as D1{2Φ rΛ ΦJD1{2, where rΛ “ pI´Λq´1´ I is a diagonal matrix.

Similar to (4.4.10), we have

ÿ̀

j“1

pF j
q
J RL F

j
“ tr pFJD1{2ΦrΛΦJD1{2F q “ tr pFJrΦrΛrΦJF q “

N
ÿ

i“1

ÿ̀

j“1

rλi rC
2
ij,

(4.4.11)
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where rΦ “ D1{2Φ, rλi “ λi{ p1´ λiq for i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , N , and rC “ rΦJF rV is the

convolution framelet coefficient matrix. The optimization problem (4.4.8) can thus

be recast as

min
FPRNˆ`

N
ÿ

i“1

ÿ̀

j“1

rλi rC
2
ij ` µ}F ´ E}

2
F, D1{2

s.t. rC “ rΦJF rV .

(4.4.12)

Ideally, if the first p columns of rΦ provide a low-dimensional embedding of the patch

manifold M with small isometric distortion, then λi « 1 for all i ą p, which cor-

respond to large rλi and forces rCij for the optimal rC to be close to 0 for all j ě 1

and all i ą p. Intuitively, since 0 ď rλ1 ď
rλ2 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď

ĂλN , the coefficient matrix rC

of the minimizer of (4.4.12) will likely concentrate most of its
›

›

›

rC
›

›

›

2

F
energy on its

top few rows corresponding to the smallest eigenvalues. Note that (4.4.11) imposes

a much stronger regularization on the lower part of rC than (4.4.10) does, since λj’s

are bounded from above by 1 but rλj can grow to `8 as sub-index j increases.

Remark 4.4.1. In a recent work (Shi et al., 2016), the original LDMM framework

was extended by replacing the original patches by semi-local patches, i.e. patches

with attached spatial px, yq-coordinates. As reported in Shi et al. (2016), this led

to enhanced reconstruction quality as well as a reduced number of iterations. This

extension can be incorporated as well into the optimization paradigm established in

this section, if the combined spatial and pixel-value distances are used to compute

pairwise patch similarities in the construction of weighted graph adjacency matrix

W , leading to a new nonlocal spectral basis. The missing pixel values are solved by a

linear equation similar to (4.4.4), so that our optimization formulation on the patch

matrix still carries through, but now with respect to a different set of convolution

framelets generated by the new nonlocal basis.
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4.4.2 Reweighted LDMM

As explained in Section 4.4.1, LDMM regularizes the energy concentration of convo-

lution framelet coefficients by pushing the energy to the upper part of the coefficient

matrix. This is clearly suboptimal from the point of view of Proposition 4.3.1: the

energy
›

›

›

rC
›

›

›

2

F
should actually concentrate on the upper left part as opposed to merely

on the upper part of C, at least when an appropriate local basis is chosen. This

observation motivates us to modify the objective function in (4.4.12) to reflect the

stronger pattern of energy concentration pointed out in Proposition 4.3.1. We refer

to the modified optimization problem as reweighted LDMM, or rw-LDMM for short,

since it differs from the original LDMM mainly in the weights in front of each rC2
ij in

(4.4.12).

Note that the objective function in the optimization problem (4.4.12) is invariant

to the choices of rV — this is consistent with the interpretation of the regularization

term as an estimate for the manifold dimension (the dimension of a manifold is basis-

independent); but we can modify the objective function by incorporating patch bases

as well. Consider a matrix V “ rv1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , vls consisting of basis vectors for the ambient

space R` where the patches live, and define sj, the energy filtered by vj of signal, as

sj “ }Fvj}
2
“ }f ˚ vjp´¨q}

2
“

N
ÿ

i“1

C2
ij. (4.4.13)

Note that sj is precisely the jth singular value of the patch matrix F when vj is

chosen as the jth right singular vector of F . If sj decays fast enough as j increases,

the patches on average will be approximated efficiently using a few vj’s with large

sj values. As discussed in Section 4.3.2, natural candidates of V include DCT bases,

wavelet bases, or even SVD basis of F (which are optimal low-rank approximations of

F in the L2-sense; when the true F is unknown, as in the case of signal reconstruction,
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we can also consider using right singular vectors obtained from an estimated patch

matrix).13

After choosing such a basis V , the energy of the optimal coefficients matrix C

with respect to convolution framelets tψij u concentrate mostly within the upper left

p ˆ r block, where r depends on the decay rate of sj. For this purpose, instead of

using weights rλi in (4.4.12) alone, we propose to use weights rλi γj, where γj is a

weight associated to vj such that γj increases as sj decreases; one such example14 is

to set γj “ 1´s´1
1 sj P r0, 1s. In other words, we reweight the penalties rλi to fine-tune

the regularization. With this modification, the quadratic form (4.4.11) becomes15

tr
´

pFV Γ1{2
q
J RL pFV Γ1{2

q

¯

“

N
ÿ

i“1

ÿ̀

j“1

rλiγj rC
2
ij. (4.4.14)

Substituting this new quadratic energy for the original quadratic energy in (4.4.12)

and (4.4.8) yields the following optimization problem:

arg min
FPRNˆ`

ÿ̀

j“1

γjpFvjq
JRL pFvjq ` µ}F ´ E}

2
F, D1{2 (4.4.15)

ô arg min
FPRNˆ`

tr
´

pFV Γ1{2
q
J RL pFV Γ1{2

q

¯

` µ}F ´ E}2F, D1{2 .

13 As mentioned in Remark 4.3.3, one could construct an “optimal” local basis V by solving (4.3.5)
using estimates of F p“ Xq and its spectral basis Φp“ ΦEq, i.e. finding a local basis by performing
a QR decomposition on the estimate of FJΦ, however, this would not lead to a truly optimal basis.
When we tried this in examples, the performance was slightly inferior to that of using the right
singular vectors of the patch matrix as the local basis, yet the computational cost was significantly
higher due to the explicit computation of Φ.

14 We have also experimented with other forms of γj , for instance γj “ s1s
´1
j ´ 1, which sends γj

to `8 when sj is close to 0 and is thus a stronger regularization than the one used in rw-LDMM
(which only sends γj to 1 as sj Ñ 0). We do not use such stronger regularization weights since
in practice they tend to produce over-smoothed results for reconstruction. This is not surprising,
as natural images may contain intricate details that are encoded in convolution framelet compo-
nents corresponding to small sj ’s; these details are likely smoothed out if γj over-regularizes the
convolution framelet coefficients.

15 The reweighted quadratic form (4.4.14), as well as (4.4.18) below, depends on V only through
Γ1{2. In fact, as long as V V J “ I`, there holds }x´ y }`2 “ }V

Jx´ V Jy }`2 , and thus W — the
weighted adjacency matrix constructed using a Gaussian RBF — is V -invariant; consequently RL
is V -invariant as well.
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Using PIM, the Euler-Lagrange equations of (4.4.15) turn into the corresponding

linear systems:

pγjpD ´W q ` µW qFvj “ µWEvj, j “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , `. (4.4.16)

We shall refer to the optimization problem (4.4.15) (sometimes also the linear system

(4.4.16) when the context is clear) reweighted LDMM, or rw-LDMM for short.

In practice, we observed that it often suffices to reweight the penalties only for the

coefficients in the leading columns, i.e., keep the γj’s in (4.4.14) only for 1 ď j ď r,

where r is a relatively small number compared with `. This can be done by first

noting that the quadratic energy in (4.4.10) equals

tr
`

V JFJΦΛΦJFV
˘

“ tr
`

V Jr F
JΦΛΦJFVr

˘

` tr
´

pFV c
r q
J ΦΛΦJFV c

r

¯

, (4.4.17)

where Vr P R`ˆr consists of the left r columns of V , and V c
r consists of the remaining

columns. We can then reweight only the first term in the summation on the right

hand side of (4.4.17), i.e. replace (4.4.14) with

tr
`

pFVrΓ
1{2
r q

JRLpFVrΓ
1{2
r q

˘

` tr
´

pFV c
r q
J ΦΛΦJFV c

r

¯

“

N
ÿ

i“1

rλi

˜

r
ÿ

j“1

γjC
2
ij `

ÿ̀

j“r`1

C2
ij

¸

.

(4.4.18)

The linear systems (4.4.16) change accordingly to

pγjpD ´W q ` µW qFvj “ µWEvj, j “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , r,

ppD ´W q ` µW qFvj “ µWEvj, j “ r ` 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , `.
(4.4.19)

In all numerical experiments presented in Section 4.5, we set r « 0.2`, i.e. only

coefficients in the left 20% columns are reweighted in the regularization. We did not

observe serious changes in performance when this economic reweighting strategy is

adopted, but the improvement in computational efficiency is significant: for example,

when right singular vectors of F are used as local basis, solving (4.4.19) with partial
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SVD in each iteration is much faster than the full SVD required in (4.4.16). One can

avoid explicitly computing vr`1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , v` by converting (4.4.19) into

pγjpD ´W q ` µW qFvj “ µWEvj, j “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , r,

ppD ´W q ` µW qF
`

IN ´ VrV
J
r

˘

“ µWE
`

IN ´ VrV
J
r

˘

,
(4.4.20)

see (1) for more details16. Variants of Algorithm 1 with other choices of V , such as

DCT or wavelet basis, are just simplified versions of Algorithm 1 where V is a fixed

input. Regardless of the choice for local basis, rw-LDMM yields consistently better

inpainting results than LDMM in all of our numerical experiments; see details in

Section 4.5.2.

The total cost of Algorithm 1 is O pTN2`q flops, where T is the number of itera-

tions, N is the number of pixels in the image, and ` is the number of pixels in each

patch. Within each iteration, the partial SVD in Line 7 of Algorithm 1 is performed

using the randomized PCA algorithm proposed in Halko et al. (2011) at a cost of

O pN` log `q; constructing the weighted adjacency matrix in Line 9 and the diagonal

degree matrix in Line 10 both cost O pN2`q; each of the ` linear systems in Line 15 and

Line 17 is solved using a GMRES routine (with a prefixed number of iterations) in

O pN2q flops, incurring a total O pN2`q; the matrix product in Line 18 costs O pN`2q.

All these sum up to O pN2`q for each of a total number of T iterations, leading to a

total of O pTN2`q flop counts. Such a computational cost is relatively expensive. As

the main focus here is to present the novel local-nonlocal regularization framework

based on convolution framelets, rather than designing efficient algorithmic pipelines

for LDMM and its variants, we defer the exploration of faster algorithms to future

work.

16 The linear systems in Algorithm 1 actually produce FVr and F
`

IN ´ VrV
J
r

˘

separately; the

two matrices are combined together to reconstruct F through F “ FVrV
J
r ` F

`

IN ´ VrV
J
r

˘

.
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Algorithm 1 Inpainting using Reweighted LDMM with Local SVD Basis

1: procedure rw-LDMM-SVD(fp0q, `)Ź subsampled image fp0q P RN , patch size
` P Z`

2: fp0q Ð randomly assign values to missing pixels in fp0q
3: nÐ 0, r Ð r0.2`s Ź reweight only the first r columns
4: dp0q Ð 0 P RNˆ`

5: Fp0q Ð patch matrix of f p0q Ź Fpnq P RNˆ`

6: while not converge do
7: s1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , sr, V

1
pnq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , V

r
pnq Ð partial SVD of Fpnq Ź si P R`, V i

pnq P R`ˆ1

8: Vpnq Ð
”

V 1
pnq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , V

r
pnq

ı

Ź Vpnq P R`ˆr

9: Wpnq Ð weighted adjacency matrix constructed from FpnqŹ Wpnq P RNˆN

Wpnq pi, jq “ exp

˜

´
}Fi ´ Fj}

2

ε

¸

1 ď i, j ď N

10: Dpnq Ð diagonal matrix containing row sums of Wpnq Ź Dpnq P RNˆN

Dpnq pi, iq “
N
ÿ

j“1

Wpnq pi, jq 1 ď i ď N

11: Epnq Ð Fpnq ´ dpnq Ź Epnq P RNˆ`

12: Hpnq Ð 0 P RNˆr, Upnq Ð 0 P RNˆp`´rq Ź Hpnq P RNˆr, Upnq P RNˆp`´rq

13: for iÐ 1, r do
14: γi Ð 1´ s´1

1 si
15: H i

pnq Ð solution of the linear system Ź H i
pnq P RNˆ1

`

γi
`

Dpnq ´Wpnq

˘

` µWpnq

˘

H i
pnq “ µWpnqEpnqV

i
pnq

16: end for
17: Upnq Ð solution of the linear systems

`

Dpnq ´Wpnq ` µWpnq

˘

Upnq “ µWpnqEpnq
`

IN ´ VpnqV
J
pnq

˘

18: rFpn`1q Ð HpnqV
J
pnq ` Upnq ` dpnq

19: rfpn`1q Ð average out entries of rFpn`1q according to (4.2.2)
20: fpn`1q Ð reset subsampled pixels to their known values
21: Fpn`1q Ð patch matrix of fpn`1q

22: dpn`1q Ð
rFpn`1q ´ Fpn`1q

23: nÐ n` 1
24: end while
25: return fpnq
26: end procedure
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4.5 Numerical results

4.5.1 Linear and nonlinear approximation with convolution framelets

For an orthogonal system tenuně0, the N -term linear approximation of a signal f is

fN “
N´1
ÿ

j“0

xf, ejy ej,

whereas the N -term nonlinear approximation of f uses the N terms with largest

coefficients in magnitude, i.e.

rfN “
ÿ

jPIN

xf, ejy ej,

where

IN Ă N, |IN | “ N, and |xf, eiy| ě |xf, eky| @i P IN , k R IN .

Figure 4.6: Linear (top) and nonlinear (bottom) 8-term convolution framelet ap-
proximation of the 128ˆ128 cropped barbara image shown in Figure 4.3 using 4ˆ4
patches. Except for the last column corresponding to random local basis, nonlinear
approximation captures much more texture on the scarf than linear approximation
does.
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Figure 4.7: PSNR as a function of the number of approximation terms in linear
and nonlinear approximations of the 128 ˆ 128 cropped barbara image in Figure
4.3 using 4 ˆ 4 patches. Except for random local basis, the PSNR curves for linear
approximation are almost identical.

We compare in this section linear and nonlinear approximations of images us-

ing different convolution framelets
 

ψij “ `´1{2φi ˚ vj
(

. To make sense of linear ap-

proximation, which requires a predetermined ordering of the basis functions, we fix

the nonlocal basis tφiu to be the eigenfunctions of the normalized graph diffusion

Laplacian L (see (4.3.2)); ψij’s are then ordered according to descending magnitudes

|p1´ λiq sj|, where λi is the ith eigenvalue of L (which lies in r0, 1s) and sj is the

energy of the function filtered by vj (see (4.4.13)). We take a cropped barbara

image of size 128ˆ 128, as shown in Figure 4.3, subtract the mean pixel value from

all pixels, then perform linear and nonlinear approximation for the resulting im-

age. Figure 4.6 presents the N -term linear and nonlinear approximation results with

N “ 8, patch size ` “ 16 (4 ˆ 4 patches), and local basis V is chosen as patch

SVD basis (right singular vectors of the patch matrix), Haar wavelets, DCT basis,

and—as a baseline—randomly generated orthonormal vectors. In terms of visual

quality, nonlinear approximation produces consistently better results here than lin-

ear approximation; as we also expect, SVD basis, Haar wavelets, and DCT basis all

outperform the baseline using random local basis.
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The superiority of nonlinear over linear approximation is also justified in terms

of the Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) of the reconstructed images. In Figure

4.7, we plot PSNR as a function of the number of terms used in the approximations.

Except for random local basis, PSNR curves for all types of nonlinear approximation

are higher than the curves for linear approximation, suggesting that sparsity-based

regularization on convolution framelet coefficients may lead to stronger results than

`2-regularization. When the number of terms is large, even nonlocal approximation

with random local basis outperforms linear approximation with SVD, wavelets, or

DCT basis. Figure 4.8 shows several convolution framelet components with the

largest coefficients in magnitude for each choice of local basis.

4.5.2 Inpainting with rw-LDMM

We first compare rw-LDMM with LDMM in the same setup as in Osher et al. (2016)

for image inpainting: given the randomly subsampled original image with only a

small portion (e.g. 5% to 20%) of the pixels retained, we reconstruct the image

from an initial guess that fills missing pixels with Gaussian random numbers. The

mean and variance of the pixel values filled in the initialization match those of the

retained pixels. In our numerical experiments, rw-LDMM outperforms LDMM when-

ever the same initialization is provided. For LDMM, we use the MATLAB code and

hyperparamters provided by the authors of Osher et al. (2016); for rw-LDMM, we

experimented with both SVD and DCT basis as local basis, and reweigh only the

leading 20% functions in the local basis. We run both LDMM and rw-LDMM for 100

iterations on images of size 256ˆ 256, and the patch size is always fixed as 10ˆ 10.

Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR)17 of the reconstructed images obtained after the

100th iteration18 are used to measure the inpainting quality. Figure 4.9 compares the

17 PSNRpf, f 1q
.
“ 20 log10pMAXpfqq ´ 10 log10pMSEpf, f 1qq.

18 The number of iteration is also a hyperparameter to be determined. We use 100 iterations to make
fair comparisons between our results and those in Osher et al. (2016). In case the reconstruction
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three algorithms for a cropped Barbara image of size 256ˆ 256; Figure 4.10 plots

PSNR as a function of the number of iterations and indicates that rw-LDMM out-

performs LDMM consistently for a wide range of iteration numbers. More numerical

results and comparisons can be found in Supplementary Materials.

For image inpainting with randomly sampled pixel values at rate r, a patch size

of order Op1{rq leads each patch to contain Op1q known pixel values (in expectation).

For example, if r “ 10%, then the 10ˆ 10 patch size results in an expected number

of 10 pixels per patch; on the other hand, the dimension of the patch manifold is

likely to increase as the patch size increases, while at the same time the number of

available patches(samples) is kept the same as the number of pixels in the image,

hence the effective sampling rate of the patch manifold decreases. Therefore, it is

advisable to choose a relatively small patch size as long as each patch contains at

least a few pixels whose values are known.

We also compare LDMM and rw-LDMM with ALOHA (Annihilating Filter-based

Low-Rank Hankel Matrix) (Jin and Ye, 2015), a recent patch-based inpainting algo-

rithm using a low-rank block-Hankel structured matrix completion approach. The

central observation underlying ALOHA is that image patches admit annihilating fil-

ters, as a consequence of their localized frequencies in the Fourier domain. By a

commutative property, for any individual image patch, the frequency localization

can be translated into the low-rank property of a particular block Hankel matrix

associated with that patch; this low-rank property can be further utilized as a reg-

ularization in the process of filling in the missing pixels for image inpainting tasks.

The main algorithm of ALOHA thus builds upon performing matrix completion for

such block Hankel matrices each constructed from an image patch. This is funda-

mentally different from the construction of convolution framelets, which relies on the

degenerates after too many iterations due to over-regularization, one may — for the purpose of
comparison only — also look at the highest PSNR within a fix number of iterations for each
algorithm. We include those comparisons in Supplementary Materials as well.
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the full patch matrix consisting of all patches in the same image. Further exami-

nation shows that each block Hankel matrix can be viewed as a submatrix of the

full patch matrix up to row and column permutations. Therefore, ALOHA explores

substructures in the full patch matrix thus enforce a stronger regularization on the

local consistency of neighboring patches. On the other hand, it does not incorpo-

rate similarity between non-local patches in an image as convolution framelets does.

For some test images with strong texture patterns (e.g. Barbara, Fingerprint,

Checkerboard, Swirl), restoration from 10% random subsamples by ALOHA

reaches higher PSNR than LDMM and rw-LDMM; see Supplementary Materials

for more details. However, we observe that the reconstruction by ALOHA sometimes

contains artefacts that are not present in those obtained by rw-LDMM and LDMM,

even though the ALOHA results can have higher PSNR (see e.g. Figure 4.11 and

Figure 4.12.) Intuitively, this effect suggests different inpainting mechanisms un-

derlying LDMM/rw-LDMM and ALOHA: LDMM and rw-LDMM, as indicated in

Osher et al. (2016), “spread out” the retained subsamples to missing pixels, whereas

ALOHA exploits the intrinsic (rotationally invariant) low-rank property of the block

Hankel structure for each image patch. Numerical results with critically low sub-

sample rate (2% and 5%) are in accordance with this intuition; see Figure 4.13,

Figure4.14, as well as more examples in Supplementary Materials.

4.5.3 Other image processing applications

In this subsection, we compare results of LDMM and rw-LDMM applied to other

image processing tasks.

We first test LDMM, rw-LDMM and ALOHA on several different types of im-

age inpainting tasks, beyond the regime of inpainting from randomly sampled pixel

values in Section 4.5.2. Figure 4.15 illustrates the reconstructed Boat image from

overlaying texts, scratch-type damages, and a drip-painting-like corruption in the
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style of Jackson Pollock. Both LDMM and rw-LDMM slightly outperform ALOHA

in these inpainting experiments with non-randomly subsampled pixels.

We then apply LDMM and rw-LDMM to the task of virtually removing cracks in

paint surface present in real digital art paintings. The top left panel of Figure 4.16 is

a 256ˆ256 subimage downsampled to half size from a high-resolution digital photo19

of the painting St. John the Evangelist Reproving the Philosopher Crato (circa. 1370–

1380) by Francescuccio Ghissi. The mask of pixels identified as cracks is provided

by art conservators from the North Carolina Museum of Art (NCMA); see the top

center panel in Figure 4.16. Since no “crack-free” image is available as ground truth,

we compare the LDMM and rw-LDMM results with a reference inpainting result

(the top right panel in Figure 4.16) used by NCMA art conservators in the Reunited:

Francescuccio Ghissi’s St. John Altarpiece exhibition20. As demonstrated in the

bottom row of Figure 4.16, all LDMM and rw-LDMM inpainting algorithms recover

visually comparable crack-free images to the reference result.

Finally, we compare the denoising performance of LDMM and rw-LDMM on the

Swirl image; Figure 4.17 demonstrates that LDMM-type algorithms can effectively

estimate the original image from contaminations with moderate level of noise, but

their performances are still not compatible to BM3D (Dabov et al., 2007), which is

the current state-of-the-art in image denoising.

4.6 Conclusion and future work

In this chapter, we present convolution framelets, a patch-based representation that

combines local and nonlocal bases for image processing. We show the energy com-

paction property of these convolution framelets in a linear reconstruction framework

motivated by nonlinear dimension reduction, i.e. the L2-energy of a signal concen-

19 Courtesy of the North Carolina Museum of Art (NCMA).

20 https://dukeipai.org/projects/ghissi/
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trates on the upper left block of the coefficient matrix with respect to convolution

framelets. This energy concentration property is exploited to improve LDMM by

incorporating “near optimal” local patch bases into the regularization mechanism,

for the purpose of strengthening the energy concentration pattern. Numerical ex-

periments suggest that the proposed reweighted LDMM algorithm performs better

than the original LDMM in inpainting problems, especially for images containing

high contrast non-regular textures.

One direction we would like to explore in future work is to compare the `2-

regularization with other regularization frameworks. In fact, our numerical exper-

iments suggest that nonlinear approximation of signals with convolution framelets

could outperform linear approximation, hence regularization techniques based on

`1- and `0-norms have the potential to further improve the reconstruction perfor-

mance. Furthermore, although we established an energy concentration guarantee in

Section 4.3.3, it remains unclear in concrete scenarios which local patch basis ex-

actly attains the optimality condition in Proposition 4.3.1. We made a first attempt

in this direction for specific linear embedding in Section 4.3.3, but similar results

for nonlinear embeddings, as well as further extensions of the framework to unions

of local embeddings (which we expect will also provide insights for other nonlocal

transform-domain techniques, including BM3D), are also of great interest.

Another direction we intend to explore is the influence of the patch size `.

Throughout this work, as well as in most patch-based image processing algorithms,

the patch size is a hyperparamter to be chosen empirically and fixed; however, histor-

ically neuroscience experiments (Smale et al., 2007) and fractal image compression

techniques (Barnsley and Sloan, 1990; Jacquin, 1992) provide evidence for the im-

portance of perceiving patches of different sizes simultaneously in the same image.

Since patch matrices corresponding to varying patch sizes of the same image are

readily available, we can potentially combine convolution framelets across different
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scales to build multiresolution convolution framelets.

From an application perspective, we are interested in investigating LDMM-type

algorithms for a wider range of image processing tasks. Though we demonstrated

in Section 4.5.3 the capability of LDMM and rw-LDMM for several different types

of image inpainting tasks beyond the regime of random subsamples, we were unable

to extend the algorithmic framework to achieve satisfactory performance on object

removal tasks (which amounts to completely removing undesirable objects from an

image and then filling up the “large hole” in a visually unconscious manner). One

plausible explanation for this limitation is that larger patches are preferable for

inpainting sizable missing objects, but the low-dimensional manifold assumption is

practical only for small- to medium-sized patches; for instance, the impressive object

removal performance of ALOHA reported in Jin and Ye (2015) relies on handling

patches of size 120-by-120 (or even larger). Studying the theoretical and practical

applicability of the low-dimensional assumption of patch manifolds is yet another

intriguing future direction.

4.7 Technical proofs and supplementary results

4.7.1 Convolution framelets with 2-D patches

We briefly explain how the 1-D theory established in Section 4.2 easily carries through

to the 2-D case, which is of central interest in image processing. For simplicity, let

f be a 2-D signal defined on a square lattice tpi1, i2q | 1 ď i1, i2 ď Nu, and consider

square patches of size ` ˆ `, where 1 ď ` ď N ; essentially the same argument ap-

plies to rectangular lattices and patches. Let tv`1,`2 | 1 ď `1, `2 ď `u be an orthonor-

mal local basis supported inside the square sub-lattice tp`1, `2q | 1 ď `1, `2 ď `u, and

tφj1,j2 | 1 ď j1, j2 ď Nu an orthonormal global basis. We assume f extends by peri-
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odicity to the infinite 2-D integer grid. Note that

f ri1 ` `1, i2 ` `2s “

N
ÿ

j1,j2“1

N
ÿ

ι1,ι2“1

f rι1 ` `1, ι2 ` `2sφj1,j2 rι1, ι2sφj1,j2 ri1, i2s

“

N
ÿ

j1,j2“1

N
ÿ

ι1,ι2“1

ÿ̀

k1,k2“1

N
ÿ

κ1,κ2“1

f rι1 ` κ1, ι2 ` κ2s vk1,k2 rκ1, κ2s vk1,k2 r`1, `2s ¨

φj1,j2 rι1, ι2sφj1,j2 ri1, i2s

“

N
ÿ

j1,j2“1

ÿ̀

k1,k2“1

Cpj1,j2q,pk1,k2q φj1,j2 ri1, i2s vk1,k2 r`1, `2s ,

where

Cpj1,j2q,pk1,k2q “
N
ÿ

ι1,ι2“1

N
ÿ

κ1,κ2“1

f rι1 ` κ1, ι2 ` κ2s vk1,k2 rκ1, κ2sφj1,j2 rι1, ι2s

“

N
ÿ

m1,m2“1

f rm1,m2s vk1,k2 ˚ φj1,j2 rm1,m2s “: xf, φj1,j2 ˚ vk1,k2y .

Moreover, for any pI1, I2q in the N ˆN square lattice,

f rI1, I2s “
1

`2

ÿ

i1``1“I1

ÿ

i2``2“I2

f ri1 ` `1, i2 ` `2s

“
1

`2

N
ÿ

j1,j2“1

ÿ̀

k1,k2“1

xf, φj1,j2 ˚ vk1,k2y
ÿ

i1``1“I1

ÿ

i2``2“I2

φj1,j2 ri1, i2s vk1,k2 r`1, `2s

“
1

`2

N
ÿ

j1,j2“1

ÿ̀

k1,k2“1

xf, φj1,j2 ˚ vk1,k2y pφj1,j2 ˚ vk1,k2q rI1, I2s ,

which is exactly the 2-D analogy of (4.2.6).
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4.7.2 Proof of Proposition 4.2.1

Lemma 4.7.1. Let rV P Rlˆp, s.t. rV rV J “ I`, then @ f P RN , N ě `,

f “
1

`

p
ÿ

i“1

f ˚ rvi ˚ rvip´¨q.

Proof of Lemma 4.7.1. By definition

rvi ˚ rvip´¨qrns “
N´1
ÿ

m“0

rvirn´msrvir´ms “
l´1
ÿ

m1“0

rvirn`m
1
srvirm

1
s,

since rvirms “ 0, @` ď m ď N, i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , p. Therefore,

p
ÿ

i“1

rvi ˚ rvip´¨qrns “
p
ÿ

i“1

`´1
ÿ

m“0

rvirn`msrvirms,

and if we change the order of summation, we have
řp
i“1 rvirm ` nsrvirms “ δpnq,

which follows from rV rV J “ I`. In sum,
řp
i“1 rvi ˚ rvip´¨qrns “ ` ¨ δpnq, hence f “

1
`

řp
i“1 f ˚ rvi ˚ rvip´¨q. ˝

Proof of Proposition 4.2.1. By Lemma 4.7.1,

f “
1

m

m1
ÿ

i“1

f ˚ v Si ˚ v
S
i p´ ¨q “

1

m

m1
ÿ

i“1

˜

n1
ÿ

j“1

xf ˚ vSi p´¨q, v
L
j y v

L
j

¸

˚ vSi

“
ÿ

i,j

A

f,
1
?
m
vLj ˚ v

S
i

E 1
?
m
vLj ˚ v

S
i
.
“
ÿ

i,j

cij ψij, where ψij “
1
?
m
vLj ˚ v

S
i .

˝

4.7.3 A simplified proof of the dimension identity (4.4.2)

Proposition 4.7.2. Assume a d-dimensional Riemannian manifold M is isomet-

rically embedded into R`, with coordinate functions tαj | 1 ď j ď `u. Then at any
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point x PM

d “ dimpMq “
ÿ̀

j“1

|∇Mαjpxq|
2,

where ∇M : C8 pMq Ñ X pMq is the gradient operator on M.

Proof. Let ∇ : C8
`

R`
˘

Ñ X pMq be the gradient operator on R`. For any f P

C8 pMq, if f is the restriction toM of a smooth function f̄ P C8
`

R`
˘

, then∇Mf pxq

is the projection of ∇f̄ to TxM , the tangent space of M at x P M. Now, fix an

arbitrary point x PM and let E1 pxq , ¨ ¨ ¨ , Ed pxq be an orthonormal basis for TxM.

We have for any 1 ď j ď `

∇Mαj pxq “
d
ÿ

k“1

x∇αj pxq , Ek pxqyEk pxq ,

and thus

|∇Mαjpxq|
2
“

d
ÿ

k“1

|x∇αj pxq , Ek pxqy|2 .

Note that ∇αj is a constant vector in R` with 1 at the jth entry and 0 elsewhere.

Consequently, inner product x∇αj pxq , Ek pxqy simply picks out the jth coordinate

of Ek pxq. Therefore

ÿ̀

j“1

|∇Mαjpxq|
2
“

ÿ̀

j“1

d
ÿ

k“1

|x∇αj pxq , Ek pxqy|2 “
d
ÿ

k“1

˜

ÿ̀

j“1

|x∇αj pxq , Ek pxqy|2
¸

“

d
ÿ

k“1

|Ek pxq|
2
“

d
ÿ

k“1

1 “ d

which completes the proof. ˝
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4.7.4 Proof of the optimality and the sparsity of SVD local basis with respect to
MDS nonlocal basis

Proposition 4.7.3. Let HX “ UXΣXV
J
X be the reduced singular value decomposi-

tion of the centered data matrix X P RNˆ`, where H “ IN ´
1
N
1N 1

J
N is the centering

matrix. The optimal V for (4.3.5) is exactly VX ; the corresponding matrix basis has

the sparsest representation of X.

Proof. Without loss of generality, assume X “ HX. In MDS, ΦE “ UX with p “

` ´ 1. The entries of the coefficient matrix C “ ΦJX rV can be explicitly computed

as

Cij “ φJi X ṽj “ uJX, iX ṽj “ uJX, iUX ΣX V
J
X ṽj “ σX,i v

J
X, i ṽj,

where uX, i, ṽj are the columns of UX and rV , respectively, and σX,i is the ith diagonal

entry of ΣX . According to (4.3.9), the optimal rV should satisfy vJX, i ṽj “ 0 for all

i ą j, which is achieved by setting ṽi “ vX, i. Moreover, since rankpCq “ ` ´ 1, C

has at least p`´ 1q non-zero entries; it follows from vJX, ivX, j “ δi,j that C “ UJXXVX

has exactly p`´ 1q non-zero entries and is thus the sparsest representation. ˝

4.7.5 Patch matrix and block Hankel patch matrices in ALOHA

In this subsection, we conduct a detailed comparison of the structure of the auxiliary

patch matrix F in the construction and analysis of convolution framelets with the

block-Hankel matrices that preserve the essential low-rank structure in the ALOHA

paper.

In what follows, we use the notations M, N, m, n as in the ALOHA paper, where

each block Hankel matrix is constructed from an M ˆ N patch with respect to an

annihilating filter of size p2m`1qˆp2n`1q. We show that the resulting pM´2mqpN´

2nqˆp2m`1qp2n`1q block Hankel patch matrix consists of p2m`1qp2n`1q patches

of size pM´2mqˆpN´2nq, where each column is a vectorized pM´2mqˆpN´2nq
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subpatch inside the M ˆ N patch considered. This means that each block Hankel

matrix can be considered as a submatrix of the full patch matrix FJ constructed

from pM ´ 2mq ˆ pN ´ 2nq patches.

We begin with analyzing general cases of submatrix from the full patch matrix FJ.

Let Pij be the lr-by-lc patch centered at pi, jq in the image domain, i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Nr, j “

1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Nc. Let Pijpk, sq be the pixel in the k-th row and s-th column of Pij, k “

1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , lr, s “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , lc. Then

Pijpk, sq “ Pi1j1pk
1, s1q, if k ` i “ k1 ` i1 and j ` s “ j1 ` s1.

We use the following conversion of a 2D patch Pij to a column vector Pij P Rlr¨lc ,

Pijpk ` ps´ 1qlrq :“ Pijpk, sq.

First, we take patches along a fixed column j and consider the corresponding patch

matrix P¨j :“ rP1j, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,PNrjs. Since Pijpk ` ps ´ 1qlrq “ Pi1jpk
1 ` ps ´ 1qlrq when

@ i1 ` k1 “ i ` k, a positive shift of size 1 in i (the row index of P¨j) corresponds to

a negative shift of size 1 in k (the column index of P¨j). Therefore, P¨j is a Hankel

matrix.

Next, we take patches along a fixed row i and consider the corresponding patch

matrix Pi¨
.
“ rPi1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,PiNcs. Since @ j1 ` s1 “ j ` s we have Pijpk ` ps ´ 1qlrq “

Pij1pk ` ps
1 ´ 1qlrq, a positive shift of size 1 in j (the row of Pi¨) corresponds to a

negative shift of size lr in s (the column of Pi¨). Therefore, Pi¨ has a generalized

Hankel structure.

In particular, set lr “M´2m, lc “ N´2n and consider a set of patches centered

at the “consecutive” pi, jq, i “ i0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , i0 ` 2m, j “ j0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , j0 ` 2n, we can arrange

their corresponding patch vectors Pij in column-major order into a matrix

Pblock :“ rPi0j0 ,Pi0`1 j0 , ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Pi0`2mj0 ,Pi0 j0`1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Pi0`2mj0`1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Pi0`2mj0`2ns,
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where the each block rPi j,Pi`1 j, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Pi` 2mjs P RpM´2mqpN´2nqˆp2m`1q consists of

2m`1 consecutive patches centered at column j, thus a Hankel matrix; furthermore,

the k-th columns of all blocks are a set of consecutive patches centered at row i0 `

k ´ 1, thus all the block matrices admit again a Hankel structure. This matrix

Pblock is the same block Hankel matrix generated from the M -by-N patch centered

at pi0 `m, j0 ` nq in ALOHA.

Therefore, the block Hankel matrices in ALOHA can be viewed as submatrices

of our full patch matrix with patches of size pM ´ 2mq ˆ pN ´ 2nq of an image up

to row and column permutation. As M ą 2m and N ą 2n by construction, the

block Hankel matrices are built from truly localized “consecutive” patches. The low-

rank condition on these block Hankel matrices built from consecutive local patches

explores substructures in the full patch matrix, and results in a stronger enforcing of

the consistency within neighboring patches than in the present paper. On the other

hand, the block Hankel matrices in ALOHA do not structurally incorporate global

similarity between non-local patches.
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Figure 4.8: The first four terms in each type of nonlocal convolution framelet
approximation. Components in each row correspond to the four convolution framelet
coefficients with largest magnitudes. The cropped 128ˆ 128 barbara image is the
same as shown in Figure 4.3 using 4ˆ 4 patches.
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Figure 4.9: Reconstructed 256 ˆ 256 Barbara images from 10% randomly sub-
sampled pixels using LDMM and rw-LDMM both with patch size 10ˆ 10 (fixed for
all numerical comparison here). The same random initialization for missing pixels
was used for LDMM and both SVD and DCT versions of rw-LDMM. Top: Both rw-
LDMM algorithms outperform LDMM in terms of PSNR. Bottom: Zoom-in views
of the 50 ˆ 50 blocks enclosed by red boxes on each reconstructed image illustrate
better texture restoration by rw-LDMM.
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Figure 4.10: PSNR of the reconstructed 256 ˆ 256 Barbara image (see Figure
4.9) at each iteration of LDMM, rw-LDMM with SVD, and rw-LDMM with DCT.
After the 20th iteration, both rw-LDMM algorithms always achieve higher PSNR
than the original LDMM.
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Figure 4.11: Reconstructed 256ˆ256 Checkerboard images from 10% randomly
subsampled pixels using LDMM, rw-LDMM, and ALOHA. Top: Restored images.
Bottom: Zoom-in views of the 80 ˆ 80 blocks enclosed by red boxes. Compared
with LDMM and ALOHA, the proposed rw-LDMM reconstructs images with higher
PSNR and fewer visual arteficts.

Figure 4.12: Reconstructed 256 ˆ 256 Fingerprint images from 10% randomly
subsampled pixels using LDMM, rw-LDMM, and ALOHA. Top: Restored images.
Bottom: Zoom-in views of the 80ˆ 80 blocks enclosed by red boxes. Compared with
LDMM and ALOHA, the proposed rw-LDMM reconstructs images with comparable
or higher PSNR and fewer visual artifacts.
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Figure 4.13: Reconstructions of a 256ˆ256 traffic sign from 2% randomly subsam-
pled pixels using LDMM, rw-LDMM, and ALOHA. Both ALOHA and rw-LDMM
restore legible letters even under such critically low subsample rate; rw-LDMM meth-
ods also achieve higher PSNR with fewer visual artifacts.

Figure 4.14: Reconstructed 256ˆ256 Man images from 2% randomly subsampled
pixels using LDMM, rw-LDMM, and ALOHA. The proposed rw-LDMM methods
restore recognizable human shapes as well as color patterns on the hair and the hat
decoration even under such critically low subsample rate.
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Figure 4.15: Reconstructed 256 ˆ 256 Boat images from several types of non-
random subsamplings. Columns from left to right: Removing overlaying texts; Re-
moving scratches; Removing a drip-painting-like corruption (mask extracted from
Jackson Pollock’s Number 32, 1950, with reverted black and white pixel values).
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Figure 4.16: Crack removal from high-resolution digitization of a real painting.
Top Left: A 256ˆ256 detail from St. John the Evangelist Reproving the Philosopher
Crato (circa. 1370–1380), by Francescuccio Ghissi, in the North Carolina Museum
of Art. Top Center: Input mask of the pixels to be inpainted (highlighted in red),
corresponding to the “dark crack pixels.” Top Right: Reference result used by art
conservators, based on a different nonlocal patch-based image inpainting algorithm
(Newson et al., 2015). Bottom: Inpainting results using LDMM and rw-LDMM.

Figure 4.17: Denoised 256ˆ 256 swirl images using LDMM and rw-LDMM.
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